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The records of the last meeting were read
and approved, and the roll of accounts read
and ordered paid, as follows:

Is of Belfast .Hay Making..
>gue of the Vest. .Famous Batig is Again Unfolded on Shores
.ake Erie.
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An Old War Song. .Sheep Go
Months Without Water.
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Crushed Rock Sidewalks.
General School purposes.
Fire Department.
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cent.
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street

fast, July 4tn, the Belfasts and
even, the Easterns winning the
13 to 3, and Belfast coming out
afternoon, 13 to 6. In the mornjuid do but little with Browning,
Hsterns pounded Girard hard and

afternoon, Belfast presented a
who was hit hard, and in
Girard went in. He worked tine-

me

Derby,

ed the hitting while Belfast drove
•ut and Belger did but little bet-

sidewalk on Waldo avenue was read
and referred to the city solicitor. Council
concurred.
Tne petition of John A. Dodge, et als., requesting that the time for laboring upon highway s be reduced to nine hours, and that the
price per day remain at $2.00, was read and

referred to the Committee
concurred.
Highways.
The following order was sent up from the
Council:
Ordered, That tax collector Brown’s bond and
postage be paid by the city. Voted to lay on
read and

man was

Council

on

table

in

Board of Aldermen.

Report
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innings; off Derby 1
Two base hits, Lamurey. .Stolen
; 2, Soper, Swift, McELw.ee, Lath*
i.amorey 2, Mayo, Belger, Baker,
a'Is by Richards 3, by Browning 4.
by Richards 3, by Browning 6.
Lamurey 2, Pendleton 2. Double
Swift and Ladd; Richards, Swift
ii t y pitched ball. Belger, Linker,
u
pitch Richards. Umpire, Cay-

.rday

the game on the Congress
will be by the Belfast’s and a

July 19th the game will be
ver-Soxcroft and Belfast. A crack

team, and

Quincy, Mass., touring
games here

Gettysburg.

The Seaside Spiritualist Society hold regular
Sunday services at their place of meeting on

High

street at 2.30 and

on

State,
the 25th and 26th.
the

is

passed

in

council excepting order

follows:

56, That the

sum

of

$50 be and is

Belfast, and it is further ordered
that said sum be expended under the direction
of the chief of the fire department.
Order No. 57, That the city treasurer be aDd
is hereby authorized and instructed to draw
his order for the sum of one hundred dollars,
payable to J. Lee Patterson, the same being
appropriated from the contingent fund in
payment for eight concerts to be given on the
school common by the Belfast Band during the
of 1913.

summer

Order No. 58, That twelve street lights of
60 candle power be installed as follows: Eight
lights on the Citypoint road, beginning at or
near the Roierson crossing, so called, and extending northerly to the J. W. Peavey store at

Citypoint, and four lights on the back road to
Searsport, beginning at the end of the present
light on said road and extending easterly to
the chapel.—Council voted to non-concur.
Order No. 59.

hereby

is

That

the

authorized

city treasurer be
and instructed to

negotiate a temporary loan with the City National Bank and the Waldo Trust Company for
such sum as may be needed to meet the current bills of the city until the receipts from
taxes become sufficient for the purpose.
Order No. 60. That the city treasurer be

hereby autl

and is

orized to draw his order for

L. Walker,
$300 payable
the same being in part payment for labor on
the Robbins road.
Order No. 61.
That the city treasurer be
of

sum

to Levi

The services at the

First

m.

Parish Church

tember.

mortal form reposes.
“Peaceful be thy

so

an

Swanville, conferred
i

had

a

draw his order for the

sum

Ephraim Robbins, Jr.,

the

ment

for

labor

on

bank

of

$175, payable

being

same

wall

Water

on

alive in that

The Christian Scientists hold services in
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at
11

o’clock

o’clock,

to

Wednesday evening

and

which all

are

at

7.30

welcome.

in pay-

street.

Order No. 62. That the city treasurer be
is hereby authorized and instructed to
draw his order for the sum of $60, payable to
Elmer S. Whitehead, the same being for police
duty for the month of June 1913.
Order No. 63. That the city treasurer be
and is hereby authorized and instructed to
draw his order for the sum of $61, payable to
the order of F. P. Nason, the same being for
police duty for the month of June 1913.
Order No. 64. That the Road Commissioner
be and is hereby ordered and instructed not
for

work unless it

Treasurer be
instructed to

and

The services next Sunday at Mason’s Mills
will be held at 10.30 a. m., followed by the
Sunday school, and at Trinity Reformed church
at 2.30 p. m., followed by Sunday school.

no one

Mr. Harry Rowe of W’aterville, secretary of
the State V. P. S. C. E. occupied the Baptist
pulpit last Sunday morning and evening. At
the latter service he spoke of the Endeavor
work.
Florence D. Chaples, organist at the

Miss

Baptist

taking a vacation for the
summer and Mr. Frank Sleeper of W ellesley,
Mass., who is summering at the Battery will
play the organ during the season.
church

is

The services for the week at the First
Methodist church will be as follows: this,
Thursday, evening, the prayer meeting; Sunday at 10.30, morning worship; Sunday school
12

at

m,;

Epworth league

Sunday evening
7.30

at

p.

at

prayer meeting
6,30 p. m.; evening service

m.

who had

away and
if he did he must

the

3d

Mr. and Mrs. Wayland White and
daughter
of Montville are guests of Mr. and Mrs
W. A. Hall.

Ruby

essence

spent

of her indomit-

was a
an

and

i6

hereby

authorized

draw his order for

the

sum

and
of

$565.92, payable
being for plank

Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Jones returned
Sunday
from an auto trip to Camden, Warren and
Waldoboro.
Rev. and Mrs. Ashley A. Smith and
family
of Bangor are spending the summer in East

personality,

hour with her

Eddington.

straightway forgot her,

ever went

Capt. Theodore P. Colcord of Searsport is

have been dolfish.
But it was for five years the writer’s sacred
privilege to be her pastor, and to get, it may
be, more good than he gave. It did not matter
who her minister might be, if he was in any

worthy,

she

the

him in

was

Mr. and

Mrs. Hiram Michaels and Mr. and
Mrs. S. V. Jones were recent guests of relaives in Brooks.

his

Mr. George L.

In

every way.

Pratt of Chicago arrived
Tuesday to join his wife and daughter in a
visit with relatives.
Miss Ethel Walker of Charleston, Me., returned home last Saturday from a visit with
Miss Helen Brier, Northport avenue.
Miss Elizabeth

Church and Mr. Homer
White, Jr., of Boston are guests for two weeks
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Ludwick.
Mrs. Robert K. Steward of Urbana
Ilh, and Mrs. Flora Carleton of Old Town have
arrived at Northport for their annual visit.
Mr. and

Mrs. Evie Carter Burke and Miss Zadie B.

Redlands, California, formerly of
Belfast, will leave July 16th for a trip to Hono-

Carter of

lulu.

Mrs. Frances Stevens, who has been visiting
her daughter, Mrs. Herbert M. Stevens, in
this city left Friday for Castine to
the

spend

summer.

Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Mason, who have been in
Belfast on business, and visiting friends, returned to
their home in Portland Monday
afternoon.

of which she was through successive years,
Baptist church will be as and until her death, the President. In her refollows: Prayer meeting this, Thursday, evenlation with the last, she w’as the trusted friend
ing; morning service Sunday at 10.45 a. m.; of Mrs. L. M. N.
Stevens, who sent a touching
Sunday school at 12 o’clock. All who do not
message read at her funeral, and also of Miss
attend Sunday school at any other church are
Emily M. Miller of Belfast, the County Presicordially invited. Christian Endeavor and
dent, wrho also sent a kindly message. She
m.
service
at
7.30
p.
evening
until her
also the
The

services

at the

The services for the week at the North
church are as follows: Prayer meeting, Thursday

at

7.30 p. m.;

morning worship Sunday

at

C. E. prayer meeting at 6.30 p. m.
Visitors in the city,
and all who do not worship elsewhere, will find
10.45

a

a.

m.;

cordial

Sunday

greeting

school at 12 m.;

at these

church, and it

was

gress street.

touching

Mrs. Ada L. Wildes returned Monday from
visit with her cousin, Mrs. Esther Burrill, in
Waterville.

to witness her

a

she had become so weak that
she could with difficulty administer the affairs
committed to her; yet she did it and refused
solicitude when

this long-ailing

woman

erable estate, which

services.

Miss Geneva Thompson of Lynn, Mass., arrived Tuesday to spend the summer with her
grandmother, Mrs. Mary E. Thompson, Con-

Treasurer of the

death,

was,

was

accumulated

by

a

Miss Emma Iliehborn went to her home in
Stockton Springs Monday to spend a two
weeks’ vacation from her duties in the J. H.
dry goods store.

consid-

her will distributed

Howes

her immediate friends and helpers,
whom she felt should be remembered. She
had in case of need, made up the deficiency in
her pastor’s salary, and was always a liberal
giver to church and charitable societies. A
pipe organ in the church, and various improvements to the church and parsonage property,
am*mg

Cap!, and Mrs. Tewksbury Dodge spent last
Frida} in Bangor.
is

Miss Inez Chaples. cleric for F. G. Mixer,
taking her annual vacation.

a

visit with relatives in

F. I. Wilson and family have returned from
Lincolnville.
Mr. and Mrs

visiting

William Hurd of Pitisrield

are

Liberty.
visiting his mother,

Mr. H jrd’s mother in

Mr. Edward Lapp in is
Mrs. Levi L. Curtis, at the home of Chalmers
Ford, East Belfast.

Eugene Parsons returned home July 2nd
visits in Sc-arsmont and Liberty and

from

sons, who

answer

for all who

came.

Harold

Sullivan

returned

at

the Methodist parsonage

in

I. M. Cottrell of Somerville,
Mass., spent the 4th and week-end in Belfast
and at Swan Lake, where Mr. Cottrell is building a cottage. They left on the Boston boat
Mr. and

to

Luce,
Ola Town.

*-

v«.

1U1.

4

Monday on business.

Seth Conant arrived Friday to spend
tion with relatives.

Mrs. Amos Graves of Boston is the guest
her mother, Mrs. Wm. J. Gordon.

o*

Mr. Charles H. Field left Tuesday for
business trip to Mayfield Plantation.

a

Mr. and Mrs. Wm. T. Bill of Redlands, Calif,
their way to New York with Miss Chapman, daughter of Mrs. Anna Frye Chapman,

are on

who will go abroad.
to Belfast for

come

The Bills
a

are

expected to

brief visit.

a vaca-

Byron M. Rogers spent several days
Bangor the past week.
a

in

Mr. Charles E. Owen returned
Tuesday from
few days' visit in Boston.

Miss Hazel Ramsdell spent the Fourth with
her parents in Medford, Mass.
Norman A. Read of Portland
Fourth in Belfast with relatives.

I-rs. Emma R. and Miss Ideila D. Knowlton
visiting friends in Old Town.
Claude B. Roberts was in town from Boston
for over the Fourth and the
week-end.
Miss

Mabel

Paul

Mass., is spending

Wellesley Heights,

of

Belfast.

vacation in

a

Mrs. Carl H. Stevens left
Wednesday for
week’s visit with her parents in Bluenill.

spent on the Massachusetts coast and
with Mr. Littlefield's relatives in Brooks, and
are at their home in the A. I. Brown house on
Milter street.
moon,

tne

cnautieur,

and Mrs.

Mr.

and Miss Bertha
Master Roberts.
Mr. and
1

Mrs.

Friday from

a

Smith,
Terry of Waterville and

Mrs. Arthur

It.. Cl_I.
---

v»

uiitaicji

to

visit

i-truv& iuii.

Mr. and Mrs.

John Ward.
Miss

Esley Bickneli of Rockland arrived
Thursday for a few days’ visit with Miss

Louise J. Read.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hoyt Hilton and
family
of Chicago arrived Sunday
morning and are at
the

Battery.

Miss Lena F. Gibbons of Old Town arrived
Thurday for a week’B visit with her sister,Mrs
R. M. Tibbetts.
Mr. and Mrs. William M. Welch of Auburn
arrived recently to spend a short vacation with
Belfast relatives.
Arthur H. Raleigh of Lynn, Mass., arrived
Friday to spend a few days with his sister,
Mrs. F. X. Pendleton.

Joseph Montefore of Waterville, formerly
Belfast, went to Temple Heights Friday
for a few days’ visit.
of

Jeanette Stephenson of Pittsfield, formerly of Freedom, has gone to York Beach
Miss

to.speud

the

summer.

Miss

Marguerite Owen left Tuesday to
spend the week in Bangor, with her aunt,
Miss Margaret Owen.
Mr. and Mrs. Jordan Smith and daughter

Gladys

of

visit Mrs.

Lynn.
Mary Whitney.

Mass., arrived

Thursday

to

Miss Katherine E. Brier was the guest of
Mrs. E. R. Estabrook at Swan Lake
over the Fourth and
Sunday.
Mr. and

Mr. and Mrs. Frederick H. Paine and children of New York, foimerly of Bangor, have
gone to Swan Lake for a stay.

Mrs. Herbert Griffith of Augusta, formerly
Belfast, arrived last Thursday, and is the
guest of Mrs. True C. Hayford.
of

Morgan Alcott of New York arrived Thursto spend a few. days w ith Mr.and Mrs.

day

G. F. Harriman at

Kelley’s

Miss

Helen Vt escot’

Mrs.

Leroy Macomber

Cove.

has returned from a
visit with Miss Htzei Barnard in Lewiston,
making the trip from Burnt,am alone.
who has

of .Melrose, Mass.,
guest of relatives in Islesvisiting friends in town.
the

Deen

j Mr. and Mrs. M. G. Prentiss. Mrs. M. G.
j Prentiss came to Belfast with them and re! turned home Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Charles
| F. Prentiss and Mrs. Charles Sargent, who
autoed to Belfast for the day.
Mr. and Mrs. Pierre Tortone, of New York,
who are at present in Paris, are expected to
return to this country before the season is
over and will be guests of Mr. and Mri. T.
George Dodworth at their North shore cottage. MrB. Tortone waa formerly Miss Alma
Dodworth and was married last winter to Mr.
Tortone, a well known French artist, prominent in art circles in New York and Paris.
The “Pops” program for the concert in Symphony Hall, Boston, on the evening of July
1st included a number “Noveletta,” by Mr.
Aug. C. Knight, a Belfast boy, who baa been
successful

musical composer. He
of these concerts
to
aa the symphony
orchestra is considered the finest in the world
this was a marked honor. Mr. and Mrs
Knight will come to Belfast the first of August*
for a visit.

very

as a

by the conductor
contribute a number, and

waa

asked

Hatch

North
Mrs. J. G.

of

aunt.

Mrs. Fred R. Frisbee of Taunton
in Belfast and vi-

visiting relathes

cinicy.
Mrs. Miles
returned

S. Jellison and daughter Verna
from a few weeks’ visit in.

Saturday

Bangor.

..

U1

Della

visiting their

are

Mrs. Ferdinand Peterson of Needham, Mass,
visiting friends in Belfast and relatives in

is

Searsport.
ana

mrs. j. usrorne

Monday from

r.
ii.

Mass., arrived Friday

last

are

ms.

Me

a

Lx>ra arrived

few days’ visit

w

th

norre

relatives

Bradford.

in

Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Townsend left Mor.
day for visits in Portland, New Hampshire
and Vermont.
Miss Grace Lord of Bangor returned home
Mor lay from a few days’ visit with her cousin.
Miss Cora Lord.
M

s. Edith Bartlett Berry and Mr. George
Pooler of Bosun arrived Sunday to visit
Belfast relatives.

P.

Miss Cora S. Morison arrived Sunday fron
Juan, Porto Rico, where she has beer
teaching the past year.

San

Miss Sarah Edith West arrived from Boston
Saturday to spend a vacation with he
mother, Mrs. Ella E. West.
last

Arthur L. ar.d Ed on Clark returned to L'or
c

hester, Mass., Monday

after

a

visit

w

ith Be

relatives and friends.

fast

Mrs. Sarah J. Hopkins and son Everett re
turned to Orland Monday after a few days
visit with friends in this city.
Mr. G. B. Weeman arid son Albert of South
Windham arrived Saturday to visit the former's mothtr, Mrs. A. \\. Weeman.
Messrs. Charles Horton of W oonsocket and
W.

J. Phillips of Providence, R. 1
Tuesday and are the guests of Mr.

arrived
and

Mrs.

B. O. Norton.
Mabel A. Craig,

w ho has completed a years's
Hoiyoke, Mass, is to leave nex
Germany, where she will spend a

wTork at Mt.
month

for

relatives.

year with

Miss Marjory Coombs arrived from Camden
last Sun■ ay to visit Belfast relatives, and Miss
Agnes Coombs is visiting her aunt, Mrs.
George Mixer, in Camden.
Mrs. J. A. hessenden, who has been the
guest of relatives in Stamford, Conn., sailed
from New York July 4th for
Germany aru
will

spend

several months abroac.

Florence G. Mutchler of Boston, who
has been visiting in Hall’s Quarr and Rockland, arrived Monday and will spend a mor.tl
at the Sleeper home. Church street.
Mrs.

Alfred Maitland

Roberts,

who

is

atren

Lord's parents. Mr. and Mrs. N. S. Lord.

school in Hartford, Conn., and
living with his
uncle, Maitland B. bn.i'.h, arrived Sunday to
visit his mother, Mrs. Mabel Roberts.
Mrs. Eli Cook, who spent the winter in Bel-

Miss Alice G. Welch of Bangor arrived Saturday, to be the guest of Mrs. E. K. Pierce
during the special exhibition at the Arts and

Thursday.

boro,

is

now

Mr. and Mrs. Frank N. Lord of Bangor

Thursday

rived

to

spend

a

few

days

with

ar-

Mr.

Mr.

and

Mr.
Airs.

few

a

Fred

days

Northport avenue
Monday.

E.

Smythe

of

Boston

the

past week at their
residence, returning to Bos-

ton

ard Mrs. Edmund Wilson returned Mon-

Mr.

send

were their guests.
Misses Margaret Dur.n and Miss Goffiney of
Augusta spent the f ourth in Belfast as the
guests of Miss Helen Dunn, superintendent of
the Waldo County Hospital.

Mr and Mrs. Gardiner G. Bowman of Brookline, Mass., arrived Friday to spend two weeks
Mr. and Mrs.

George L. Bowman.
Bangor last Sunday.

They

Mrs. Wm. L Howe of Lincolnville and Mr. and
G. French of Thumaston arrived last
Thursday to visit their sisters. Mrs. Esther G.
Davis and Miss Sarah R. Gardner.
Mrs. M.

Mrs. Richard P. Whitman of Cam-

Press Association, which this year had headquarters at the Mountain View House, Camden.
Misses Edith Emerson of Chelmsford, Mass.,
Catherine Fox of Stoneham and Alice Hall of
Wakefield, arrived Sunday to spend the sumin the

ai

McKeen-Burgess cottage,

East Bel-

fast.

d

Hazel and

Mrs.
son

(Inprini

V\.

A.

Roger,

Wi.MUhrvr

for the

pying

day from several days’ visit at Camp Wilson,
Quantabacook. Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Town-

with

mont. Mass., with her daughter, Mrs. Leslie C.
Follett, and Miss Julia Condon, who ha.- beer,
visiting in Cambridge, Mass
arrived last

shop.

Crafts

Hathorne, uaughte"

and

little Miss Esther

M....

the Battery and
Dunton cottage.

su nimer at

a

art-

ecu

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph O. t'r. chett and Mis
McDonald of Durcnesl.-r, Mu
an
Miss Doris Doc of i’n'.m Beach, Fla., arrive,:
Inez A.

Sunday

to

Mrs. A. V\.
Miss

spend ten days ::
Doe, Cedar street.

Belfast

wit.

Flora L. Marks returned Monday from

in Stonington as the guest of 1-r.
Moody Thurlow, a student at Hahn, or
Medical School of the University of
Chicago
He will spend the summer in
Michigan.

a

visit

Misses Helen F. Dunn and Lena Townsend
superintendent and assistant superintend,
of the Waldo County
Hospital, leave this v\i ok
to spend the summer at their
homes, the former

ill

Augusta and the latter in Old Towi

Bert L. JoneB and sun Kenneth
Leon of Garland have been guests of Mr and
Mrs. Sherman G. Swift. Mr. Jones returned
home Sunday, accompanied by Master Charles
A. Swift, Mrs. Jones and sun remainin, tor
a longer visit.
Mr. and Mrs.

Misses Alice I., Laverne and Bertha Whitten, Mrs. Rena White, Master Seymour and
little Harriet White, Misses Geneva Hutchins.
Alberta Farnham, Louise Brown ami Ruth
Atherton, returned Monday from a few days
at the Towle cottage, East Belfast..
Miss Helen B., daughter of Mr and Mrs.
Fred Waldo Brown, arrived
Thursday from
Boston, where she has been teacliii g private
She
will
retuin
pupils.
to Boston about

outing

George Frank Harriman arrived Thurs- August 1st to attend the Emerson Summer
join his wife at Kelley’s Cove, North- School of Expression. Miss Charlt lie Brier of
port. He was accompanined by Mr. and Mrs. Malden. Mass is also a guest, ai the Browrr
Arthur Myers of New York, who will be their home.
Mr.

day

to

guests for

a

week

or more.

Mr. and

Colonel Philo Hersey, formerly of Belfast,
now of San Jose, Cal., was elected a member
of the executive committee of the Santa Clara

County
annual

Maine
reunion

Association, which held its
outing at Congress Springs

and

June 26th.

Harry M. Prentiss returned South Bend, Ind.,
in Brewer with his parents, ing to spend the

visit

Mr. and

Mass

and

Doris

Misses

Penobscot
Paul.

setts.

mer

Mr. and Mrs. Byron Wilson and Mr. and Mrs.
Hudson Elwell and two children, with Mr. Wili ford Mosely,motored to Belfast in the former’s
Buick car June 30th and left Monday morning,
July 7th, for their homes in West Lynn, Mass.,
after visiting Mrs. Austins Wilson on Northport avenue.
Mr. Maitland B. Smith made a record run of
340Jmiles in his 1913 Peerless seven-passenger
car last Sunday
from
Hartford, Conn., to
Belfast. There were six passengers, including

Miss Daisy Pease has arrived from Camden,
where she spent several weeks with relatives.

a

Hon. and Mrs, L. S. Hichborn of
Augusta
are enjoying an auto
trip through Massachu-

Mr. and

County Attorney Eben F. Littlefield and
arrived last Saturday from their honey-

Miss Emily F. Miller has gone to her home
Searsmont for a month’s vacation.

in

spent the

Almon Sweet of Lowell, of the destroyer
returned Tuesday night after
Perkins, U. S. N., was a guest of his aunt, pello. Mass.,
Mrs. U. F. Stephenson, last Saturday, having spending several days with Mis. Whitman’s
leave while the ship was in Ca6tine for the parents, Mr. and Mrs. James H. Howes.
Fourth. He was accompanied by John Crosby,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Pilsbury returned
a shipmate.
Monday from the annual outing of the Maine

bride

Mr. Thomas B. Dinsmore went to Boston

are

autoed to

Mrs.

1

Mrs.

Monday night.

and their

c

and Mrs.

PERSONAL

Maine Hills arrived Thursday te spend the
Fourth in Belfast.

spent

-.e

N. Y.

the classes of boys she used to teach, some
to manhood; and of the concert

of them grown

Boston exercises,—and here she was an artist—and of
of the old teaching days, when she was misTuesday after a short visit with Mr. and Mrs.
tress in the schoolroom. In her last days nothWarren E. Marsh.
ing she could need was denied her. The care
Miss Emma Frost of Thomaston is a guest
and affection of her housemates,
Mr. and
at the home of Rev. and Mrs. Albert E.
Mr.

over

cousin, Bennie Parthe Fourth.

Jack Grant, who had been the
guests for a week of Mr. and Mrs. F. F.
Dawes at their North Shore cottage, left
Saturday by boat for their home in Mt. Vernon,
Mr

Her love for young people was a marked characteristic, and she often spoke with pleasure
of

vt

his

summer rtsider.ee in Castine, returned to her
cottage last Sunday after spending two weeks
in the home of Dr. Webster for treatment.

largely due to her liberali y.
had a most buoyant and cheerful disposition, a firm will, a high spirit and principle, a

ready

remained

Mm

She

wit and

accompanied by

was

were

quick

guest of Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Harriman at

Kelley Cove.

friend, and stood by
the virtue of loyalty
she was unsurpassed. ‘‘I’ve travelled much
this weary mortal round,” and I have yet to
meet her equal at once in fidelity and generosity.^ When she had given her confidence or
her word there was no doubt and no question.
Consequently she had troops of friends. All
who did business with her became her lifelong friends, and clustered about her, and
none of them in absence did she fail to remember.* As to her generous liberality, many who
have been helped by her in time of need will
be w illing witnesses to that.
An English poet told us in his splendid
verse that if his heart were opened we should
find engraven on it the name of Italy, the land
he loved. If Emily’s heart could have been
laid open we might expect to find there written the names of
the Methodist Episcopal
church at Winterport and its Sabbath school,
with which she was so long efficiently related,
and the Woman’s Christian Temperance Union,
sense

The Episcopal church will hold services at
the North church vestry next Sunday afternoon at 3.30 o’clock.
The united offering for
Missions will be taken at this service.

mercurial

spir.t. For Emily Hall

able

or

to

and

accept any plank
bridge
is all square edge hemlock.
Order No. 65. That the City

fine supper last Mon-

Mr. Winnifred Colby and sister, Miss
Ola,
Dy Doat Ihursday for a visit iD Massachusetts.

PERSONAL.

leu

pleasantly received, the memory

Isaac Dunham, attended her to the last!
care and love were supplemented by
Mrs. J. H. JoneB, who has been the guest of I her intimates—some of them
to Cooper & Co., the same
ig. and a general good time.
life-long—beJ.
in
Mr. and Mrs.
R. Emery
Bucks aort, left
longing to the village and its environs. All
furnished for the lower bridge.
wood floor has been laid in Granite
for Brooksville, accompanied b} Mrs.
knew it was best, but were reluctant to have
Order No. 66. That the School Committee Saturday
■i... North Searsport, and a dance was
Addie Hancock.
her go. If anyone could say it she could: “I
be and is hereby authorized and instructed to j
on the afternoon and evening of
will begin my work again in the morning”.
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Reynolds and Mr. and
use so much of the appropriation for school
dedicate the new floor.
Her funeral services were at the Methodist
Mrs. Robert Hodson of Lewiston and Robert
as may be necessary for medical incontingent
,
Grange, Knox, held a pleasant
in the city schools.
Hodson, Jr., of Chicago were registered at Episcopal church, on Thursday, July 3rd, at 2
spection
uiy 5th. After the program a nice
Order No. 67. That an abatement of three the Windsor Hotel last week and called on o'cmck. The remains were placed in the
tananas and lemonade was much
church at 10 a. m., and the casket was banked
cent, be made to all tax payers of the friends in town.
It was voted to adjourn meetings per
city of Belfast, who voluntarily pay their
Mrs. Lewis W. Pencleton, who,has been the with flowers, wreaths, and some beautiful de9th.
vices from the W. C. T. U., Epworth League.
taxes on or before the first day of August, A.
guest of Mrs. B. P. Hazel tine through June,
Grange, Belfast, will have but one D„ 1913, and it is further ordered that all went
Floral pieces from Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Dunham,
Saturday to Miss Harriet White’s on
Mr. anc Mrs. Hubert Hall, Mr. and Mrs. P. M.
neeting in July and August when taxes assessed for the year shall be due and Cedar street, where she will
the
remainspend
'ii*t
quiring immediate attention will be payable on the first day of November, A. D., der of the season.
Hall, Mrs. H. H. Simpson, Mrs. Geo. Marden,
^
er.
The regular weekly meetings 1913.
Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Banghart, Mr. and Mrs.
Russ
Burns
Carrie
and
Mrs.
of
family
••turned in September,
Frank E. Burns, Mrs. E. Flemant, Mrs. A. E.
Order No. 68. That the City Treasurer be
Chicago, annual visitors here, have tauen a
Treat, Mrs. E. M. Chase, Miss Sophia Chase,
range, Searsinont, worked the third and is hereby authorized and instructed to
at
Lake
and
will not come Mrs.
Michigan
cottage
Fairfield Cole, Mrs. A. P. Ritchie, Mrs.
th
degrees upon five candidates draw his order for the sum of $62 60, payable
Her sister, Miss Sara Russ
east this summer.
Geo. Shaw, Mrs. Ralph Lane, Mrs. D. H. Smith,
Visitors were to Eben F. Littlefield, the same
'-'ay evening, July 2nd.
in
being
pay- of New Bedford, will sn#»nd July and a
part of Rev. and Mrs. J. W. Hatch, Mr. and Mrs.
om
mystic orange, ceimont, ana ment for premium on bond of Fred W. Brown,
August with her and will come to Belfast later Dickie.
ok Grange, Camden.
A harvest Tax Collector, and it is further ordered that
The service was conducted by the pastor, asin the season.
a? served and all
report a grand good the said amount be charged to said Tax Colsisted by her former pastor, tried and faithful
C.
Knox
of
friend
and co-laborer. Rev. J. W. Hatah, D. D.
Philander
Hon.
lector and deducted from his percentage for
Pittsburg, Pa.,
Sweet music formed a part of the service,
Secretary of State during the Taft administracollecting the taxes for the city of Belfast.
with
organist and choir engaged. Tender adtransfers in keal ESTATE.
Aid. Redman was appointed by the Mayor to tion, was with a part} that arrived yesterday dresses and prayers were offered. The W. C. T.
XXI1UA
U. and Epworth League were present in their
w
ing transfers in real estate were meet such as the council might join for a
united bodies, and the church was well filled
committee of conference on the bills of Adel- [ brought his 90 h. p. Mercedes car,in which the 1
o
Waldo County Registry of Deeds
with a sympathetic audience. All looked at
bert Millett and S. W. Johnson, which were party left for the Belgrade region, which they the placid features of the dead, and
*eek ending July 9. 1913.
j
many folhave frequently visited.
lowed to the last resting place in Oak Hill
neia up Dy tne council.
Aid. W ing was apCarter, Belfast, to Perley C. Allen,
Pastor
Felix.
Cemetery.
Mrs. Clarence B. Swan and children, Alice
pointed by the Mayor to meet such as the !
and and buildings in Montville.
council might join for committee of confer- and Theodore, with Miss Ruth Waterhouse, all
•r
L. Sprowl, Montville, to Herbert L.
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
ence on order No. 58.
Adjourned to meet in of Old Town, are at the Swar. cottage. North'•■■•fgia M. Sprowl, do; land in Montville.
Kealizing our loss in tne death of our beoint convention.
for
a
j
of
a
Campground,
week.
stay
port
They loved co-laborer. Miss Emily M. Hall, we, the
Thompson, Unity, to Orlando Gerry,
Reconvened to adjourn after meeting in were driven to the resort Sunday by Mr. Swan members and officers of the Methodist Episn Unity.
school of Winterport, desire
McFarlan
his
Joint
in
with
Convention.
Six,
big
which he con- copal Sunday
H. Wells et als., Vinalhaven, to i
hereby to express our sense of appreciation of
tinued to Boston for a business trip.
IN JOINT CONVENTION.
her excellent Christian character, her many
and Alice M. Cross, Winterport; land
MrB. Wallace R. Tarbox, of Fryeburg, who words and deeds of usefulness and kindness,
Meeting called to elect a Road Commissioner
\ iings in Winterport.
ana her long term of service as a teacher in the
has filled the office of Department
‘2hr C. and Leonora J.
President, school; and to convey our sympathy with all
Knowles, Islesboro, and a Trustee of Cemeteries for three years.
of
the
Ladies
G
in
a
most creditable man- who have cause to mourn her departure to that
Leslie F. Simpson was nominated for road
A.R.,
rge M. Newell, Boston; land in Islesinherit.
maintain telephone and telegraph
commissioner, and there being no other nomi- ner for the past ten years, and who positively rest which the good
J. H. Baker,
Wea
nations it was voted that the Clerk of the declined to serve another year, retired with
E. H. Boynton,
rfcd F
A. J. Lockhart.
Parks, Palermo, to Eben H. Foster, Council cast the ballot of the Convention. the love of every member of the order. Mrs.
arid in Palermo.
The Clerk cast the ballot as voted and Leslie Tarbox has labored faithfully to elevate and
■'arr,f'3 Triehy,
Swanville, to Ralph D. Shute Fl Simpson was declared elected road commis- uplift the order, and her work was highly
On Wednesday, June 26th, at her home on
at the recent convention in Pearl street, Camden, Mrs. Nellie C. Knowlton
n IT
Gilchrest, Belfast; land and build- sioner for the the balance of the Municipal complimented
uKfc in
which
was said by all to be the "beet
suddenly away. The relapse which
Portland,
passed
Year
1913.
Swanville.
followed her convalescence from a serious ill“rah F.
Charles B. Eaton was nominated as a mem- ever held.” All the beautiful poems used in ness in March came with little
McCobb, Lincolnville, to James A.
warning, and
^'•*rveyf do; land and buildings in Lincoln- ber of the Board of Trustees of Cemeteries, the Memorial service were of Mrs. Tarbox her death was a severe shock to her family and
was
born
in Lincolnfriends.
Mrs.
Knowlton
and there being no other nominations it was own composition and added greatly to the
ville on Nov. 6,1867, the daughter of Frank D.
r!*ndo Gerry, Unity, to
voted
that the clerk of the council cast the program. It was voted to have the fine report
H.
the
first day of JanuEugene Stewart,
and Helen M. Holt. On
arid in
vote of the Convention. The Clerk cast tbe of the year’s work rendered by Mrs. Tarbox ary, 1879, she was united in marriage to Frank
Unity.
in pwmphlet form. Mrs. Tarbox was E. Knowlton of Camden, who, with
their
•rorge j Swett, Bangor, to
ballot
and
printed
Charles
B.
Eaton
was
declared
George A. Cole,
her.
elected as Trustee of Cemeteries for three the recipient of a very handsome Past Presi- daughter Alice, survives but to Her death is a
Carport; land in Winterport.
her neighbors
loss, not only to her home
dent’s jewel and several beautiful
years.
bouquets, and to the community. The funeral services
°f Belfaat, a former
although she requested the Circles to refrain were held on Friday afternoon at two o’clock,
IN BOARD OF MUNICIPAL OFFICERS.
5?' Sanborn
and the immedit.he Weetem Union Telegraph
the
from
customary habit of bestowing gifts. in the presence of theD.family
Belfast, July 7,1913.
ia
come to Portland and baa
Evans and Rev. S. E.
ate friends.* Rev. L.
•tid.H
k* “P nQ"iDg “ • profeeaion.—
Meeting called for the purpose of holding an Mrs. Tarbox was elected Department Counse- Frohock officiated. The body waa laid to rest
“ftlaod E
in the Mountain Street Cemetery.
inquaat on the fire in the mill of Sherman 4 lor for the ensuing year.
.range,

grees

Miss Evie Hall and her guest, Miss Ola Goodrich, went to Montville Tuesday to visit relatives.

silent slumber.”
It is now nearly thirty years since the writer, coming to lecture in Winterport, first made
the acquaintance of Miss Hall and her friend,
Mrs. Lord, since deceased. It was not in his
thought .that at a future date he should become her pastor, but whenever he thought of
the beautiful town by the riverside where he
had been

at tne

PERSONAL.

to

•CAS OF THE GRANGES.

7.30'p.

(Unitarian) will be held next Sunday at 10 45
a. m.
The Sunday school is closed until Sep-

9

in

nours, 5 min.

.nas

read and

to 68

with the

in North

the
5

file.

on

hereby appropriated from the contingent fund
for the purpose of completing the hose house

and

AB.

read, accepted and
Council concurred.

tax collector

Orders Nos. 56

Order No.

^Afternoon game.)

from

universalist church for
granted. Council concurred.
blithe presence of the
the week will be as follows: K. O. K. A., Satur- was associated with the
The petition of Grover C. Dunton, et. als..
little woman who kept the store, and who was
requesting that a public way be laid out near day night; preaching service Sunday mornine:
.L.
-J_j
\\r
n’nf.,*.
alive in every fibre of her frame, and doubly
at 10.45; Sunday school at noon.

ordered placed

000320

JO
1 0

a

PERSONAL.

j

The services

-ummary:

(Morning game.)

$6,899 93

The council voted to concur on all bills except the bill of Adelbert Millett for $10.00 and
the bill of S. W. Johnson for $194.50.
The petition of William I’hilbrook asking for
damages for personal injuries caused by a defect in

STANDING.

LEAGUE

t RN

Shin

Snrincrs

,rf

r.

Total.

NUMBER 28":

Co. Elmer A. Sherman appeared before the
Board and after hearing the testimony of Mr.
Sherman it was voted that the cause of the fire
Many will hear with regret what all of her
was unknown.
Mias Ola and Thomas Goodrich of Burnham
Voted that the road commissioner be in- immediate friends and intimates learned with j are
visiting Belfast relatives.
who
seeei
that
spirit,
sorrow,
that
bright
structed to buy a tip-cart for the city at a
Miss Elizabeth Fales of Boston is the
and
born
to
weariness
guest
and
overcome weakness
;
price not exceeding $75.
of Maurice E. Curtis and family.
The following motion was made by Aider- to defy the encroachments of disease, had at
Miss Margaret Waters of California is the
last departed, that Emily M. Halljwas no more.
man Redman:
“I move that Mayor Hanson be the choice of We, who had seen and heard her, became in- guest of Miss Lula Mason, Waldo avenue.
Mrs. Helen S. Collins of Salem, Maas., is
the municipal officers to represent the city at credulous of death, but as matter of fact, on
the annual meeting of the stockholders of the I the 80th of June, in the early morning, she visiting her sister. Miss C. Frances Welch.
Belfast & Moosehead Lake Railroad Company, who had languished valiantly for months :
Joseph Pickering Wallace of Beverly, Mass.,
and cast the vote of the city on its stock, ar d closed her eyes and breathed her last, and was is visiting his aunt. Miss C.
Frances Welch.
that the city clerk execute a certificate of no more a child of earth, but daughter of the
Mr. Charles A. Ludwick arrived from Bossuch appointment and present the same to the immortal prime.”
ton July 3d to spend the summer in
Belfast.
For weeks past it had been the habit and
mayor as proof of his authorisation.'’
Motion
Mrs. J. F. Whitney and Misses Mabel C.
last duty of the writer, the pastor, and his
carried.
Butters and Clare Nix of Bangor arrived Monwife, on Sunday evenings, to go to the chamAdjourned.
and are guests of Miss E. Maude
Barker.
ber where she sat, to spend an hour, to refresh day
j Mrs.
Ella Gilman of West Medford, Mass., is
their spirits with her splendid courage, and
The Churches.
then to have worship and come away. Last i visiting at her uncle’s, Capt. G. T. Osborne.
evening it seemed as if we were omitting
John Daniels
ild, Jr., of Chicago is the
The subject of the sermon at the Universa- something, but the room where she sat was
guest of Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Hilton at the Batlist church next Sunday will be, Some Lessons dark and silent, like the grave in ^hich her tery.

OBITUARY.

The regular meeting of the City government waa held Monday evening, July 7th,
Mayor Hanson presiding.

;a>
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arrived
summer

Thursday

morn-

with

and Mtb. Uarence W. Proctor and little
Annie Viola, left Monday noon for
Windham to spend the remainder of the
school vacation. They had a pleasant visit
with friends in Cherry field while Mr. Proctor
was attending the educational conference in
Castine.
Mr.

Mrs. Charles M. Welch have
gone

Greenwood, Mass., where they will

reside

Welch has been associated in business
the
past year with his father, Mr. M W. W elch
and for some time previous had I., n
Mr.

in

papering

and

painting

in

engaged
Massachusetts.

Like his father he is

their grandmother, Mrs. Alice I. Thombs, Their parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Millhouse, will arrive
later for their annual visit.

daugl ter,

to

an expert in the
business
Mrs. A. J. Knowlton and son Wilson W.
of
North Conway, N. H., arrived
Monday to spend
a
few days with Belfast friei ds
and left
Wednesday to spend the sun n,er with Mrs
Knowltun’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. U A. W
hitten, in Searsmont. Mr. Know lion is
attending
the summer school for sun, ir i.nHon
Dartmouth College.

Mrs. Carrie

H. Littlefield and Miss
Elizabeth
Haycock of Chamcock, N.B„arrived last Thors
to
visit Belfast relative. En route
day
they
were

guests of Hon. and Mrs. Wm. F.

Thompson

Bangor. Mrs. Charles Hay cock and little sons
Frank Hilton and William
Mann, will arrive
Mr. and Mrs. George Priest of Cambridge, next week to join her
mother and aunt Miss
Mass., arrived la6t Saturday in their auto and Mary H. Hilton, at the Brown
cottage on Harwere guests over Sunday of Mrs. Alice F.
bor street. Mr. Haycock will
come later in
Woodcock. They left Monday for Searsmont the season for a short visit.
to spend a few weeks at Woodbine cottage,
Mrs. Lida C. Staples of Mill
Valley, Calif.,
Quantabacook, with Mr. and Mrs. D. Faunce and
Miss Mary Eastman of San
Francisco
W oodcock.
Calif., arrived Saturday and are guests of Misg
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Nash, who went to Inez E.
Crawford. Miss Eastman, herself
blind,
Grimpas, Idaho, several weeks ago to visit the is a teacher in the
Berkeley Institute for the
family of their granddaughter, Mrs. Ralph Blind and is on a tour
of inspection of like
Whitten and Mr. Albert W. Stevens, were institutes.
Prof. Wm. C. Crawford of Boston
obliged to return home sooner than anticipated a rrived
Sunday for a brief visit, leaving Tueson account of the ill effects of the high altiday with Mrs. Staples, Miss Eastman and Miaa
tude on Mr. Naah’a health. They arrived last Inez
E. Crawford for a few
days’ visit at his.
Thursday and are at their Miller street home. cottage in North
Belgrade.
in
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Of Castle North, No. 853, K. O. K. A.
St. George's Lake, Liberty, Me.,
June 23 28, 1913.

of

boys
tle, but the ninth in the history
the North Church. As early as three thirty
a. in. Monday the first lad arrived at the ren
dezvous and by six thirty the last baggage had
appeared. By seven the impedimenta was
loaded on the wagon, we had boarded the buckand

were on

there

Here and

roses.

frr.m

Ann.

challenging

uriro

If

you have
Medicine, write
for

the

at

our

minder to

us (hat

too would

we

be

soon

en-

week

thought having been prepared
Nature.
to
of
living close

was

prepared

in

Dinner

at once, and

glad

and who

hole did

knev.

ever

love it.

not

and then

that

We had

a

and

ing went for

morning diD.

our

Cookies

was a

pleasure to see the
study on the part

ought

der

here

to

have been said that the fish chow-

Prentiss is the “piece de resistance”
for it was first concocted for us

la

a

shore,

this

on

by

wo

our

bears and whom
here

have

to

thy seneschal, whose name it
we all wish might have been

partaken

of it with

us.

feature of the late afternoon was the
building of two small sailing craft and the
In a freshening breeze
race between them.
they started from a point off our shore on the
voyage for Liberty. The “Mary” was too light
A

ex-

a

craft

for

the

sea

that

was

running

auu

bravely with wind and
turned turtle. The “Alice,” a
stouter craft held on her way splendidly and
though she

wave,

battled

soon

was

last

baseball

site

Millstone.

seen

scudding along
The

names

of

the shore oppo-

the vessels

were

occupied the first of the afternoon. significant and were the occasion of much hiJudging by the yells and howls it was a great larity among the boys. We spent a long evensuccess.
The winners were great winners, ing on the lake, going up to the village and rethe losers were great losers, and that in itself turning about nine p. m., just in time to eshere and
s a splendid thing.
Today wTe had a treat of cape the rain. With lanterns flitting
fruit provided by our generous Seneschal, Mr. tnere along tne snore, we got camp reaay ior
H. M. Prentiss, whose inability to be with us the storm. Dry wood was placed in the cook
tent, guy ropes tightened, the canvas sides of
we greatly regret. We were also recipients of
pame

his

kindness

on

ottr

journey

out

the

often wished that he might be with ua
might show him afresh how much we
all think of him. W 2 spent some time working
and

we

that

at

we

our

“-egister” today,

camp

ledge

the

before

the tents, whereon is carved the initials of all
the boys w ho have been here to camp, together
with the date. Today we added ’13 to the dates

already carved there. Could
speak, what
days. Sometime
ter”

•must write for

some

of

one

<

number

our

most

article called, “Tales from

us .an

Ledge.” It would be full of interesting,
•stirring and humorous incidents. After the
in f

of the

of

score

a

fifteen

rock

table,and the brightening

of

con-

and

the iads went off to try for salmon

which only yesterday were seen jumping. They
were unsuccessful in this, but a number of
good sized bass were landed. The rest of the
morning was spent in building small sail boats.
The George’s Lake Yacht Club was organized

'•'he

bull game, which ended in

our

skies gave assurance of a fair day. The
ditions were most favorable for fishing

ther

to

captained by Wood,
we went for our afternoon
dip. Luring the
-ate afternoon the sxies began to look dubious with Walter Hali as commodore, he having
After dinner we had
and a freshening easterly wind told us of built the first boat.
coming rain. By 8 p. m. a stiff breeze was three races. The competing boats were the
blowing and the rain came down, first with "Pup,” "Neliy,” "Alice a.,” "Evelyn A,”
ten

avor

fitfuli gusts and tin.

safely
boats

ir.

bed,

team

n

in torrents. But

ents

our

"Alice

we were

S,”

and the

were secure

hauied up oil the ledge. The waves
on the reexs were Nature’s
song to
red spirits this night and to their bah-

-dashing
^ur t

low ed. An exciting baseball game was the
chief event of the m nrning,resulting in a score
of nine to eight in favor of Spear’s team.
‘iPwelye innings were required to settle the
contest. The water was very rough throughput the morning and the fishing poor,
though

did land

a

few bass.

‘side-hill-winder,”

a

creatures of the

wooes

Shortly after dinner
one

of

and

own

the

;

strange

cousin to the

far-famed “lumkum-shiseh,” made its appearance on the shore ar.d our Merlin succeeded
in “snap-shotting” it. So that next winter
•vhen we tell the talas about the marauder,

hope to

be able to

produce

its

photograph

.....

KJI

LUC

U JlJtV

UJJ

LI1C

XtMIUtUl-

afternoon. After an early supper
up the lake to the village. Just
■before reaching the outlet we met the Hon. L.
Morse cruising in his motor hoat, who took
rowed

boats in tow and brought us to the
landing at the village. We climbed Haystack
for the never-Liring view from its summit and
cur

two

then came down to the village for mail and
supplies. We were glad to meet old friends
here, the genial proprietor of the store, Mr.
Sanford, who has been a friend to the boys all
hese years; Mr. Claudius B. Knowlton, one of
Liberty’s prosperous farmers,who made kindly
inquiries as to whether we had all we needed
at camp; the genial postmaster, who has
always entered heartily into our spirit of fun

have mailed

cards to friends at
home, and others who had words of greeting
for the boys. The people at Liberty have been
very cordial to us in our annual trips to the
lake, and none have been more so than Mr.
as

we

Thompson, owner
we

camp, and Mr.

boats.
We had

of the

lovely

shore

Bagley from whom

rent

from the

ing

such

as

late; t American operas and embrac-

“never-to-be-forgotten"

songs

as

When the Sands of the Desert Grow Cold,"
“On Mobile Bay”
which latter we rendered with great gusto
«ven if we did not have Charles Hammons to
lead the chorus. And had we bad time and
dung power enough left we should have done
4

times mistakenly called civil government-ami tile whole of next year will
be devoted to training this force, correcting any errors which may be discovered awl getting everything in
smooth running order for the formal
opeidng on Jan. 1, 1915.
When the caual is completed and in
good running order Colonel Goetlials
will ask permission to step aside just
before the formal opening, and he will
do so with the satisfaction of knowing
that he has completed the canal, with
ample margin, inside of schedule time
and well within the cost he estimated
when he undertook the work.
Whnt steps might be taken by a
grateful nation to show its apprecla
tion of the great work Colonel Goethuls lias accomplished in the face of
almost inconceivable obstacles is not a
matter with which he is willing to
concern himself.
Like n true soldier,
he contents himself by saying, “I have
merely carried out my orders."
The alleged friction and difference
of opinion regarding the advisability
of turning the water in Culebra cut as
soon as possible or of waiting until all
the soil deposited by the slides has
been
removed
by dry excavation
proves to be merely an evanescent
piece of argumentation when the chief
engineer of the canal explains the sit
nation.
“Excavation with dredges is cheaper
and more expeditious." says the colonel.
“If the flooding is going to aggravate the sides the sooner we know
It the better and the more time we
will have to handle the increased material.”
With that foresight which has mark•

Attorney at Law,

delightful trip back to camp,
we rowed, the selections
being

‘Everybody’s Doing It” and

Dyspepsia is America's curse. To restore
digestion, normal weight, good health and
purify the blood, use Burdock Blood Bitters
Sold at all drug stores. Price $1.00.
I

Biological Survey

damage done by the prairie
dog, it is pointed out, affects the stockraising industry in two ways.
First,
many acres are laid bare in the neigh
borhood of prairie dog villages, and the
amount

of food available for cattle

iu

the stock
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The end of the cavity of this
slide has now been reached, it is believed.
Another troublesome slide occurred
on the eust bank of the cut, just opposite this one.
The location of these
two large slides on opposite banks In
the same vicinity has resulted in a
broken and irregular contour of the
canal and denotes very plainly the lack
of cohesiveness of the earth at tills
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Dogwood,

Last year on the Cochetopa National
Forest of Colorado fifteen tons of poisoned oats freed some 26,000 acres of
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Furniture and piano moving a specialty. Leave
orders at the stable, corner of Main and Cross
streets, and they will receive prompt atten
'Ji n.
Telephone connection
W. W. BLAZO,

arid

everything in the

tles for use in cotton mills, is growing
scarcer year by year, and various sud-

is

off coyotes that prey upon stock but are
also natural enemies of the prairie logs.

Tk

14tf

ammunition

expert
has unwittingly favor-

industry
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trucking:

aricj!

brushes,

boxes.

proportionally reduced. Second, valuable animals, frequently horses, have to stitutes are being tried,
success.
be killed after they have broken a
leg great
in a prairie dog hole.

•

work.

The Balkan War has brought about a
rise in certain lumber prices in Europe
because of the big demand for wood for

The

It cannot lie ascertained yet whether or not there is any danger of the
slides recurring after the completion
of the caual.
Such an occurrence
would block the traffic, and ships that
chanced to he passing then might
he damaged. The problem of decreasing or diminishing this possibility is
now occupying the minds of those in
charge, and various suggestions have
been made by the engineers.
A thin coating of concrete was
placed over the sides of the cut at first,
but the cost of this plan led to its
abandonment. Neither was it effective.
It was suggested that grass be planted
on the banks of the cut. but this likewise failed to prove a preventive

outside
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A Sustaining Diet.
These are the enervating days,when,as somebody has said, men drop by the sunstroke as if
the Day of Fire had dawned. They are fraught
with danger to people whose systems are
poorly sustained; and this leads us to say, in
the interest of the less robust of our readers
that the full effect of Hood's Sarsaparilla is
such as to suggest the propriety of calling this
medicine something besides a blood purifier
BELFAST, MAINE.
and tonic,—say, a sustaining diet. It makes it
much easier to bear the heat, assures refreshin
Practice
all Courts.
Probate practice
without
ing sleep, and will
any doubt avert
much sickness at this time of year.
a spec altv.
2tf

most

gaily singing

morning devAions, tents

taken

our

our

a

The

down, the boats sent back to Mr.
Bagley’s, our baggage packed, the shore cleaned up, and while we awaiteu the coming of our
teams, the boys indulged in a final base ball
game. After dinner, the teams having arrived and the ho*ses been rested sufficiently, we
began our homeward journey. We had no
such fishing tales to tell as we did last year
and other years, but we all have happy stories
and memories of Camp North 1913. May 1914
be as kind to us. We are dreaming of it already.
The boys who went on the “quest” this year
were Frank Waterman, Wesley Wood, Dean
Knowlton, Donald Spear, Dana Pattee, Fred
Wiley, Walter Hall, John Durham, Cuthbert B.
Wilson, and Albert Fogg, the latter going as a
guest of our younger boys. The Merlin, Rev.
David L. Wilson, accompanied the party in the
dual capacity of leader and chief cook.
were

•ier of the
•ve

races.

After breakfast and

incredulous may believe. We had a
ine dip at the swimming hole and were all
photographed in the water. Exploration of
-hat the

.....

The "Alice

"Nelly” finished
second in all three, while the "Pearlie B.” was
third once and twice fourth, the "Evelyn A,”
being twice third and once fourth. The
"Pup” and the "Alice M,” were hopelessly ;
out-classed. Thus closed the first annual re- !
gaita of the George’s Lake Yacht Club, and we
hope to make this an annual feature, with per- ;
haps more ambitious models. We had a splen- 1
did dip at the swimming hole and some of the
more ambitious
boys tried the "pumpkin
dive,” somersaulting in r.he water and other
aquatic feats, while the younger lads received
lessons in swimming. A beautiful row up to
the village brought the day to a close,and lest
a year paBS by without its saluting us a terrific thunder shower came up during the night* j
Fortunately we were not in its center and escaped .ts force, though close by us we learned
in the morning that it had been quite severe
Saturday morning came with a beautiful clear
sky and a cool breeze 1 lowing down the lake
all three

j

bling melody we fell asleep. The night was
-cold and the morning grey and foreboding.
But -:he wind had shifted, and by nine o’clock
the skies were ciear and a beautiful day fol-

-we

M.” and the "l'earlie B.”

won

the

and bruises.
there should be a box of

every home

In

to prevent the extinction of birds and
mammals. In the present instance it
justifies its war against prairie
on

than 8,000,000 cubic yards of materi d
When Colonel Goethals left Wash- have been let down Into the cut. The
ington recently on his return to the area covered amounts to sixty-three
isthmus it was with the entire confidence of President Wilson and Secretary of War Garrison. He will remain
at the head of the great enterprise as
long as he desires and will continue to
be the sole and absolute director of the
canal.
The incipient insurrection of
certain of his associates who looked
for a change because of the change in
the administration at Washington is
President
long a thing of the past.
Wilson’s administration did not and
will not disturb the conditions which
have produced results that command
the respect and admiration of the
world.
By Jan. 1 the canal will be in condition to handle such commerce as it
may be thought best lo send through
it and can be used by the vessels of
the navy fleet if that is dimmed wise.
Then will follow the organization of a

wagon,

us'.to eat at

“regis-

the old

would tell of

it

ta ts

Generally

concern.

(our Merlin’s castle) fastened
down, and we had scarcely gotten under cover
before the rain came. It stormed all through
the night, but we were very comfortable. Friday morning breakfast was gotten injthe rain,
the last end of the storm. It was real fun
getting the cereal, c- (Tee and eggs ready out of
doors in the rain. The storm’ceased in time for

Monday

on

Slides Cause Long and Trou- |
blesome Delays Cannot
|
$
Be Averted.

j

nature

of the lads this year. Others went out in the
boats and the bass fishing proved very good.

after return-

A hot

It

increased interest in

It

extermination of the little pests on the
ranges of the Coconino National Forest,
Arizona.

While the work on the canal has advanced with remarkable rapidity, there
harp, however, been serious and grave
setbacks.
The most troublesome and
discouraging of these have been the occasional collapses of the banks, which ,
result in filling parts of the cut. line
of these slides, which occurred on May i
27 last, buried ten cars, two steam
shovels and a locomotive.
Hundreds
of thousands of cubic yards of dirt fell
into the cat and delayed progress for
a
number of days.
One unfamiliar
with the work of constructing the canal Is likely to underestimate the significance of a slide or break along the
bank of the canal, in which huge
quantities of dirt fall into the cut.
The importance of such a break is
Photo
by American Press Association. not
the
always proportionate to
amount of dirt that falls into the cut
COLONEL OOETHAL8.
At a low section of the hank a slide
steadily. All the locks are twins, the is not as serious as one occurring on
two being side by side at each point. high ground.
The tilling of the canal depends solely
The largest and most extensive of
on
the completion of the locks, or, these slides occurred in Culebra cut
more specifically speaking, the lock on the west bank.
The first damage
gates, which are of steel and are be- caused by this slide was noted in Janing made and installed by a Pittsburg uary, 1007, and since that time no less

tales of deer tracks and of other

We carry paints
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plans.

feast to

great

smaller animals.

anyway of at least expecting a salAfter breakfast we went up the lake to

purchase supplies and

was a

back wit!

pleasure

to

Crackers

Raisins
which we did full justice. After dinner some < f the boys went on
a walking trip through the woods and came

may be this year will teach us another lesson
of fishermen’s luck, but then we will have the

Liberty

la Prentiss

a

Bananas

It

too

mon.

menu was:

Coffee

much, but somehow we feel that
nothing short of salmon will satisty us. It
pect

The

Bread and Butter

was

to

us

of

one

Fruit Cake

late from behind a bluff across trie
the deep woods behind us a whippoor-will was heard clearly. Out o.i the lake
fche loons wore calling and answering and amid
-ill this peaceful setting we settled ourselves
to revt. Early in the morning we were afloat
fishing, but w ith little success. Perhaps our
led

the

camp every day the
local school, Mr. Moody, who

Creamed Green Peas

In

of other years have

we
next

to our

Fish Chowder

moon arose

successes

our

honor.

placid and beautiful in the early evening and
we enjoyed the boating and fishing very much.
The t ight was cool and a kindly breeze kept
the flies from troubling us much. The waning
lake.

as

This day was the birthday of Spear
Merlin said the dinner must be in his

sulted.

swimming
glorious swim
The lake

Just

anncuninpp

the stores of the
city—and we hope to get a chance to visit
his school. The boys all went fishing after
breakfast and several good catche6 of bass re-

a

back to supper.

came

mo/lu its

formerly clerk* d in

grily devoured. The tents were soon pitched
and the camp put into proper shape. Then
we all rowed over to the old swimming hole
^nd eagerly looked for the “Do Rah,” a raft
creation by some of the boys last year, but
she was not to be found. The winter's storms
had shattered her, but the “hole” was still
there

to welcome

teacher of

hun-

was

Ir.nn

to observe it. We had an appetizing
breakfast with the following bill of fare:
Rhubarb Sauce
Milk
Cream of Wheat
Bread and*Butter
Boiled Eggs
Coffee
Doughnuts
And we did full justice to it. We have been

sive and beautiful trout, lurking in their pools,
and had time allowed we would have been
glad to have tempted them with our bait.
By noon we came to the old camping
a

35 cents

tunity

of settling our camp
gaged busily
with axe and hammer. The lovely bobolink
flitted from place to place in the fields, an old
friend whom we were glad to greet. Several
attractive streams made us thinlc of the elu-

for

sample.

free

a

more than fifteen feet off shore and swam by
the camp with utmost unconcern, giving those
of us who were awake a most excellent oppor-

in the work

ground,

for

____

to let ns observe and
called to us from the trees to let us know he
saw’ us (at least we found pleasure in thinking
so) while in the woods now and then we heard
the downie woodpecker busilyhammering.a re-

Water to Flow In Culebra
Cut Early In October if
Plans Work.

j

"PaSIUSt]

Department of Agriculture is using 1912.
carbon bisulphide in connection
with
for cuts, burns
eight tons of poisoned grain for the

THE

Franklin. Maine.
“L. F.” Atwood’s

Thursday began auspiciously.

same

passing, remained
praise him. The pheobe

perch, but unafraid

used

never

large bottle at all stores.

a

L BY DECEMBER I

I

Panama canal will be prac- ed every phase of Colonel Goethals’ adare
tically completed by Dec. 1. ministration, all arrangements
made for setting the dredging forces
By that date it will be possi- at
work. .Inst as soon as the last of
ble. should the necessity arise,
the single set of gates is completed
Atlantic
fleet
to transfer the entire
they will be closed and the water will
from the Atlantic to the Pacific by be allowed to rise as rapidly as may
be.
way of the canal.
By the middle of October the
Early in October the last dike, that steam shovels will be hauled out of the
which is holding water out of Culebra southern end of the cut, the dike which
the water out of the cut will be
cut, will be blown up, and the cut will keeps
blown up, and the water will flow in.
fill immediately to a depth of ten feet
Immediately the dredges will be towed
or more, which depth will steadily Ininto place and will attack the surplus
crease until by December, with normal material
Two suction
in the cut.
rainfall, the surface in Gatuu lake and dredges will handle the clay.
Dipper
the cut will be up to its normal level dredges will handle the rock and hardpan. Meanwhile a sluice system is beof eighty-five feet above sea level.
used to wash the top of the largest
Only one complete set of locks will ing
slide back into a valley in the rear.
be completed by Oct. 1, but the comColonel Goethals has recently displetion of'the others will proceed cussed
informally with Secretary Garrison the question of permanent organization for the maintenance and operaThe outcome was
tion of the canal.
that the secretary asked the chief engineer to map .mt an organization such
as he believes should be established.
Much of this work Colonel Goethals
has done already. It will he ready for
submission to the secretary of war
early this fall. The only military work
done has been the completion of emplacements for the big guns which a.e
to guard the canal and which are yet
to be shipped there.
This work was
planned long ago and has been carried
out in accordance with the original

“Silver Threads Among the Cold” in a way to
make him jealous for his laurels. At nine p.
m. wre reached camp and half an hour later
were in the land of nod, dreaming of great
things for the morrow.

The song sparrow

progress.
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worms.

Atwood’s Medicine
since he was two, and I have found it invaluable for Worms, Constipation, etc.”
Mrs. Adei.bert E. Jei.lison,

found the wild
iris in bloom, while the fields were gay with
daisies and buttercups. Oid and familiar bird
friends greeted us on the way. The kingbird
w’ild

hard to

been without “L F.”

never

happy
It w as a glorious morning with clear skies and
The roada cool ami bracing wind blowing.
side was lovely in places wdth great clumps of
many

indi .ate

writes:—“My

of them

ur way to the spot which
associations for the boys.

«

often

In such
cases a teaspoonful of “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine at night and a small dose before a light
breakfast the following morning is harmless,
and will settle all doubt about wormB being the
cause.
Many mothers already know this. One
times none, may

of the

so

are

interpret. A nervous condition, restless at
night, an abnormally large appetite or some-

It was with such joyous spirits and eager anticipation that the Knights of Castle North
made preparation for their annual “quest” to
the Lake. It was the fifth trip for the Cas-

board

{SHIPS MAY SAIL THROUGH THE I1

Children.

in

The diseases of childhood

so

—With apologies to Robin Hood.

has

Worms

For

Oh,
gay and free?
A camper’s life is the life for me.
In sylvan shades we’re jolly blades—
A camper’s life is the life forme.
is life

where

to carry
DOGS AND THE CRAZING
In 1908 the government began
and in 1911 worked
INDUSTRY.
out this campaign,
it was so successful that
a large scale;
Washington, July 7, 1913.
the
quantity of poison put out
As a in 1912
is
detail of its campaign against
prairie wus doubled. This year’s campaign
dogs on the sheep and cattle ranges of one of cleaning up the areas where there
the West, the Biological
Survey of the was almost complete extermation in
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Gleanings jrom

tinctly legislation promoting the prosperity of European manufacturers at the
expense of the American people. The
preferential duty paragraph, at least ««
an
entering wedge, would have promoted the
prosperity of American shipowners, shipbuilders and seamen. But the
President and the Secretary of State
were frightened
away from this by European clamor.
They deserted the ship
and hauled down the flag without firing a
Bun-—The Marine Journal.

at the door. It
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were approaching the
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1 heard so many stories of
iig washed away and people
that I almost wished I
... ned
.:prted.
However, I started
4 ;to p. m., March 26th, and
at
2 the next morning.
| isburg
were informed that all traffic
stopped by the high water; but
,! from Washington, D. C., to
...
reported as still passable,
for Chicago were to start
that road the next day at
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wreck. Though ten hours
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were descend- ;
father has controlled the children when
slope of the continent ! small
by use of the rod, according to
after starting.
Our train
is another chance for

Chicago,

we

HALE AT 92 YEARS.

stern

of all the effects of the Scripture: here
ached White Salmon, Wash., the mother to alienate the children's
affection from the father by often reriling just in time for breakof what would otherwise
u hich i took the stage
for minding them
be forgotten. That wife who tells her
control his own chilths spent in the schools, husband he shall not
her husband and inhomes of the Atlantic dren, imposes upon
the chilii."i quite a stock of useful flicts an irreparable injury upon
Children without a guiding hand
worked out in my forest dren.
without a rudder. They
Pacific coast.
In school are like a ship
float into port, but the
thing that is doing more to might accidently
them.
are all against
Many
schools of our nation than chances
thrown upon an open sea
st* is
the incessant change succeed when
This is caused to a slight alone, but by far the greater proportion
homes are the result of genthe comparative low wages j of beautiful
erations working along the same line.
rs, but to a far greater exThe
young lady who gives all her
l'act that a portion of the
earnings to her mother and then marries
r on fun and if a teacher is
her husband to do the same
and requires work the expecting
us
has a good heart but a defective intelr to try a new teacher next
is a good daughter but a poor
if they can not have more lect. She
but there
wife.
Parental love is
ity is valuable in fundamen- j should be a limit to it. good,
It should not
If a teacher tries to drill a
the love of God or the love of husMb ity in addition he will say usurp
band or wife.
When a wife tells her
to add in his own way.
His
that he, being the last to come
husband
will say the boy has as much
cannot expect so much
into the
s way as older
people have to affection family,
as other members of the famgrandmother will say, what
ily, she has a wrong conception of the
you to domineer over a child
relation.
When she tells him
.use of superior strength?
A family
that he is expected to care for her paris started to make the teachents in their old age, but her brothers
...ii
continuous during good bemust have their property, she has not
stop the employment of teach- been
common
When
honesty.
taught
,-tated time.
When this is ear- ctio fnllo
Kim
o
little tit
ill lin
national law all questions of
that she can live without him or any
be taken out ot the hands
other man, she may be speaking the
:ren and their grandmothers
truth, but she is also sowing seeds of
in the hands of higher audiscord.
When she always turns to inti1 he use of blackboards and
mate friends and ridicules those who
cone out of style in many lohave given her a few dollars, because
ur!: tailoring man is supposed
didn’t give more, just watch her
buy a few dollars worth of they
descendants and hear them curse their
is every year and change
father for giving them a thousand dolevery five years. On the lars because it was so little.
t so far as I know’ they
I have been in homes of poverty and
nooks at public expense and
position is permanent in homes of luxury, homes of love and
where loved ones had proved
homes
'ies.
At the University of
they are not afraid to al- false and disappeared from existence as
Here there is a
work at the blackboard a we remember them.
Some wish they had
Tie Professor does not blank in nature.
ugh he were liable to die land to cultivate; others have it given
ct "f crayon (lust and the them and are too lazy to plant it. It matich he handies higher mathe- ters nut whether we regard the Bible as
a written word of God or the reflection
c.-ses W’oulii put the common
the human race as in a mirror.
It
w* shame for his
stupidity. of
iers are progressive,
hut is a correct portrayal of humanity as it
the
and
the
bad
.are
all
is.
c
good
muuioii
pictured
fti t*
!
their leaders.
Hi tory is there. That family which does not study
if in the dying condition of this great masterpiece is missing somein* meetings. Many other thing which cannot be replaced; that
school in which it is not read is deiicient
are introducing all the sir
u
ritual that can possibly to that extent at least. The community
a.
The character of school which can not spend a portion of the
fixed by the mass of hum =. Sabbath in its perusal is thoughtless of
public capacity both school its best interests. While the Bible is
i.ould regulate many irregu- one of tile principal channels of light, it
During the
nviaual nomes. There is no is not the only channel.
o r
their refusing to act past winter 1 have found Sunday schools
itorthe civil authorities to spending most of their time not in diso,
n
thev see a thief plun- cussing the ancient facts put down in tile
Society should act to- lesson leaf, but the application of that
lesson to present day conditions. The
general good, nut only for
only use we have for the past, is the les;,m of crime but for counterson it has for our present day problems,
oppressing ttiose influences
rieiice lias taught work tor lx nations have gone to ruin under certain conditions we should seek conditions
the child.
which have proved more conducive to
in
preacher dwelt much on
human happiness.
Unfortunately for
ting power of Christ, forgetthe most important
rumself said that ail his works the world, the horn
by the Father working factor of civilization is that least studied.
■n.
Their music was fine, but It is a matter of chance from start to
rinish. Each family must fight out its
•h. was built at a time when it
-it proper that a person should own battles as communities did before
the organization of government.
If
l not seen as the choir was
everything pertaining to the home were
ind the audience,
anal of April 17th spoke of gleaned from the Bible we should have a
Gardiner of Gardiner, Me., as | treatise more valuable to the school than
of a commission for the pro- any science now on the list. It would
Ciiristian Unity.
The invita- give not only the rights and duties of
'ended to all who confess Christ different members of the household but
unite for the above purpose, the sentiments to be inculcated and those
i they speak of Christ in to be discountenanced or condemned.
Now the school expects the home to cohe never used himself. Any
operate in the formation of character,
y the name should be one with
in purpose, ambition, plans, but dares not place in the home any
im '■ character.
Any son who standard lor fear of offending someand persistently goes aga.nst body. The day when men dare to stand
the right seems to be past. A church
-i s wishes in
things wnich are for
is name to De cola while a
printing oftce
y :;-le and right is an unworthy son
is
always warm because printer’s ink
-trace to his father’s family,
will
not
work
in
a
cold
room.
It would
generation should have a right
be a blessing to the world if preachers
space of life. That space has
like printer’s ink and would not
-n said to
begin when a person were
work in a cold room.
in- years of
age and continues
sees tit to turn his business over
If we listen to a lecture by some one
'iier.
In conversation with the high up in the educational department,
m of one of our fraternal orders
we hear sentiments which no one can
Had met quite a few women censure or criticise. In some localities
■light it smart in them to raise our schools are taken out of the hands of
niter than their father
and the children and placed in the hands of
«ke the business out of the those better qualified to manage them.
"fids. Smartness, like knowl- But no authority has thus far venturned in the wrong channel, tured to come into the home and console
'he ruin of its possessor.
A the children who are broken-hearted beusiness man says the mother I cause tneir father wouldn’t let them
unmini
ttiiu
W c
uctiinut
| build a new barn, or to teach those older
-Ives.
Take her husband’s persons common sense who taught the
'■ raise the children
according children they had the same rights in the
wishes without respect to his home as their parents. These thinsrs can
Better a thousand times never be taught as successfully as algebra.
tried than to be thus imposed
A man and wife were divorced, and
New York salesman said that both married again. Now the man acchildren wished to do something j knowledges that he has no business abilOulu out approve, their mother ity.
His first wife is proving her busithem that would displease ; ness ability and he has first-class earning
r.
That man has a lady for a capacity.
If some phrenologist could
most detestable class of thieves have told them at the start their proper
“fe those who steal the affection
in
the
sphere
family, how different the
much cherished and loving chil- result!
fail
for
hate
want of honesty and
“I
inMany
•''bakespeare
says:
e
more in a man, than lying,
promptness in business. Many more fail
babbling, drunkenness, or any because of doing the wrong thing first,
,jt vice.”
What would he say to as the farmer who builds his front yard
8V People who teach children to fence before he sows his clover patch or
r father he has no business to
plants his potatoes.
First is the ideal. If a child would as
^d children if he could not keep
" Bl
without
their
twenty-one
help? soon be a beggar as a banker or mero.l
JUld he say to the woman who, chant, there can be little hope until an
husband is away earning bread, ideal is formed.
Geo. M. Cole.
;
Husum, Wash., May 19, 1913.
...fhe children that their father is
”:,,bess, no account man, or he would
to supply a more
stylish home in
THE KING OF ALL LAXATIVES.
part of the city?
’ the
For constipation, headaches, indigestion anc
deepest dye, stealing what
Hn
replace! Supposing the dyspepsia, use Or. King’s New Life Pills

Hon. Lewis W. Howes celebrated his birthday, July 1st, at his home in Allston,

1

1

|

in

...

mni>

Mass.
Hon. Lewis Washington Howes who I
celebrated his 92nd birthday July 1st at
his apartment in the Hotel Princeten,
Allston, Mass., was born in Sidney, Me.,
and can trace his ancestry on both sides
back to the early colonial families of
Massachusetts. Most of his boyhood
was spent in Augusta, Me.
He received
his education at the district school of
his native town, Augusta High School,
Maine Wesleyan Seminary and Phillips
Andover Academy, in this State.
With his uncles, Nehemiah and How| ard B. Abbott, then the leading lawyers Jof Belfast, Mr. Howes studied law
for three years, being admitted to the
Waldo County bar at Belfast in De1
cember, 1847, and at once forming a copartnersnip with his uncle, Nehemiah
I Abbott, under the title of Abbott &
Howes. Mr. Howes remained in the acttve practice of law until 1909. a total of :
72 years.
In 1853 the firm of Abbott & Howes
I
! dissolved and Mr. Howes continued to
practice alone until 1855, when he moved
to Rockland, Me., where he practiced
for 12 years, serving as district attorney
1
of what was then called Lincoln County
and now known as Knox County, for
some eight or nine years.
I
In the Spring of 1867, Mr. Howes moved

j

j

Qnf.

folk bar May 25th of that
continuing to practice there

1
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^/"fashionable

Nj^^bjiever

0£iiaren Ory
FOR FLETCHER’S

^ASTORIA

j

ARCHDEACON

for the Merchant Marine in the
Senate Democratic Tariff Bill.
President Wilson and Secretary of
State Bryan made a complete surrender,

Help

announced, cf
duty provision in the

the preferential

new Democratic
tariff bill which was so strongly favored
by Chairman Underwood. There is no
effective provision at all for a preferential duty in the tariff bill as completed
by the Senate Committee on Finance.
The administration successfully insisted
that the Underwood paragraph be w thdrawn because it waB objected to by for**'-*'-»

eigu

vuc

aame

legislation.

untorturiately for President Wiland Secretary Bryan, the beneficiar-

But
son

|

|
I

j
I

j

ies of this legislation do not have any
in the United States, and an important Congressional election is coming
in November, 1914. The adversaries of
the National Administration can be trusted to make good use of this quick sur- I
render to pressure from abroad, which
is indeed inexcusable and indefensible.
If the President and Secretary of State
honestly believe, contrary to the judgment of Chairman Underwood, that the

votes

■

j
I preferential duty provision violated our
foreign governments, the
j treaties with
could have been amended
paragraph
to provide frankly

so

for the abrogation
of these treaties which cost the American people so dear.
Neither the Presi.dent nor the Secretary of State had the
and
the
patriotism to suggest
courage
this, and, therefore, unless Chairman
Underwood makes a winning fight of it
in the House of Representatives, the
new Democratic tariff will go into
operation without a single line or sentence
calculated to encourage the American
merchant marine in ocean trade.
Politically this is a serious blunder.
There is little question in the minds of
men that
the reduced tariff
Paul Mathulka of Buffalo, N. \., says they an business
rates of the new bill will have a
'*
grave
King of all laxatives. They are a blessing t< effect upon American
manufacturing
all rr„ family and I always keep a box al
and, therefore, necessarily on the coasthome.” Get a box and got well. Price 26c
wise shipping business of the United
States. In other words, this will be dis
Recommended oy all druggists.
I
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TREATING

neaitn ot

Ghddren-Experience against Experiment.

The Kind You Have

Always Bought

In Use For Over

30 Years.

OFFERS AN ELEGANT LINE OF

NECKWEAR,
HOSIERY,
GLOVES,
SHIRTS,
HATS, CAPS,
In fact
All new

anything you may wish.
goods and up-to-the-minute in style

MASONIC TEMPLE, BELLAS I. MAINE,
!-—

;

--

He built St

A4

conformity with ihe provisions of sections*
36 to 39, of Chapter 32, of the Revised Statu.es
of Maine, and up >n the petition of five or n re
citizens of the Slate, and deeming it f er n
best interest of the Slate, the Commission.-rs
of Inland Fisheries and Game, after due n< ice
In

MAINE AUTO COMPANY AND GARAGE
4

Taylor Street, Portland,

to all persons interested in the

Me.

|

CLEANING.

Red Blood Resists

Rheumatism

STEAMPRESSING

An attack of rheumatism does
not guard the patient against a
subsequent attack. On the contrary a person who has had rheumatism is more liable to be attacked than one who has not.
The object, therefore, of medical
treatment of the disease is to get
the system into a condition in
which it will resist the attacks.
Tl.in blood is a condition always
present in rheumatism. Medical
authorities agree that in no disease does the blood become thin
with greater rapidity.
On the
other hand rich, red blood resists
rheumatism. Build up the blood
and the rheumatic poisons will he
driven out. The next wet,damp day
will then have no terrors for you.

Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills
for Pale People
at once to send purer, richer
blood to nourish and soothe every
muscle, every ligament and inflam-

begin
ed

joint covering.

Our

new

book,

aiming
up wie uiuuu
more about the process and is free
It also shows what the
on request.
w-'iib

pills have done in anremia, chlorosis and after-effects of the grip.
Get a box of Dr. Williams’ Pink
Pills today from your druggist, 50
cents per box, six for $2.50 or
order from

and REPAIRING.
CUSTOM CLOTHES TO ORDER
At 52 High Street.

-SOIL*
I The original of the compound Rheumatic
Oil. The original formula has been purchased and the oii is being prepared by the

doctor too.

BEI.FAST.

15*

taamiR

like

n

KENNEDY'S LAXATIVE

FOR FLETCHER’S

1

COUGH SYRUP
\i

MAINE.

15, 25' and 50 Cents.

it

it

ru
necessary and proper for the protection
preservation of the inland fish of the State,
the
needful
Rules
andhereby adopt
following
Regulations relating to the times and t ees in
which and the circumstances under winch inland fish may be taken in the waters of Duck
Trap Stream, so-called, and Sleep} Hollow
brook, so-called, and their tributaries, in the
towns of Belmont and Lincolnville, County of
Waldo.

Hardwood Matched

t23

Floorings,

FOR SALE
EAn

old-fashioned

mahogany

desk

MAPLE, BEECH and BIRCH.
MANUFACTURER

and

book-case combined.

Apply to
SHUMAN,
27tiBelfast, Maine.

Weber
Cry

Company.

E. S.

Dr. Williams Medicine Company,
Schenectady, N. Y.

|

WM. 0. POOR & SON, AGENTS,
Prices:

n

RULES AND REGULATIONS.

Blended
Rheumatic

Try it.

n

For a period of four years from Jrr* .‘ lb, A
D '913. it shall he unlawful for any \ *ison tc
fish for, take, catch or kill any kind
?' fish at
ir
any time in Duck Trap Stream, so-c :< d, <
Sleepy Hollow brook, so-called, said v, aters|be;l. and
ing situated in the towns of Lincu..
Belmont, in the County of Wald. tXCEPT
that during the months of May ar
June of
each year it shall be lawful to fish in .-aid Duck
and
Stream,
the
rnonn
Trap
during
April
of each year it shall be lawful to h h i:. ..aid
Sleep Hollow brook, in accordant** v ith the
general law of the State.
It shall also be unlawful to fis- f..r, take
catch or kill any Kind of fish at ;.i y time in
any of the tributaries to said l uck Traj
Stream or in any of the tribut: ies to said
Weepy Hollow brook.
Section 2.
It shall also be unlawful for an}
me an}
person to have in possession at
y
^ind of fish taken in violation « f shts
regu
lations.
3w:6
Dated this 5th day of June, A 1'. 1913.
J. S. P. H. WILH N, Chairman,
W ALTER I. NEAL
BLAINE S. VILE
Commissioners of Inland Fisheries and Game

Tel. 21G-13

Blended Rheumatic Oil

subject

j of said petition, and public hearing there
the locality to be afficted, and deemi: g

H. C. Hoffses

Mat-

CASXORI A

Public Notice.

Sober, reliable

men to
learn to drive ami repair
Autos and prepare to fill vacancies at $13.00 to
$40 00 weekly. Write at once for full particu-,
lara,
4w25

thew’s church in Fairbanks, Alaska,
and was the moving spirit of St. Matthew's hospital, a sort of club and infirmary for miners.
From border to border, nearly, of
Alaskan territory and well within the
arctic circle, with an Indian boy as
companion, through hundreds of miles
in the Alaskan winter, threading dangerous passes and spending nights on
slopes where the thermometer registered 70 degrees below zero, he made
his rounds with dog and sled. Though
not so well known to the public, his
adventures have been similar in character and scarcely Inferior In number
to those of Bishop Rowe. To miners
and natives he has been “guide, philosopher and friend” and very often

Children

STATE OF MAINE.

WANTED

Archdeacon Stuck was horn in England.
He came to this country when
about nineteen years of age and went
to Texas. There he lived the life of a
plainsman for several years until the
bishop of western Texas, interested in
Stuck, persuaded him to study for the
ministry of the church. He pursued
his education at the University of the
From this
South at Sewauee, Tenn.
After
institution he was graduated.
holding several changes he was made
dean of St. Matthew’s cathedral, in
Dallas, Tex.
In 1904 he left Dallas to engage in
He began among
missionary work.
the Alaska Indians.

ANIMALS

STUCK.

ciety.

pressure the Democratic Senators threw
out certain administrative features of
the tariff bill which also gave offense to
our rivals in trade and possible enemies
in war, who are now supposed to be entirely satisfied with the proposed Democratic

Clias. H. Fletcher, and has been made
under his
personal supervision for over 30
years. Allow no one
to deceive you in this.
Counterfeits, Imitations and
Just-as-good” are but Experiments, and endanger the

brother

his

Children,

The Kind You Have
Always Bought has borne the signature of

Doubtless you know thedangerof delayed treatment
of colic and other diseases. You also roaltae that
wrongly applied remedies are often worse wan no
treatment at all. In other words, not to diagnose
a disease accurately may prove fatal. Every owner
should be able to recognize an ailment and give
correct treatment at the first symptoms. Prompt
aetion Is the great secret
of treating horses.
Minutes mean dollars.
Of course proper treatment Is always necessary.
That is Just how Humphreys* 500 page Veterinary
Manual will prove so valuable to you. It is by
F. Humphreys, M D..V.S.,
ami teaches how to diagnose and give proper
treatment.
This book will save you
hundreds of dollars and
costs you nothing. It will
be sent, absolutely freton request to any farmer
in order to introduce
Humphreys* Veterinary Remedies. Remember,It is
not have to order any
You'do
free.
absolutely
remedies to secure the h<>ok. Address, Humphreys1
Homeopathic Medicine Company, 13(5 \\ illiain Street.
New York City. This is a splendid opportunity to
obtain a veterinary treatise that you should hav
!u your library. As a reference work you will find
it Invaluable. To have It In the time of need will be
worth many dollars, whereas it will oust you but a
postcard by writing for it now*.

This was the chief cause of delay, as
we made rapid progress at all other
stages of the journey.
"The chief credit tor our success is
due to Karstens' good judgment, resourcefulness and gaution. We did not
have a single mishap.”
Harry I’. Ivarstens is an Alaskan
guide and led the Charles Sheldon expedition in 1907-8. It. G. Tatum is a
mission
worker
under
Archdeacon
Stuck.
Archdeacon Stuck planned his expedition as a vacation outing.
Aside
from tile Alaskan work, he has much
experience as a mountain climber. He
has scaled nearly all the great peaks
in the Canadian and Colorado Rockies
and climbed many of the higher peaks
of the Alps.
He holds the honorary
degree of doctor of divinity from the
University of the South and is a member of the National Geographic so-

GIVING UP THE SHIP.

as was

officer and

fair with the contractor for naval conHe started struction, introduced a “premium syscessors, ou June 7 last.
out several months ago, and after hav- ! tern” by which certain sums should bt
nairi in aciciition to thp con front nrion d
ing conquered the treacherous ice : the
performance of the vessel exceeded
trails and s< aled the high, sn -w cov- 1
the guarantee in the contract.
ered cliffs he was in the end rewardThis act on the part of
;
Secretary Whited with success, attaining the top of
| ney evened the conditions of warship
the highest mountain peak in North construction up to a
degree of fairness
America.
to both the contractor and the GovernDr.
Stuck
ment
sent
a
that
was
After his success
most commendable to
message to the outside world telling those who inaugurated the system and
1 most
satisfactory to other builders of
of his experiences
Harry l*. Karswar vessels.
These give and take terms
tens. It <1. Tatum and Walter Harper
continued through several years until
accompanied Dr. Stuck on his successnavy yard construction of warships beful ascent.
gan through the agitation of CongressA mercurial barometer was carried to men in whose districts
navy yards were
the summit, and readings and observa- located. And from that time to the
tions were made which should per- present these gentlemen have put the
screws on naval vessel builders till they
nn a closer approximation of the true
Water boiled at 174.9 de- have almost squeezed them out of the
altitude.
business.
And to add to this unfortunate
grees on the summit of the mountain.
With fieldglasses the party saw clear- condition for the shipbuilder as well as
the taxpayer, the new Secretary of the
ly the flagpole erected in 1910 by the
Navy states that he shall recommend the
Thomas Lloyd expedition.
This was construction of naval
vessels in future
on the north peak, the lower of the i in the
Bostor, Norfolk and Portsmouth
two main peaks.
as
well
as
at
the New York
navy yards
After completing their observations yard, which he hopes to see enlarged so
Dr. Stuck and his party hoisted an that two or more battleships can be buiit
American flag and erected a six foot there at one time, notwithstanding the
cross on the highest point in North i fact that the warships that have been
built at the New York and Norfolk navy
America.
have cost millions of dollars more
The message from Dr. Stuck con- yards
than eister ships built in private yards,
cludes:
while the latter have expended millions
“The northeast ridge is the only
upon millions of dollars to equip their
possible approach to the summit. Due plants for navai vessel construction.
to the violent earthquakes of last July,
Next to the outrageous action of Conthe higher ridges were terribly shat- gress in killing off our merchant marine
tered, and this added largely to the in the foreign trade through non-protec1
danger, difficulty and labor of the as- tion comes the Congressional indifference
We spent three weeks in con- to the prosperity of the few great shipcent.
of the United States, aided innotinuous bad weather, hewing a passage 1 yards
cently and unknowingly perhaps by the
three miles long through this side.
| new Secretary of the Navy. How lamentable the condition in comparison
with that which existed under Secretary
Whitney with Charles H. Cramp as ar
adviser.—The Marine Journal.

j

faculties unimpaired and his inte-est in
the affairs of the world as keen as ever.
Within a few weeks he appeard as a witi ness in the Probate Court in a contest
1
over a will. —Boston Globe.

No

an

deducted for every unit of power below
that guaranteed in the contract. In ac
cepting this suggestion the Secretary ol
the Navy, with the desire to be just anc

IH

|

!

was

for Infants and

Minutes Mean Dollars

Princeton.
Mr. Howes’ health is still very good, his

—

■

year, and
for 42 con- ;
secutive
For a time he was
years.
associated with the late Emory B.
Smith under the firm name of Howes &
Smith, later becoming senior member of
For many
the firm of Howes & Baker.
years he was prominently connected
with the trial of numerous important
cases, but of late years engaged more
in office business, acting frequently as
master and auditor.
For a time, Mr. Howes and John S.
Abbott formed the examining committee
to pass upon applicants lor admission to
the Suffolk bar.
Mr. Howes was counsel
for the defendant in the celebrateu
breach of promise suit of Van Houten vs
Morse, in which a verdict of $40,000 was
finally set aside by the court on exceptions.
Mr. Howes has always been considered an able lawyer and advocate, well
grounded in the principles of practice and
legal learning and in the capacities of
master and auditor has
displayed the
most excellent judgment, broad knowledge and sound common sense.
In politics he has been an ardent Republican since the organization of the
party in 1850. In 1882 and 1884 he was
Representative from Cambridge and
was a member of the Judiciary Committee both years, where he was the author
of two important acts, one giving the
Superior Court jurisdiction in equity.
in June,1851, Mr. Howes married Miss
Clementine E. Allen of Farmington, Me.,
an auni
of the famous opeiv singer,
Mme. Lillian Nordiea. Mrs Howes died
in 188(1 and on Jan. 1, 18S7, Mr. Howes
married Miss Delia A. Varney, who had
been a teacher in the Bostoi
public
Mrs. Howes is still living, and
schools.
a married daughter also makes her home
with Mr. and Mrs. Howes at th Hotel

Wa r

Henry M. Whitney, president. At the
time referred to Mr. Cramp, who hac
the contract for one or more
warships
recommended that a “penalty system’
should be exacted by the Navy Depart
ment, by which a certain sum'should b<

McKinley

Kev. Dr. Hudson Stuck, an
Episcopal archdeacon of Alaska, was the first person to
reach the summit of Mount
McKinley, having accomplished this
feat, which had baffled all of his prede-

people were evidently living

!

of

Cramp’s superior knowledge of shipbuild
ing through his having constructed som<
fine steamers for the Metropolitat
Steamship Company of which the Secre
tary

Of Mount

Contemplated Withdrawal

Vessel construction fr^m the i:ig
Ship
building Plants.
The recent death of that eminent
ship
builder and public spirited citizen Charie i
H. Cramp recalls the many
importan t
suggestions made by him to the Nav'
Department during his active participa'
tion in the construction of what wai \
termed the “new navy’-’. It was durini
President Cleveland’s first term. Wil
liam C. Whitney, then Secretary of thi
Navy, was fully informed as to Mr

Just received
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a new car
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of Weber Wagons.
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Clapboards, Spruce, Basswood, Pine.
20tf
L. C. MO;<SE, l iberty, .He.

Hebron Academy
FOUNDED 1804

HEBRON, MAINE,

general purpose wagons.
1 ror Girls and Boys.
J. A. MCKEEN.
6w28
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The Republican Journal “PICTURESQUE CAMDEN,” Terrible
BELFAST?THURSDAY.
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WHERE THE MAINE PRESS ASSOCIA-
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The

Republican Jour. Pub. Co.
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Ellsworth American; “The third dis,s
overwhelmingly for protection,
besides being against everything which
trict

Is it
the Democratic party represents.
good politics, good business, for the antidemocratic sentiment of this district to

be divided in the coming contest?”
The New York Times voices the gensentiment of newspapers when it

eral

says that its great respect for the justices of the supreme court permits it to
the

indulge

hope

they

that

regret the

necessity of the law compelling newspapers to disclose their private affairs,
and that

it was with

becoming disgust
they affirmed the

and repugnance that
validity of this odious statute.

The

Times denounces the law “because it is
oatse in

1

is a

as

the

origin

ar.u

ueiesiaint* in

principle.

bad and harmful law, and as soon
people show sufficient interest in

the affairs of the nation to elect a senate
and house of a higher intellectual level
than (hat

recently

attained it will be

re-

iiealed.”
Hon.

There are three places on the Maine
coast where the mountains come down
to the sea, or the sea comes
up to the

The vacant store in the R. P. Chase block
has been leased to Mr. George Maker, who
will take possession the last of the month.

John

A.

mountains—the mountains and the sea
in evidence whichever way you state
Tinker mackerel “struck in’’ this week and
it. Two of these places are islands—the
have retailed at 15 cents a dozen. It is many
widely known Mt. Desert and the lesE
years since they have been caught in these
known but no less attractive Isle au
waters and it is
hoped that, as formerly, they
Haut. Of the three, Camden has the
will be followed by schools of larger fish.
advantage of being on the main land
Dr. J. B. Darling’s horse became frightened
within easy reach of inland scenes and
! nee, Itasca II, Shur and Onaway, and Tuesday evening about 7.15 o'clock and breakinland waters, scarcely less attractive the
caravel Halcyon. Monday we saw ing away from the doctor went down Main
than the ocean front. In a booklet pubthe starting of a race for the Plant and street at a rapid gait, but fortunately reached
lished many years ago the town was Maxwell
the stable without the slightest accident. The
cups, in which three schooners
given the name of Picturesque Camden, and three
In the doctor took him out immediately and he was
sloops
participated.
an apt title which it has retained
through two-sticker division the starters were none the worse for his fright.
the succeeding years by common consent
The Whiteside-Strauss Company have drawn
Elena, owned by Morton F. Plant and
of the increasing number of summer sosailed by Capt. William Dennis, Irolita, large houses this week at the Colonial and this,
journers and visitors. This year the owned and sailed
by E. Walter Clark of Thursday, evening the curtain will rise at 8.30,
Maine Press Association decided upon
on
Philadelphia, and Vagrant, owned and postponed on account of the band concert
the common. The play will be “The Parish
Camden as headquarters for its summei sailed
by Harold S. Vanderbilt of New Priest.”
Friday night they will present "The
excursion, and those who enjoyed the York. In the sloop class were the ShimFifth
and Saturday night
hospitality of the towm, and of their r.a, owned by Commodore Robert Treat “The Commandment,”
End of the Trail.”
brother member and former president,
Paine, 2nd, and sailed by Francis B.
The hull of the schooner W\ J. Lermond,
Mr. J. H- Ogier, editor of the Can den
Crowninshield, Dorello II, owned and which
has been at this port for several years,
Herald, heartily approved the choice.
sailed by George L. Batchelder, and
and is now to be used as a barge, has been
1
In his yachting days, now past, the
Narcissus, owned and sailed by Alfred calked and the steamer Silver Star has also
writer made Camden a port of call Winslow of
Boston. One by one the ! been calked and received some
repairs to her
several times every season, and had often
yachts got underway and stood out of upper works. Both crafts are owned by Penfrom an anchorage in the harbor en- the harbor and passed Negro island, off dleton Bros’,
and it is not known what their
joyed the sunsets, the changes of light which the
line was established. plans are. One report on the water front is
starting
and shade on Mounts Battie and MegunA stiff southerly was blowing and the that the Lermond will load lumber at Cape
Jellison and be towed to New York by the Silticook, the harbor by moonlight and the yachts with their lofty
spars and snowy
twinkling lights of the yachts at anchor canvas made a pretty sight. A 34-mile ver Star.
or at moorings.
On shore there were course had been
An Engagement Announced. At a lunchwhich gave
are

Republican

but three objective points, the Bay View
the yachts a reach to the Monroe island
Ellsworth, hotel, George Mixer’s
confectionery bell buoy, a broad reach across the bay
primaries as store and Daily’s boat
yard and shop; to Bay ledge, a beat to Two Bush whisfor Congress and
the extent of Camden, the number

Women and Girls at

I

Oil

I

Men’s

on

factory

candidate

adds, “local conditions in this State have

arisen which threaten to give the Democratic party absolute control for many

tler, and

of its

hundred
years old that looks'its age, the fish
hatchery, the Cyrus K. Curtis estate,
the Megunticook Golf Club house, a lime

speech

at the 10]st annual com-

mencement of Hamilton

college,

held in

Clinton, N. V., Prof. William H. Taft
paid a merited tribute to Senator Elihu
Root, admittedly one of the ablest men
life

public

today.

Prof.

Taft said

that when President

We Guarantee

I

We w'sh to depend entirely on local female
will be taught our system of work.

1

1

Apply

at

1

Steady Work

POMONA

WALDO

At tiie head of t le list of the real friends
of the preople I put the name of Elihu

Root.”

The independ-. nt-Repiorter
th

was

asked

subscriber to say something about
tariff, and r summed up the siiuaas

follows:

The protection sts say: A tariff should
be maintained equal to the difference between the cost of production at home
and abroad, with the addition of a reasonable profit for the home manufacSurer.
Their opponents reply: The question
of manufactures and other industries in
this country, is ar.d always must remain,
secondary to the rights of the consumer.
Tariffs should be arranged with reference to the use of articles rather than
t heir production or manufacture.

That is

beautiful theory but it does
..tot work out in the way intended.
With
tariff that drives manufacturers out of

business,

a

their

employes
join
ranks of thefunempiloyed, and with com.Petition removed lie foreign manufacturer

can

must

the

set the price the consumer will

bave to pay.
A

good

many

people

came

to the cor.-

mat tne

elusion long ago
primary elect ions involve unnecessary work and ex-

pense

without

accomplishing

the

end

The New York
Sun states the case fairly when it says:

supposed

to

be in view.

truth is that wherever the
convention system has failed to produce
‘The

I

Wages

uh,' I

help

PIERCE, BILLINGS

& CO.

GRANGE.

a

run

S. Morison,
officers were all present except LecturJ. Morison, Pearl street, ;
er, Steward and Ceres, and their places
to Mr. Amos J. King of Hudson, Wis who is
! now located in San Juan, Porto Rico. The were filled by B. F. Foster, G. A. Sprague
and Mrs. Elms.
After the opening exparty was given ostensibly in honor of Miss
Florence M. Hill, whose marriage to Mr. Morris ercises a class of six was instructed in
L. Slugg will be one of the principal events of the fifth degree.
The noon reces; was
the month, and the announcement was a comthen taken and all repaired to the

back to the finish off the

i

plete surprise.
ed

j

Miss Cora

daughter

Miss Morison

Juan, is

living
Sunday
one

from

Morison, who

Miss

room.
a

year’s teaching

a

very

the grange was again
able address of wel-

come was given by Trof. Mitchell and a
response by Annie Aborn. The entertainment was as follows: song by 1. P. Grif-

sisJtfmf flairv: instriipfrir

re-

in San

I-J

W

1

..

a Fordand join the happy throng of those
who know car comfort plus service satisfaction.

More than 2 15,000 Fords now in service
convincing evidence ot their wonderful
merit. Runabout, $525:
Car

of thanks was

$600: Town Car, $800—f.

given

the

visitors,

Touring

also to

dore—Holman F.
rv

y-»

.r.'nlt

Day,

Ui'n

who

£ _:_J

/''III-4.

TY

..

4-

feasted their eyes on the beauties of nastanding
ture the party were called to a feast of
writer it

on

well

was one

kept grounds.

To the

of the most attractive

things provided by our hosts, places seen.
Ogier, assisted by other
At these outings it has
members of their family. The menu
to
a vote of thanks

EAST

[’amns.

at

nr

uhnro

Q

nil onfm'nrr

Many attended the celeCamden and ('astir.e.
The two
ball games on the Congress street grounds between the Easterns of South Brewer and the
Belfast team were interesting and very well
attended under the circumstances. The day
ivas hot, but became
very comfortable toward
were

been customary
to the railroad

numerous.

brations at

simple

the best sort of candidates available for
high office it has failed not because of

inherent viciousness but because of dereliction on the part of the people themselves in the unofficial primaries for the
selection of delegates. You can’t get
around that fact except by jugglery of
i deas and words. The power of expressi ng their will in the choice of candidates
is absolutely with the people by means
•of the State convention if they will be
v igilant and do their duty as good citizens
and good partisans. The direct primary
can add no power in this respect when
patriotic vigilance, the sense of the responsibilities of citizenship and willingness to take time and trouble for the
•sake of public good are not active."

ike a prophet in his own
craft, steam and sail, bound east and
country. The ride
The yacht moorings are directly in front. ;
ibout Bangor was new to some of the
vest.
It stands on ground that was
party
The press badges worn on this occasion ; , md also was
greatly enjoyed. Friday Mr.
a part of the original
Ogier farm of 200 were of
light
blue, bearing the words in : Iherman with Messrs. R. T. Rankin, G. W.
acres, extending from the shore up over
gilt letters: ‘‘Annual Outing Maine : Swift, George A. Quimby and Ben. D. Field
he till and now mainly occupied
by Press Association, Camden, Me., July 1 nade an early start and enjoyed a delightful
summer
residences.
The
I handsome
1 uto ride to Togus... .The Harriman
bungalow
3-8, ’13” with a medallion portrait of ]
1 ,t Little River was the scene of an
! ; lapkins used on this occasion had a
enjoyable
Lord Camden, for whom the town was i
iew of Negro island and the words
►icnic supper party, which included several
as a pendant.
These badges
‘Maine Press Picnic, Ogier Cottage, named,
►ut-of-town young people_Mr. and Mrs.
were good for rides
on
the
anywhere
Arthur Ritchie and Mr. and Mrs. Frank
lamden, July 5, 1913,” and are preR.
trolley, and Sunday afternoon most of Voodcock motored to Bar Harbor for the
| lerved
by those present as a souvenir the
day.
a
ride to Oakland
party
enjoyed
of
A. E. Clark Camp, Sons
...Twenty-eight
1 >f
a very pleasant and
satisfying occa- Park.
t f Veterans, went to Brooks on t
ie morning
ion.
rain
to take part in the parade. Several
The party included Mr. and Mrs. W. *
of
The event of Saturday afternoon was
A. Pidgin of Lewiston, Mr. and Mrs. 1 he Ladies Auxiliary accompanied them. There
o be the arrival of the Eastern Yacht
John V. Lane and Mr. and Mrs. H. E. , rere large excursions from Belfast to Brooks
1 .lub on their
annual cruise to Bar Har- :
Bowditch of Augusta, Mr. and Mrs. 1 n both trains... .Charles R. Coombs enter/or.
ained a party of friends the
They had sailed from Boothbay
night of the
S. Rowell of Portland, Mr. and j
George
j n the morning but the winds were light
’ourth and had a large display of fireworks.
Mrs. Charles A.
of
Mr.

\

Belfast,
Pilsbury
yachts were and Mrs. A. H. Jones and Gen. J. P.
at idght the fog
Cilley of Rockland, Mr. and Mrs. Patten
t hut in to cause further
delay. Several or
bkowhegan and their three children,
] arge steam yachts, power boats and
j C. W. Robbins of Old Town, and the
luxiliaries arrived late in the afternoon
md

baffling and the
laturally delayed, and

early evening and
,-achts straggled in,
>r

leet

anchor

at

sail

a

few of the Bail

and added to the

moorings in the
larbor made up a goodly fleet in full
/iew from the veranda of the Mountain
View house. With their many lights it
at

or

universe.

Notes. At a special meeting of
the advisory board of the Waldo County HosHospital

BELFAST.

WEDDING

yesterday
Sunday

by

J

..

j1

,

.Mr. and

Mrs. James H. Howes entertained

party of

at

] ’ine
onor

twenty-three young people
Lodge, Pitcher’s Pond, the Fourth,

in

at

P.

expected guests, Mr. and Mrs.
Whitman of Campello, Mass., but

hey did not arrive until Saturday morning
ot being able to obtain a stateroom in the
ush

of travel

east_Hon.

Mrs. J. P.
'aliaferro, Miss Taliaferro and Mr. and Mrs.
R. Pierce motored to Owl’s Head last Friay for a shore dinner. They attended the
uly Fourth parade in Camden and the Wild
Vest parade in Rockland_Mr. and Mrs.
lamuel W. Adams spent the day in Castine,
and

pital Association, held at the city building j
Wednesday morning, the following doctors
were elected to membership:
H. L. Kilgore
of Thorndike,Foster C. Small and Carl ii Stevvas a beautiful sieht.
ens of Belfast, H. L. Trueworthy and Preston
Early Sunday morning there was a Whitaker of
VI
A
-IV
Unity, S. L. Fairchild of Sear- i,s» n-nAofA
leavy shower, followed by a dense fog port, Clarence P. Simmons of
Searsmont, E. P.
Ldams- Mr. and Mrs. John A. Fogg, Albert
ater, which at times completely obscur- Goodrich, E. R. Mansfield and Wm. A. Elling'ogg. Miss Mildred Randall, Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
ed Mt. Battie, but lifted now and then to wood of
Winterport. Dr. A. M. Small of 1. Dyer, Miss Sabra Dyer, Mr. and Mrs. S. A
■eveal the fleet of yachts, and among Freedom, resigned from the medical staff and
’arker and son, Carroll Snow Parker, spent
them a strange craft that was variously Dr. W. L. Watson of Monroe from the surgihe Fourth and week-end at the Elwell cottage
iesignated the Santa Maria, the May- cal staff and their resignations were accepted. t Little River, returning to town Sunday
flower, or a Chinese junk. It was ob- Dr. Fairchild was elected as the assistant sur- ight-Mr. H. W. Healey and family motorgeon and Dr. Stevens elected bacterologist
d to Brooklin the 4th: a run of 85 miles and
viously a "house boat,” but those fa- and
pathologist. The term of service of the lr. H. reports the roads in that direction in
miliar with shipping could not see how
ne condition... Mrs. W. A. Hall entertained
physician and surgeon in charge is limited to
any known craft of today could be so two months, with the
privilege of selecting
family party July 4th. Her father, Mr. John
and
later it was learned their assistants. Mias Maud Stone of Auburn
;ransformed,
!olby of Thorndike, and his children, Mr.
hat the craft was built from the keel was elected superintendent to serve during
Yank Colby of Haverhill, Mass., Mr. Charles
l ip on the lines of the Santa Maria for a the absence of Miss Helen F. Dunn, who is
lolby and Mrs. Cora Goodrich of Thorndike,
louse boat, was lavishly fitted and furtaking a vacation, and will assume the duties Irs. Evie C. Wright, Mrs. Ora Hall and Mr. J.
today, Thursday. The assistant superintend*. Colby, all of Belfast.
i lished and got about under sail and
ent will be Miss Mary Bailey, formerly of
tuxiliary power. She sailed Monday for Monroe, who is a graduate of the Waldo County hospital, and who baa been doing private
\ he eastward.
nursing in town very successfully.
The yachts in harbor Sunday were
The remains of Willard Stetson, who died in
schooners Constance (flagship), Irolita,
Danvers, Mass., July 4tb, arrived by express
Siena, Taormina, Vagrant, Savarona, Wednesday noon for interment in the family
Robin, Wendameen, Cara II and Tran- lot in Grove Cemetery. He was about 40 years
of
and was the son of the late Martin V.
i ent, sloops Shimna and Dorello II, andage,
Eliza Wetherbee Stetson formerly of Bel*
i team yachts. Juanita, Wacondah, Pawfast
_

i

has

his

sold

on :

house

William Jacobs of Rockport spent the Fourth
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Brown.
Miss Amy E. Stoddard has been engaged

organist

at

Trinity

Church

through

the

ations and

sum-

were

week-end

guests of

Miss

party of eight young ladies spent the
Fourth at the Towle cottage and broke camp
Monday morning.
j
Misses Ruby and Myrtle Tetley of PeterA

darkle, I', of M.
L>th of the brides
5hi
1 eft

boro, N. H., are visiting their grandmother,
Mrs. E. S. Aehorn.
Pitcher and

rived this week fur

family of Caribou
two weeks’

a

1

ar-

stay at the

Towle cottage.
Miss Ethel Savery

morning

herself for

pare

enjoyed a picnic on Lawrence Simmons lawn.
-A birthday party was held Wednesday
evening, July 2nd, in Frederick Ritchie Grange
hall in honor of the birthday of several of
the young people of the place.
Fruit punch,
ice cream and cake were served... Quite a
number from this place attended tne July 1th

An ice

night
and

at

a

summer

little

sum

noids

July

3rd

by

DSVUHU

was

onu^.nci

operated

Drs. E. D.

*-« L

on

itl

HHU

for ade-

Tapley and

Small.

Maude Healey left for her home in
Woodstoca, Conn., last Monday after a ten
days’ visit with her friend. Miss Isabelle Towle.
0. Pendleton arrived home
Monday from Greenville, where they spent the
Fourth with their daughter, Mrs. Sidney
Young.
Mr. and Mrs. E.

W

arren

Ryan’s

II. P. White had green
peas from their gardens July 4th....Wm.
David Wingate have newly
Clements and
shingled their barns... Mr. Hollis Robertson
and his sister, Mrs. Eliza Pattee, spent the
week-end in Searsportwith her daughter, Mrs.
Sydney Webber-Not many farmers in this
vicinity began haying last Monday_Mrs.
Alice Palmer and Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Hamm
motored to Orneville Sunday to attend the
funeral of T. W. Ford, the father of Mrs.
Hamm and a relative of Mrs. Palmer's.

After the

automobile

wit

>

cerer

weddin.

;

Crocker-Lank. Maynard
Miss Lillian Orabelle l..
n
marriage at p. m. at the X
'al parsonage in V.
interpor’
jockhart, June L’4th
The sit g
cas used
The bride was b*
irettily gowned in white mes.-

store

on

the

Robbins

d

and

!

>

■

Church

!

!

was

hich ice cream,
ere

road

j
:

i
1

1
j

j

j

■'

chk--

served

\
{

am,

1

f...

received mam
aluabie presents, which te.-.;
steem in which both these
eld by their large circle of t
Irs. Crocker

broken into last Saturday night and cigars,
and what money was found in the
drawer were taken.

Trinity Reformed

j

congratulations from 17
1 riends. A few choice select!"
* d by Bagley’s orchestra frun; L

was

The ladies of

’ll, of .\
were

nd

1

tobacco,

SWANVILLt center.
E. A. Robertson and

1-,
n

attended by Ralj
on.
After the ceremony they
111,110 of the bride’s
parents,
; dlas A
Lane, where a weddi:
erved at 6 o’clock.
A reeepr
he K. of P. hall.
Ellingwood’s
i >ride and groom were ushered
uced by Mr. and Mrs. VV. S. I
eception march, which was
Vithee. was led by the bride's p
lrs. S. A. Lane, followed
by the g
] 1*88*8 Orlene Crooker and
< rooker.
Mr. and Mrs. Crooker

Miss

j

on an

rroom

little daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R. G.
Moss man has returned home from the Waldo
County hospital and is slowly convalescing.
Clark,

M
?»..

wore win
trimmings
held last Wednesday i
>nd white hat with Urge whiD
meeting i «he was attended
by her siste r.
^ane, who was gowned in

The

Mrs. Herbert

of

after prayer
was netted.

Mrs. Kate Leary returned home last Sunday
from Searsport, where she was called by th e
illness of her brother, Peter V.'ard.

vinia,

honors.

ace

was

Trinity Church

a neat

Monday j

school and pre-

teacher.

social

cream

to Cast me

went

to atte d the

w

arrangements.

’ortland, Or., and Miss
Irown, U. of M ’ll, was

■

Ralph L.

friends and

daine ’08, was married to tie
of M. ’09 and U. of M. law

Ethel

Savery.

!

of

Jrown, valedictorian

Eliza and Olivia Harriman of Sears-

Misses

port

<

••

large party

as

mer.

of their

lichard

Gettysburg.

Mathews

Bridge hill to Elon B. Gilchrest.

the host grange.

celebration in Brooks.... Mrs. Edward Evans
underwent a surgical operation July 3rd.
It was performed by Drs. Tapley and Pearson
and a trained nurse is in attendance..
Miss
Mary Levenseller, who has been confined to
the house most of the time since an operation
May 2nd is able to ride out-Mr. Edward
Evans was in Bangor July 2nd to attend a
meeting of the executive committee of the
Maine State
Grange.... Mr. J. Woodman
Chase, who has been critically ill since his
accident last November, is so far recovered as
to get about in a wheel chair_Mr. and
Mrs. Loud came from Waterville in their
touring ear last week and are visiting relatives
here and in Morrill.

from

Atwood

BE I

Sweetser-Brown and Mark
louble wedding, in which ti
hsters and both brides and hot
graduates of the University of
dace at the residence of the
hr
dr. and Mrs.O. T.
Brown,in Did
rhe service was by Rev. i V
he Congregational church in

afternoon.

E. W. Ellis and S. K. Richards returned last

methods?" to be opened by Prof. R. P.
Mitchell and J. C. Carey; remainder of
program

with Mrs. Wm. Vaughan

The Ladies’ Aid met

j

1

Mr. and Mrs.

v

|

ten, the well-known story writer. Mr.
Patten's summer home is a large twostory house just below the Mountain
View house, built upon colonial lines and

Detroit,

Get interesting
equipment.
“Ford Times" from factory. Dept. F„ Detroit: Ford Motor Company, Carle A
Jones Agents, Belfast, Maine.

one

to

comes

b.

o.

full

with

The Fourth in Belfast. Belfast passed ter, the State Master and the State Lecof the quietest Fourths on record. The turer. This is a
public meeting and everydreaded “night before” had no terrors for even
body is invited.
the nervous. No church bells were rung until
The next meeting will be with Victor
after daylight, when the Methodist bed reGrange,
Searsmont, September 2nd. The
minded people of the approach of the hcliday
i address of welcome is assigned to Mrs.
No large crackers were used, and there was
Eva Moody and the response to L. C.
apparently no rowdyism. The stores, etc.,
Morse. The question for discussion will
were closed for the day, and an almost Sabbath-like quiet reigned in town. The display of be: “What benefit can farmers derive
fireworks was small, as many spent the day at from co-operative demonstration of farm

the harbor at this time was the cruiser
Davy Jones 11, admiral—or is it commo-

j

M

Keen was then introduced and gave a
fine lecture on education
through the
grange. Then followed recitations by
J. W. Libby and Winfred Webb. A vote
the host grange for courtesies.
Twelve
granges responded to the roll-call, and

popular young ladies, and she and her liance,

heavier-if you buy

purse

fles: recitation by Gertrude Libby: duet
by sisters Stewart and Williams: paper
on education
by Prof. Mitchell, followed
by a short address by C. K. I. land, as-

Belfast’s most attractive and

of

When

grange.

convened,

ladies of her bridal party: Misses
Evelyn P. Morison, Cora S. Morison, Helen
Doak, Marian Hazeltine, and Katherine C.
Quimby. At the other table, where pink carnations formed the centerpiece, were Misses
Avis M. Morison.Margaret Van Voorhees.Mar*
garet White, Gladys Pitcher, Mrs Elon B. Gilchrest, Mrs. Richard P. Whitman, Mrs. John C.
Pillsbury, Mrs. William F. Schoppe and Mrs
C. Chipman Pineo.
A delicious six course
luncheon was served, foliuw’ed by iced coffee
the

Put the rest in the bank. You'll
find yourself in the best of company-your troubles lighter-youi

room, where the wants of the visitors
were well looked after
by the host

overwhelm-

the young

turned

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

dining

was

with congratulations and good wishes. Two

daintily appointed tables were set in the dining room. At one wnere the centerpiece was
beautiful pink roses were seated Miss Hi!! and

in

FORD

variously estimated, at from $60,000 to who arrived by Wednesday’s boat for a few
75,000,J$«n expenditure made possible days’ visit, are being warmly congratulated by Kennebec county was reported by Bro.
through the generosity -f Cyrus K. Cur- all. Their plans are not definitely arranged at Raekliff. The committee on field day
tis of the Ladies’ Home Journal and Sat- present, but the engagement is not expected reported that the meeting would be held
to be a long one. and their home will probably
in the same place as usual, Ring’s grove,
urday Evening Post, whose handsome be in San
Juan, where Mr. King is connected Montviile, near the Center,
August 15th.
steam yacht, the Lyndonia,has moorings
with a commission house.
The speakers will be the National Masin the harbor. Another attraction in

The ride terminated at the
Ogier cottage on the harbor front, and having

material

the engagement of
of Mrs. E.

I

A very interesting meeting of Waldo
County Pomona Grange was held Juiv
1st with Dirigo Grange, Freedom
The

1

tkn

and Good

ni

factory opposite Belfast depot.

1

■

to work on

women

I

McKinley proposed
pass
Philip,pines, Mr. Root included steamed clams, done to a turn, and steamboat lines for courtesies exadvised him tc go, telling him it was a lobster salad, rolls, doughnuts, coffee
WALDO STATION
tended, but there was no occasion for
chance for him to do a big piece of work, and ice cream. The drive inland and the
Mr. Levi Bryant is building a new L. to his
such a vote this year. Thanks, however,
whiffs
of sea air inhaled from the vehouse. He had the misfortune of breakand a real chance for him to serve his
are due,first, to Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
Ogier,
light- Mr. and Mrs. Elmer A. Sherman were ing his shoulder earlier in the season, but
country, and on his advice he went and randa before the summons came to par- who were
untiring in their attentions generous in their celebration of the Fourth of is now nearly recovered ...Mr, Everard
take of this shore dinner, had created
was started toward four years in the
and lavish in their hospitality; to the
luly, covering two days. July 3rd Mrs. Staer- Bryant' is at Bemis working for the M. C. R.
in conclusion Prof. Taft such appetites that it was feared the
White House,
Camden Hoard of Trude, and to Mr. F. nan gave a most
delightful auto ride to Ban- R. Co-Misses Lylla and Ruby'Sprague are at
-said:
would
eat
our
hosts
party
“out of house
0. Martin, proprietor of the Mountain j for. with dinner at the Bangor House, return- home, for the summer from their respective
‘Elihu Root 1 as been a real friend of and home,” hut the supply was
equal to View House, who did everything in his ng by the way of Mount
t:ne people. Ate the real friends those Lhe
Ephraim, There schools in Augusta and Swanville ...Miss
emergency and it is safe to say that
is
Packard
at
Carl
visiting
•who go about with sycophantic speech
power to make his guests feel at home. ! drs. Sherman and her guests, Miss Charlotte Therusa
10 one left the table
hungry. The Ogier This hotel is out of the
N. Colburn, Rev.
telling the people they are all wise, and
B. Ames and Miss Packard's.The school in the Evans
near
town,
Charles^
yet
supporting measures just to get votes, cottage is opposite the lower end of the business center, and commands ; >ue M. Partridge climbed to the summit and district has closed a very successful term
or
ire they those who work quietly for
Siegro island and commands views of the
Miss Mildred Clary. The teachers
the view, which included
mountains, taught by
not only a fine view of Mts. Battie and ! snjoyed
'the progress that progress,
and ask no larbor and of the
ocean and passing
akes, rivers and bay. This bit of scenery is and pupils from this and the Paul school
mo re reward th. n the progress achieved?
Megunticook, but of the entire harbor. !
to send him to the

by

to work

once

Clothing in our new
Belfast, Maine. Experi-

I chines preferred.

given last Tuesday by Mrs. C. C. Pineo
Miss Katherine C. Ouimbv at the Ouimbv
home on Miller street, Mrs. Pineo announced

of the Camden Yacht Club. The cost of
the substantial wharf and buildings is

years in this State and the union of the
rock quarry in operation,and
Norumbega,
Progressives ard Republicans here is ab- i
the stone villa built by Mr. Stearns, the
to
this.
Like
prevent
solutely necessary
inventor of duplex telegraphy. This was
-conditions exist in this State and in this
the first of the costly residences to be
Congressional district, and the nomina- built in
Camden and when built attracttion of a Progressive candidate for Con| ed wide attention.
As to the scenery
the vocabulary of the writer is inadeto the Democratic candidate, who will
quate to do it justice, but it may be
be William R. Pattangall of Waterville,
suiimicu
up uy saying mai mere is notnthe power behind the throne in the Plaisi ng finer elsewhere on God’s
green earth
ted administration.
than was seen on this ride.

a

at

I enced stitchers and

and

palatial summer homes, the many entrance to the Thoroughfare.
The
handsome private residences, and the Elena
won the Maxwell cup,
ar.d the
in
the
interest
of
good scenic attractions of the
Republican party
vicinity, were Dorella II the Plant cup.
He made a proposition to
gov- rr.ment.
unknown.
An automobile ride tendered
i
Perhaps a word should be said of CamE. V. Lawrence, the leading Progresthe members of the association
by the den’s celebration of the 4th, which as
sive ea' didate, suggesting that they subCamden board of trade was therefore
usual began the day before with a fusilwit their candidacies to the primary elec- a
revelation. The four oldest members lade of fire
crackers, tooting of horns,
;
tion so as to have only one anti-Dpmopresent, (none under 70), were assigned etc. Just as the clock was
striking 4 a.
cratic candidate; but Mr. Lawrence deseats in the private err of Hon. J. H.
m., on the 4th the church bells rang out
clined. Both the Democratic candidates,
Montgomery, a Locomobile, with a in unison, producing the effect of chimes,
Pattar.gall of Waterville and Gould of most
competent and courteous chaf- and the racket continued until midnight.
Skowhegan, have published open letters. feur, and although one of the
party has In the early morning there was a parade
>‘:.ttt gall attacks Gould, and Gould asks had an
aversion to automobiles she was of
fantastics, later a parade of decoratfor fair play, but wont get it from Pat- no less
charmed than the others with ed
automobiles, which passed in front of
tangall.
the ride of more than two hours, which
the Mountain View house, and in the afcovered practically all the residential
ternoon a grand procession, with two
Col. F. C. Carrington. Jr., of Baltisections of Camden, Rockport, on both
bands, which the visitors saw from the
more has resigned as National commitsides of the harbor, to Rockland over
lawn of Bro. Ogier’s home. It included a
mo man it the Progressive party for
the much heralded dust-proof road; out
number of Knights of Pythias from BelMaryland. He says in his letter of resig- to Chickawaukee
pond, the source of fast.
nation that he is not any less a ProgresRockland’s water supply; Rockville,
he
was
for
when
the
sive than
working
The visitors were made welcome at
Pleasantville, etc. Among the places of
election of Col. Roosevelt, “hut,” he
the handsome building and tennis court
interest seen were a house one

in

Wanted

I

eon

Peters of

from the third district, has endeavored
harmonize the two wings of the
:o

£n his

I

Tne Ladies’ Aid of West Northport are to
have a sale of horn* -cooked food and aprons at
Northport Campground all day Friday. The
sale will probably be at the po t office.

arranged,

who will be chosen in the
ffie

Eczema All Over Baby's Body.
“When my baby was four months
old his face broke out with eczema,
and at sixteen months of age, his face,
hands and arms were in a dreadful
state.
The eczema spread ail over his
body. We hail to put a mask or cloth
over his face and
tie up his- hands.
Finally we gave him Hood’s Sarsaparilla and in a few months he was entirely cured. Today he is a healthy
boy." Mrs. Inez Lewis, Baring. Maine.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla cures blood diseases and builds up the system.
Get it today in usual liquid form or
chocolated tablets called Sarsata'is.

TION HAD ITS SUMMER OUTING.

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY

The News of Belfast.

Suffering

have

.,

|
?
?

j

tely following

the rceeptio:.
new home ir. r

set the date of August Gth for their annual I
j 'ft for their
sale, supper and entertainment. Full particu- , tul
previously been put in
!
lars will be given later.
., rrival
Mr Crocker is engag.
i
The following item from the Wakefielp
age business and blacksmith*
1
Mass., Daily Item is of local interest as Mr. / mong the out-of-town gu<
Hamilton w-as a native of Swanville and Mrs. c ■ption were Mr and Mrs (
Hamilton is an aunt of Mrs. Fred N. Savory of ^ Ir. and Mrs. Washburn of B
j East Belfast:
I. ne Crocker of Bangor and M
!

j

j

f

j

I

j

$100 Reward $100
The readers of this paper will be pleased to
learn that there is at least one dreaded disease
that science has been able to cure in all its
stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh
Cure is the only positive cure now known to
the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease, requires a constitutional
treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is take internally, acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease, and giving
the patient strength by building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing its work.
The proprietors have so much faith in its curative powers that they offer One Hundred Dolls rs for any case that it fails to cure. Send
for list of testimonials.
Address: F. J. C HENEY A CO., Toledo, Ohio
Sold by all Druggists, 76c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
\

The reunions of Civil War veterans and
army nurses, now being held on the battlefield
°f Gettysburg on the 5Cth anniversary of that
decisive and memorable conflict, has special
significance and interest for Mrs. Margaret
Hamilton of Elm street, past national president
of the Army Nurses’ Association. Mrs. Hamilton is now at Gettysburg.
When she was not quite 17 and a school girl
in Rochester, N. Y., she became intensely desirous of doing what she might to aid the
cause of the Union.
Against the wishes of
her parents, who were well to do and had a
place of influence in Rochester, she took the
only field of endeavor open to her—nursing
the wounded and dying.
While picking her way among the bodies of
the heroes after the Gettysburg battle, she
came across Charles R. Hamilton of the 19th
After giving him prelimiMaine Regiment.
nary relief while he lay wounded, she nursed
him in the Union hospital. Her unselfish
devotion and attention to Mr. Hamilton and

other vicitims won the wounded man’s heart
and after the war was ended they were married in West Philadelphia.
Mr. Hamilton
passed away here in 1900. There are five

daughters.

Mrs. Hamilton’8 interest in patriotic itork
a-' 1 in all matters affecting the G. A. R. and
Army Nurses' Association has never faltered
in the half-century that has since elspaed.

■{

F rocker of Old Town

Cobb-Bi-nkek
Sunday, Ju
the residence of the official.’
.‘V. David L. Wilson of the C>
c lurch, occurred the marriage of 1
^ obb and Mrs. Frances S. Bum*
rewer.
Capt. Cobb gave his agtl *at of his bride as 77. After "
;

tl ey
w’ent
to North port
8| tend the honeymoon.

SECRET

Carr

j
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SOCIETIES

All members, particularly the oth
p irthian Sisters are requested t
eeting tomorrow, Friday, evening
The June number of the N
raftsman, a Boston magazine de\
11 terests of Freemasonry, has a
p irtrait of Albert I. Mather of K
i, a frequent contributor to its iv
* hods the author of an interesting *
t le May number entitled “Nature’s''1
* hich attracted much attention from th«
q

1

"

j

[lie News

E. Wing is arranging to
tn-,ming milk delivery service in this
lS started a route to be known as
Milk Co.

_

•••

WHEN

I

using your “cookless cooker” this hot weather, just think of a “mendless
mend.” Make every mem-

g
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time.
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years.
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party for the benefit of the
announced some weeks ago, will
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6 prs. Men's,
6 prs. Women’s,

July 22nd;

if stormy, the
v.y following. All friends of this
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treat
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enjoy
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practicing.
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Tuesday evening

ment

of Mrs.

evening

and

an

the k. A. Club and

She

teaching.

iarger part of the time to the
e ballads and tracing the similarity
on in ail these ballads.
To illus-

roses

following: The Two Sisters
Gross, A I.yke-Wake Dirge,
se y Expounded, Sir Patrick Spens,
t' of the Cheviot (parts), Waly
Up and Par the Door. Miss Field
■harge of the meeting July 22ndt
haries B. Ames of the special nieet-Jth, reading from the Irish ballads.

the

Iison

hear

We

gardener

is also

hysteria

on
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grafted

trees

two
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•ppetizer.

And with fire, knife, and
potash and kerosene I have destroyAnd I

might

itch w.iile writing
heat.”
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Mills.
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as

as

spending
Manley O. W

last

his

did

were:

with

Caroline

Merriam

returned

home

friends in Rockland,
rank Smith, who has been visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Wilson, was
e to Greenville last
week, receiving
m a

visit with

New
chance

■

came as

Heal, Misses Marian Heal, Clara

There

Advertisements.
this week

to

save a

Store.

And

that is

at

dollar

The

is

still

market... .See advt. of
the west shore of Swan

this

como

oi

brother
Mrs.

The

alfords

route

ooum

and

Fred

Miller went

a

very

Mr. and

pleasant outing.

»eymoum,

Mrs.

mass., visitea

to

Camden last

Thursday,

blue, bearing a metal bar pin inscribed with the word “Maine.”
Five

and

anything

before

I

There

|

return-

Mrs.

of Mr B. B. Toothaker, Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Toothaker, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Newcomb,
Mr. and Mrs. Whitman Newcomb, Mr. and
Mrs. J. H. Morris, Mr. and Mrs. «'ames Banker

ing

children, Mr. Geo. Banker, Harry Sanker,
Carrie and Howard Newcomb, Mrs. H. A. Wilson, Leslie Miller, Laura and H-den Morris
and Grace Mitchell enjoyed a fish cnowder and
picnic dinner on the shore July 4tu_Mabel
Miller spent the 4th in Rockland with her
aunt, Mrs. Jennie Spaulding.Mrs. Frank
Toothaker went to Montville July 1st to visit
her sister, who is very sick.... Alpha Farrow
of Boston called on Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Miller
He lived with his
one evening la6t week.
father at one time on the farm now owned by
Leslie F. Simpson. It is his first visit to Bel-

and

saw many
changes.
begun haying.

CITY FISH MARKET,

fire

was

w'ere

ignited.

caused

An alarm

by ing

blaze in the curtains of

a

sleeping

room

July

was

The

caused

cause wa6

$100.

Belfast

property for sale on
Lake, one of the most

a

meet-

Birthday.

William

of the afternoon

triplet
the

was

sisters from

summer

the presence of the little
who are spending

at their mother’s

home in town.

Wilson, sen of Rev. and Mrs. David L. Wilson;
Anne C. Cooper, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph L. Cooper; Alice Coombs, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles K. Coombs; Frederick
Woodbury, son of Mr. and Mrs. William B
Woodbury; Alfred S. Ferguson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred M. Ferguson; and Devonia Jean,
Lillian Ruth and Elizabeth Frances DeLaney,
of

Chicago, III.

ground

The

display

the

is in excellent condition

special

;
!

J

u.

un-acj

was

tx

1

Phone

Transportation Co-Apples

and

!

plums

l(>dows:

,JBton flam Chowder
Clear Chicken Broth in Cups
Bouillon in lasse
Consomme, Julienne
'am Lettuce
Olives
Mixed Pickles
Boiled Kennebec Salmon, Hollandaise
Roulettes
Cucumbers
L?e«
h -fed
D* Tongue with Greens
Braised Filet of Beef, Sordelaise
'JBtades of Fresh Lobster, Newburg
Bartlett Pear Fritters, Sauce Dore
boast Ribs of Prime Beef, au Jus
u,,, 7*8t Domestic Duckling, Apple Jelly
Rice
Led Potatoes
Mashed Potatoes
Pea>
EnJ-V™en
Asparagus on Toast
um Puddin& Hard and
Brandy Sauce
AnniJiM
•PPU* Whipped Cream Pie
Washington Pie
roz®n Pudding
Assorted Cookies
An
Cake
Melba Tarts
Crackers
Edam Cheese
Coffee
Cocoa
Tea
Milk

than 276,000 Ford cars are now in service, and
they are in use all over the world. Carle &
Jones are the agents for Waldo county, and
will show you... .See notice of tax collector F.
W. Brown of a cash discount of 8 per cent on
all taxes paid before Aug. 1st... .Kitchen girl
wanted at Jellison & Greer’s.Farm for sale
in Sears port. Me. Call at the house or address
Mrs. Mary E. Mitchell... .Lost a top cover for
Finder please return to Dr. Ela Ford auto.

at

26

per

cent

mer Small... .There will be a special sale on
salmon July 11th and 12th at the Bramhall
market at 26 and 30 cents a pound. These
will be strictly fresh fish such as this market
has been selling since the salmon season
opened. Order early for Sunday dinner.

-$2.50--§

j

fl

||

from

M

Four styles to choose from Hutton and Lace, Hlack and
Tan.
These arc all new goods purchased this spring

Men’s White National
$1.25 value for 75c.
We

|gj

Yachting Oxfords,

gw

p

also selling Women’s Nubuck Oxfords and Pumps cheaper than any one
else in the city. Call and get my prices
are

fit
p

before you buy.

catering for auto parties. They will also take
party lunches. Telephone connec-

|§

orders for

THIS IS THE TIME TO BUY.

tion.

Castine.

Ralph

j

at

W. A. SWIFT SHOE STORE
L. A. WEBBER,

Fourth, and were entertained
tine
by the Castine Club at dinner at the Acadian
j Hotel, later taking part in an interesting
; shoot at the club
grounds. The Cambridge
the

at

| Cup for
:

the five

out

man team

making

J’J
M

H.

Howes,
Clarence E. Read, Norman Read, W. H. Widdefield, Dr. Herbert E. Knowlton and William
Weshe of the Belfast Gun Club went to CasGun Club

DON’T WAIT

the

Proprietor.

§
^

mmmwmBmwmwmmmwmBmtMwmmwm

highest

by the Castine Gun Club, Belfast breaking 327 targets,
Castine 334 targets.
Fallowing is the score:

score

a

ot

100

birds,

was won

BELFAST.

:

N Read .12
C. Read.13
W. Weshe. 9
Dr. Knowlton. 8
R. H. Howes. 6

12
13
4
10
11

15
14
14
15
8

9
10
10
11
7

12
9
7
9
11

17
12
14
9
16

77
71
58
62
59

17
14
14
12
9

7
9
11
10
6

10
12
12
11
9

13
15
15
12
8

71
71
76 j
68
48

CASTINE.

W. Brown.10
O. Veagus.11
3 Grey.12
3. J. Seybt.11

W.Veague.

8

14
10
12
12
8

j

The individual cup for high gun for the day
was won by Norman Read of the Belfast Gun

Then you will have

a dean and healthy
No more hair loss. No more
hair.
Does .not color.
rough, straggly
Ask Your Doctor.

scalp.

TO TAXPAYERS.
*>

DISCOUNT.

The City Government having voted to alIcw a cash discount of 3 per cent, on all
taxes paid on or before August 1, 1913, I
hereby give notice of this discount and will
be found at my office. City Building, from 9
to 12 a. m., and 1 to 4 p. m., to receive
F. W. BROWN,
payments.
Tax Collector.

Kitchen I LOOK!
Suspensory Bondages
Girl
Wanted
I

200

$1.00 Silk

50 cents

at

and

familiarly

use same.

known as

No reasonable offer will be

|

inspection, apply

re-

to

Masonic

Temple.

NOTICE
Having sold my restaurant, I am pre.
pared to give special attention to m

Yours truly,

|

real estate and Insurance business. I
have several very attractive bargains in
city and farm property that must be sold
to settle estates.

Apply to
3w28

Let

me

cents

■

show you.

M. R. KNOWLTON,

City Building.

a

;n

! pntlaffe pro
dium or large

STORE,

BJLFAS T.

Belfast Savings Bank

FORSALE

Notice is hereby given that Savings Bank
Book No. 12,91 5. issued by this bank, has been
lost and application has been made for a duplicate book according to laws regulating issuing

1913

books.
WILMER J. DORMAN, Treasurer.
Belfast, July 5, 1913.—3w28

Farm

for Sale

AT SEARSPORT,

To the Public:

This includes everything in Agate Ware
in our store from all gray to all white.

CITY DRUG

new

JOHN R. DUNTON,
lm28

1

-AT-

Cliff

fused. For terms and keys to cottage, which
is subject to

regular pr:,state size

paid. In ordering

Cottage.
Consists of an acre of land, cottage,
stable, boathouse and boat, together with
furnishings. Is in excellent repair.
This beautiful spot, which takes in shore
of lake and maple grove about cottage, will
be sold, as the present owner can no longer

25 % Discount
CARLE & JONES

Just one-half

Property on the west shores of Goose
Pond, Swanville, owned by the late H. P.

Thompson,

^25

.25 Cotton at 13 cents

FOR SAE

In our Basement Salesroom
w ill be on sale next

-AT-

|

W

Ayer’s vSor NOTICE p
1

Saturday, July 12th,

discount.... More

1^

MEN 70 SUY ALDEN walker &
WILDE’S $3.50 OXFORDS FOR

Club, who broke 77 targets out of 100.

AgateWare

for sale on the Levant Barlow estate in Waldo.
--Mrs. James L. Stevens of East Belfast
publishes a card of thanks_M. R. Knowl; ton has sold his restaurant and is prepared to
! give special attention to his real estate and in! surance business. He has some attractive
i bargains in city and farm property_Carle
& Jones will place everything in agate ware
in their basement salesroom on sale next

Saturday

|

.50 Lisle at

auiu

168-3. Belfast ...See new
schedule between Belfast and Rockland of the
for rent.

E., BRAMHALL & co.

(Oil

attraction this week

3w28

vicinity_Belfast
Savings bank book lost... J. W. Ferguson &
Co's semi-annual discount sale begins today,
July 10th, and will continue until Aug. 9th. A
discount of 20 per cent on wool dress goods
and trimmings and 10 per cent discount on all
other goods, except corsets, during the sale.
.vuiii

Qnn
OV/W

j

attractive resorts in this

1

2

earlv.

WANTED!

Her tooled

Welch.

Simple refreshments were served and included
a birthday cake with two candles, decorated
with Kewpies
The babies present included
Mrs.
Katherine E. Pineo, daughter of Mr. ar
C. C. Pineo, Mayaguez. Porto Rico; Paul B.

•
•
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the studio of Miss A. G.
leather is original in design and exquisite in workmanship and
pieces are useful as wei»
many of the
The Misses Doak continue
as ornamental.
their tea room as usual, making a specialty of
is

Freeman

Chicago,

The

cept Sunday.

unkown and the dam-

Schoppe, Jr., celebrated his second birthday
July 7th at the home of his grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles A. Pilsbury, when he gave a
party to a number of wee ones. The cloudy
ard threatening skies turned it into an indoor
affair, which was much enjoyed; by those
present. The birthday toys, many of them
the unexpected gifts of the guests, were the
center of attraction for the little people, whose
pleasure was witnessed by mothers and
“aunts.” One of the most enjoyable features

4th.

The Arts and Crafts began their special
summer sales last Monday and the rooms will
be open from 10 a. m. to 6 p. m. every day ex-

Horace

Everything

Dinsmore

Veterans will hold

Hall

is under the dense shade of the large
trees, an ideal spot for this summer sport.

age
Chenery’s White
truck was placed at the disposal of the department, and did effective service.
about

A. R.

and

overturned lamp. The bell alarm in the
homes of the firemen was sounded at 4 45 a.
m. for a fire in the kitchen of the Hills house,
on upper Miller street occupied by Charles

Collins.

in G.

3

a

Daughters of

The

Three

nine o’clock from the house occupied by Rose Pike on Cross street for a

Billie’s

j

five

about

| by an

|

were

night before the Fourth.

in the

given

..

fast for 23 years, and he
_Everett Hamilton has

the

2

Tel 214

delivery for Sunday’s dinner please order

ensure

this, Thursday, evening.
early evening
A full attendance is desired.
fire works. A fire cracker caught under the !
roof
X.
Pendleton
Packages sent by mail containing goods
of the
F.
house
valued at §25 or under may now be insured for
on
View
caused
no
street, but
Bay
damage and the other two wore caused live cents for full value. Packages valued at j
caused by rockets. One entered the kitchen between $25 and $50 may be insured for ten
window at the George Seavey house on Spring cents, full value.
;
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Bowman have finished
street, where a curtain caught fire and another
entered the skylight of the Howes block on the tennis court in the grove at their ConMain street but was found by the firemen gress street home and used it for the first time
j
were

|

Alarms.

Fire

alarms

To

|

white and

nis

Geo. B. Dyer
spent the 4th with Mr. and Mrs. John A. Fogg
at the Elwell cottage, Little River.Mrs.
Herbert Cooper visited her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Leslie F. Simpson, last week... Mrs.
Lizzie Cunningham and Walter Cunningham
and wife spent the 4th with Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Wood at Bayside.... Mr. and Mrs.
Byron Wilson and Wilber Mosley of Lynn,
Mass., and Capt. and Mrs. Geo. Mahoney sper.t
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Miller...
Katheryn Ne wcomb is out again, having been
confined to .he house with di ohtheria_Mr.
and Mrs. Eugene Wood spent Saturday night
and Sunday with Mrs. Lizzie Cunningham and
family.. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Elms attended
the meeting of Waldo County Pomona Grange
in Freedom July 1st and report a very pleasant
meeting_Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Brown spent
A picnic party consistthe 4th in Rockla* L

2

highly ornamental badges. They are of
bronze, the front being engraved with the
State coat of arms and bearing the inscription:
“50th Anniversary of the Battle of Gettysburg." Attached to each is a ribbon of red,

Saturday July 11-121

25 and 30 ,SS»4

was run

home

Wm. New-

sister, Whitman Newcomb and
Toothaker, last week-Albert

ing Sunday.Mr. and

men’s

on

only place in

the

desired.

West Bele’ast.

where you can buy Holeproof hose, the thinnest, coolest and best fitting stockings on the

Maine

Seal Harbor.

Guests at
■’•de Inn. Seal Harbor, were indeed
this Fourth of July, judging by the
menu which reached The Journal office,
'•"vers of the booklet bore a handsomely
flag, and an appropriate quotation,
•'ere tied with tri-colored ribbon.
The
-r
cover also had an embossed
flag, eagle
iherty bell. The tempting menu was as
at

Miss

and women’s low Regals

Mr. Smith's brother had been
killed,
Cy ail the farmers have begun haying,
i Mrs. Albert Wentworth of Burnvisiting their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
RTH

which

Steward, Emeroy and Isabel Ginn, Margaret
L. Keene, Winnifred Sanborn, Helen F. Dunn,
Lou Thompson, Charlotte Tibbett3, Bertha M.
Wiley, Clara Townsend and Mrs. John Davis.

his

Ison.... Mrs. Jane Cole
home from Camden last Friday_
strong of Boston is at Henry Went*
the summer-Mrs. Arthur Higed in W'aterville last week_Mrs.
routy of Whitman, Mass., has been
<-r sister, Mrs. Henry Wentworth_
A.n
is visiting friends in Waterville.
!*y O. Wilson is building an extension
:rn..
John Hartshorn is preparing to
to his buildings before moving in.

roses

R.

week_Stanley

vacation

was

home in Belfast, where they both have hosts
of friends who extend congratulations and
best wishes. Those present Thursday evening

Mrs, O. A. Wade returned

artford, Conn,

they discovered tiny
places, each one con-

will be married in the fall and will make their

much

Kipling

their

soon as

surprise to her. After supper, the guests
enjoyed a hunt for rose petals in which Miss
Bertha Wiley was the winner. The prize was
a filled rose jar.
The remainder of the evening was pleasantly spent on the lawn where
occasional displays of fireworks were witnessed. While the plans of the young couple are
not definitely settled it is probable that they

had great luck, but I have to visit
three times a day to outwit the fat
who are intent on taking those 9cions

-tail

seated

As

a

the

■id

'csh nests.

pink

were

and white.

of two beautilul boxes of

caterpillars and cut worms, 1
farming is only an incident in my

career.

in-

One of the pleasant features of the
the presentation to Miss Heal

evening

ature,
nat

few friends had been

a

Schoppe.

for

the following note from one of
will testify: "What with drought,
and other forms of

a

snap-shot of the fiancees, Miss Ileal’s
envelope containing her ring. The surprise was
a complete one, but the congratulations and
good wishes were none the less hearty and
sincere. Strawberries, crab salad, hot rolls,
olives, ice cream, cakes, coffee and nuts were
served by Miss Steward and Mrs. William F

as

s

was

envelopes at

taining

a

subject

a

guests

white

good
trials and tribulations of farmers,

.'.ateur

engage-

used for the decorations and the

were

color scheme

id the

Gardener.

The

vited for supper at 7 o’clock, and upon arrival
White
room.
were ushered into the dining

:he

MASpuu

Party.

Heal, daughter of Mr. ;
Amasa S. Heal, and Maine Hills, son j
Isaac Hills, was announcea Thursday j
at a party given by Miss Maud li.
at 4 Court street. The members of

Steward

intimate

over

The

Announcement

at their

company are careful in
the selection of their drivers and an suto ride
when

2

Gettysburg battlefield, arrived
They did not arrive at

the

on

and

These salmon will be strictly fresh fish, such as we have
been selling since the salmon season opened.
These fish will cut for

•

noon of that day and a special
toBurnhamand return for their
accommodation. The Maine veterans brought

the

in the water

of Miss Geneva P.

suhiect. "Old English Ballads,”
rge of Miss Caroline W. Field, who
from

were

bravery of young Mr.
who lost his clothing and watch, is much

and Mrs.

e

emporaneously
gained by study

and

m.

two hours.

An

Ballads. The first July meetReading Department of the Arts
held

about 2 p.

panions.

pish

was

from the

Clark,
commended, and the parents of the other boys
feel the deepest possible gratitude to him as
he undoubtedly saved the lives of his two com-

then

years,

and at 74 started studying law,

x

were seen

•

Burnham until

train

Escape.

shore, and were aided to the home of Mr. J. Marriner, who later
drove them to the Center. They reached their
nates

Gettys-

•Friday

timp for

some

the

on

home last Sunday.

Rockland, the Rockland

advertising manager and Belfast agent. The
Bucksport Narrows big twelve passenger cars w ill lie for rent on
ng
‘phones
was the
scene of a near
tragedy Saturday Sundays and evenings for excursion parties
V dido Telephone Co.:
morning, June 28th. Three Winterport boys, and eifer the best of outing conveyances. The
IT. Dr. Karl Stevens, res., 241-11;
Percy Clark. John Cook and Norman Cuddy company are now handling cars on the AugusJas. F. Preston, 7; Hogan Bakery,
were rowing
in a small, double-ended row
ta-Kockland route and the Augusta-FarmingMiss
Anne
C.
124;
Livingstone.
iTp
boat, when a rowlock broke, and the boat ton route, in addition to the Belfast-Rockland
Leonard A. Busby, 2<>0; Phoenix
capsized. One of the boys, John Cook, who route. The route between Rockland and Bel; Temple Height’s
hotel, 72-32; had
just returned lrom a Bangor hospital and fast is by the shore road, through an almost
elian cottage at Murphy’s point,
who was too weak to swim, was placed on the continuous settlement of summer and
country
none, number 233, will be placed
boat, which was floating, bottom up. Norman homes, with charming views of the ocean,
•: ner Drugstore, when opened.
Cuddy’s strength then gave out, and he, too, rocky shores, pleasant beaches, on the one
:■ F.\T AT 74.
In a letter written
was aided onto the boat by Percy Clark, who | hand, and on the other the
Northport, Lincolnween Chicago and St. Paul, on his
followed the line of the least resistance in the ; ville and Camden hills, w ooded slopes and culti.:eman, Montana, Prof. William F.
tide, and managed to get his load to the Bucks- vated areas. Excursion rates are given and
‘Have on board’,one Confederate
port shore above the tannery. The unfortu- the cars many be chartered to private parties
men

cises

Belfast at 12:00 m„ and 6:00 p. m.,
connecting with the 12:15 train for Bangor
and Waterville. The headquarters of the
cars in this city is at the Windsor Hotel and
in Rockland at the Thorndike Hotel
W. B.
Williamson of Augusta is the general manager,
J.

wait

to

Rppn

Home From Gettysburg. Dr A O. Stoddard, Robert Whitehead, S. K. Richards,
t harles T. Thurston, E. W. and A. H. Ellis of
Belfast; A. E. Nickerson of Swanville, Alfred
Stinson of North Searsport: Dar.iel Carley of
Stockton Springs; Clifton Whittum, J.
B.
Sweetser and Herbert T. Scribner of Searsport, who attended the semi-centennial exer-

in

agent and Orrin

hppn

squirrel

retreat.

with the 10:10 a. m., and 5:00 p.
trains for Boston. Returning, the cars
leave Rockland at 10:15 a. m., and 4:30 p. m

L. Donahue of

Spring

the

to appear
when -he does so the

connecting

John

of

yard fence and
fight is renewed with
vigor and the squirrel is again driven to beat a
the

the new schedule is as follows: Leave
Belfast at 8:00 a. ra.; and 2:00 p. m., daily,
arriving in Rockland at 9:30 p. m., and 3:30 p.

arriving

on

Thpv havp

away from
in touch with my

arid

m.,

junction

through the large elm

each week.”

come

Several times

War Path.

lawn, chase him through and
trees and his only refuge
is in the tall grass in the Unitarian church
yard, where they seem to lose track of him. ;
attack him

been

by subscribing

so

the

street at the

has been the scene of a fierce fight between three robins and a gray squirrel. The
squirrel is a natural enemy of the birds and
their nests and the three robins have evidently undertaken to teach him a lesson. They

regularly by

copy

have

I

on

street

m.,

party of six members of his Sunday school
class to Pushaw lake for the first day of perch
fishing under the present law. They trolled
and caught a splendid string of fish, both bass

had disappeared and they
locating the fire. Fire chief

ilarm
rime in

:n

charge.

item from

W hen the firemen
cigar.
who had
scene the person

the

;

down

publishing

up

The many Belfast friends of Rev. A. E. Luce
of Old Town will be inierested in the following

on

match thrown

a

give

will receive the extra papers without

or

pipe

to

chapters of Crosby’s Annals
issue, hut those who subscribed for

two

al
!

obliged

We have been

or even

to

Robins

lately Court

ing large automobiles between this city and
Rockland made a change in their time table

run

The trustees think

ige.

i

that

Advertised Letters. The following letters
remained uncalled for in the Belfast post
office for the week ending July 8th. Ladies— ;
Miss Mary Agnew, Mrs. W. H. Bodges, Miss
Minnie Capen, Mrs. Amy M. Rohbins, Mrs. j
Geo.
R. Richards.
Gentlemen—J. Frank
Bruce, J. E. Clement. D. C. Cunningham,
James Austin Cole, J. H. Broadfaut, Hector J.
Guard, F. Nickey, Sch. Lottie Beard, Charles
Sprague, Raymond Seavey, Howell P. Smith,
H. B. Wilbur.

the

fastened open and the
longer, doing more

were

night

|

pipes

surface water

e

printed.

The Rockland Auto Service. July 7th
Maine Transportation Company operat-

tees

j

with

home ten years I like to keep
old home and I know that in The

ted.

v

ville correspondence on the 7th page, for Mrs.
Ring read Mrs. Nettie Newhall. The correction was received after the report had been

Doctor Stevens and two Doc-

two

From a Subscriber. A Petaluma. California, subscriber in sending a remittance, has
these pleasant words to say: “Until lately I

sale, and that is

causes

All

Free.

has these wonderful

mending

hursuay, evenThis ecture is for the in-

pubiic

*he

hose

new

store in town that

Only one

List church this, i

vention of the disease.

or

are

Last Thursday evening Mr. Elmer A. Sherman presented the Fire Department with a
check of $50 in appreciation of the quick response and effective work done at the recent
fire at his leather board mill in East Belfast.
The firemen appreciate this courtesy.

Three Months.

Torsleff, the official representaMaine Anti-Tuberculosis Associate a free stereopticon lecture at
•’clock.

Six Months

paiis Women's, $3.00: Guaranteed

iiiout
was

2 00
wear

Hiram P. Farrow, Waldo County Register of
Factory
Monday morning, the operators having enjoy- Deeds, left Friday for Dark Harbor, where he
ed a vacation since Thursday.
is surveying the golf links at the Islesboro Inn
All members of A. E. Clark Camp, Sons of estate.
Veterans, are requested to be present next
In the report of the memorial service of
Monday ight as matters of importance will South
Montville Grange in our South Montcome before the meeting.

Work on the cellar of the bungalow to be
built in West North port for John Wight of
Wayland, Mass., is nearly completed. The
lumber and hardware are on the spot, and the
building operations will be carried steadily
forward.

Also sure, pure, Silk Hose if you
want them, 3 pairs Men's, $2.00: 3

the week’s

resort.

..t

holes,

without

will

open
of the Uni-

';h, for the members

lay

6 prs. Children's,
All Guaranteed to

given later.

resumed in the Shoe

was

George A Quimby tried an experiment last
fall, and planted some sweet pea seed in November, after the ground had frozen lightly.
Much to his surprise the peas came up and he
was displaying their first blossom July 5th.

$1.50—$2.00
$2.00—$3.00

will be
the school-

season
on

house common at 7 45.

Work

tor Smalls in Belfast, and correspondents who
have occasion to mention them should give
the full name or initials.

The thinnest,
coolest and best fitting
stocking on the market.

the

The first band concerfcof the

given this, Thursday, evening

year.

There

stockings.

uties.

>

|

holeproof

of

sted to say that the
Brown, of the Belfast post,'ition of money order clerk was
lion, as he had been the chief
transfer

|

ber of your family wear the
original Guaranteed

the

on

are

you

Haying began last week in some localities.
The crop is reported to be rather light this

MAINE,

Haynes 5-Passenger
TOURING OAR

One-half mile from postoflice. Call at the
house or address
MRS. MARY E. MITCHELL.
4w28

Completely equipped,

LOST
Sunday, July 6th, a top cover for a Fore
auto, between the John Jackson house or
Waldo avenue and Gurney’s mills. The flndei
will please return same to
DR. ELMER SMALL.
lw28p

STARTER.

Slightly

including
used.

tee given as if it were a new
seen

SELF-

Same guarancar.

Can be

at Read Garage.

HORACE CHENERY.

Annals of Belfast tor Half

The Kind You Have

BY AN OLD SETTLER

(Hon. Win. G. Crosby.)

Bears the
/Ty
Signature of

This year, 1828, was an uneventful one
to the people of our town generally, but
not to the compiler of these annals, who
on the 15’h of October announced to the

the store

room over

by F. A. l.ewis; the fate of
ing has heretofore been told.
There

v

tive of more good
question “ought old

was a

y/.

j,

evil” to the

than

bachelors to be tax-

at the close of the discussion.,
and noes. At, the meetihg at

meeting,
occupied by ayes

that build-

question last named was dis- newspapers.
majority of those whose names
In the fall

which the
cussed

days callPerhaps no ex-

custom in those

a

called were bachelors, old or young;
was almost unanimous in

were

ed “wetting the sign.”
planation of the term is necessary now;
in a few
oris it was this; any person

but the vote

commencing business, without regard to
profession or occupation, was expected
to invite the community, especially his
acquaintances, to pariake of some refreshments when his sign was raised; the

of matrimony caused no little merriment
by replying, when called on to vote aye

who

suspected

was

of

being

on

of the year,

the brink

Village

United States.
Remember the name— Doan’s—and take

that he

was

“on the

C/1

..

antidote for the b3ne referred

in the

to

latter part of the foregoing announcement, Doctor Chamber’s remedy for
drunkenness, which was seized on with

crat, for in the month of June preceding
the “Jackson party” in this place, so far

avidity by many who lacked the moral
strength to resist the tempter, was rap-

Mr. Pickard continu-

the hotel untii

keep

April,

1329.

On the 12th of March the last number
<1.

ujf

anu

ibbucu,

peared

to

and,

Adams

Quincy

sport out of his idiosyncrasy,

type and ink could avail, consigned
Andrew Jackson to perdition.
There was a daily mail stage this year
between this place arv. Augusta, leaving
as

day, Sunday excepted, at
arriving here at 8 p. m.; leaving hire at 9 a. m. and arriving at Augusta at 5 p. m. There was also a daily

Augusta

every

and

noon

tri-weekly

hen and Thorraston and a
The
to and from Bucssport.

fares

from here

tnai

to

were

Augista 82.50,

to

Buekspjrt $1.50.
destroyed by fire

Thom ision $2.00, to
Two buildings were

tins year.
On the Uitb of October a
bull ing owned by Hop. Thomas Marshal. which stood

on

the site of tie build-

ing now occupied by Clark and Fernald,
marble-workers, was burned. It was a
building about which clustered many
pleasant associations, it having once
been the publishing office of I he Hanbook

cock Gazette and the

an

the

place
the

where

girls.

they

place

now

:

go to
where

Wilson’s stream, as it was then
called, owned by Hon. John Wilson, was
burned. There was no more angling for

mill; prior

to

that time it had been one of the favorite

localities

on

have the

the stream.

boys

cinity

who

"food

for

Many

a

“fry”

had in its immediate vi-

were

themselves

worms,”

who

or

long since
now

walk

when

they

called

are

“old

was

day cf

the 11th

on

It

the late Foundry and
The schooner Albert,

c a1

JJ1CHUUC.

was

iu-j

uuui

advance of the coasters

in

been

style

ao

which

Cambridge is

ordinary steam-tug.
A sad casualty occurred

in advance of

an

on

the Albert

night of February 11, 1829. She
lying at Bishop’s wharf.now Lewis’,
loaded and ready to sail for Boston,

on

the

was

when she was discovered to be on fire.
All efforts to extinguish the fire was un-

availing until she

was

scuttled by boring

holes in the run when she soon filled.
Two young men, part of the crew, both
residing here, Thomas Reed, Jr., and
W. Merriam were suffocated and
burned to death in her forecastle; their
bodies were found lying at the foot of

George

uai

;o

the

uig,

lauipiug

those who
the

would grow to be
November then next;
one

themselves would be
vavnovu-iiicii

nuimi

twelve-month; yet such proved
the fact; one of the illustrations of

be

he truth that “we know what we are,
nit know not what we may be.”

Among

<

the business men who came

this year, not now

living, or residng here, was Charles Goodwin, who
ipened a dry goods store in' No. 1 Pickirds’ building, next door to the Eagle
lere

had

between the same ports, in
of finish and accommodations, as

wave

College

and lend

to many

an

of

touch of

a

costume

effectively. Big

or

nary of

a

made of the most
cate silk crepe, these are no longer
good style. Sets of wide collars
cuffs in fine French en broidery,

deli-

fibre in the stem and leaves would be
greater in comparison to the nutritious
;

just previous
maturity.

material than
of seed

to

contain

maxim

a

amount

the time

of

a

iotel; when he left here he went to
Portland. William Center, “from Bos;on,” opened a store of the same kind at
'■Jo. 3 Phoenix Row; he afterwards renoved to a wooden building which stood
m the site of Dr. Moody’s store; when
le left this place he went to Brunswick
;o reside.
John S. Ayer, now resident
n Bangor, opened a store for the sale of
English, W. I. and Domestic Goods, at
"Jo. 11 Phoenix Row. A new firm under
he name of P. & E. T. Morrill, consisti ng of Philip and Ephraim T. Morrill,
vas formed; both of them are dead.
Nathaniel C. Bishop, better known as

Pony Bishop, was keeping a lottery
the stairB.
The Belfast Debating Society and the iffice here this year. He was a simple,
Waldo Club, an association of a similar i noffensive man, with a heart free from
character and object, were both in flour- | ruile; as a natural consequence in acomishing condition this year. The discus- i nunity constituted as ours then was, he
sions in both took a wide range; from the vbb made the subject of many a rough
question “whether the substituting of | iractical joke, which amused the comb uik paper for specie had been produe- i nunity but reflected no credit on the
1

WHICH PERKY TURNED TIDE
OF BATTLE.

1

of water in

A! a
i«*r

soon as

The above designs are by The McCall
Company, Xew \ ork, Designers and
Makers of McCall Patterns.

j

>r

UNSIGHTLY FACE SPOTS.
cured by Dr. Hobson’s Eczema Oint- 1
ment, which heals all skin eruptions. No matter how long you have been troubled by itching, burning, or scaly skin humors, just put a
little of that soothing antiseptic, Dr. Hobson’s
Eczema Ointment, on the sores and the suffering stops instantly. Healing begins that very
minute. Doctors use it in their practice and
recommend it. Mr. Alleman, of Littletown,
Pa., says: “Had eczema on forehead; Dr. Hob-'
son's Eczema Ointment cured it in two weeks.”
Guaranteed to relieve or money refunded. All
druggists, or by mail. Price 50c. Pfeiffer
Chemical Co., Philadelphia and St. Louis.

plain

or

striped

id

eponge,

of silk, top straight skirts of cotton

or

spongy cottons either as coat

or

ikirt. The contrast is the thing. The
:unic or coat tail that is laid in deep side
jleats is a favorite. Double skirted lines
iither real or simulated

for fall, and

are

promise to stay
constantly appearing

let and it

was caught up in front drapOver this were panniers of yellow
affeta, and the bodice of net finished in
J shape in front, the lower part filled in
vith shirrings of tulle. Yellow taffeta
'ormed a wide girdle that finished with
in endless kimona bow at the back where
he pannier fullness was tucked in.

eries.

V HiUUfNA

VIjAKH..

OF

COMMODORE PERRY.

General

irepe, or other fancy white materials,
jinen is effectively combired with print-

1

held at Belfast, within ami for said
the 8th day ot July. A. I) 1VH3.
clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why tlie prayer of said petition
er should not be granted.
JAMES LIlit.Y, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest;
arthcr W. Leonard, Register.

Harrison.
William
Henry
Henry Clay of the peace commission

uvay fronts together when desired.
Matees of figured cottons in quaint old
;ime patterns of

j

to be
County, on
af ten «*f the

off the following morning,
following
later with the rake. The balance of the n new quirks.
A PRETTY GOWN.
curing could then take place in the
shock.
Before hauling in, these shocks
A pretty and practical fussy frock seen
may De opened out and allowed to dry | it the country club, had the skirt of
more thoroughly.
George E. Simmons, i vhite net over a white messaline
pettiProfessor of Agronomy.
:oat. There were scant ruffles on the

j

and others.
Another most interesting feature of
the celebration is the presence of that
gallant okl brig, the Niagara, restored
to her original condition as nearly as
possible. It was to the Niagara that
Commodore Perry fled when his ship,
the Lawrence, was destroyed by the
Three months' work was reenemy.
quired to raise the Niagara from the
bottom of Lake Misery. Presque isle
peninsula.*The hulk is 110 feet long,
and the beam is about thirty feet.
After this old vessel was raised from
the bottom of the lake it was carried
to a shipbuilding yard and there prepared for the celebration. The scars
of the English shells can still be seen.
The famous old boat looks surprisingly lit during the present celebration.
A handsome memorial to Commodore
Perry, located at Put-in-Bay, on South
Bass island, one of a group at the
western end of l.ake Erie, has recently
keen completed. The plaza on which
ihe memorial is situated is about 1,00b
feet long and 200 feet deep.
On the
plaza is a Boric column 320 feet high.
This serves as a lighthouse. Fourteen
acres of land were acquired for a reservation around the memorial. Other
features are a museum and a statue
typifying peace, flanked by a cannonade.
About $100,000 will be spent In
beautifying the landscape.

diseases of the

a. m.

to

m

7 to 8 p. m.. and br appointment.

CORNER CHURCH AND BRID8E STREETS
Telephone connection

28tf

BY

£®=“NO WAITING TO SEND.
POODLES

other kind of a dog or animal can be
I :ept in good condition by the use of Humpheys’ Veterinary Remedies—a 600 page book on
he treatment and care of animals, will be
nailed absolutely free, on receipt of yonr ad; Ireee. Humphreys' Horn. Med. Co, 166 WilI iam St, New York.
tt

12 in., 1 to S p.

BELFAST

Nho by special arrangement have all the
patterns all the time.

PET

AND RLfRAGTION.

IN

CARLE & JONES,

Eye. Ear, Nose and Throat
Office boon—10

SALE

any

RHEUMA
FOR

RHEUMATISM

doses you will know that the poisonous
Uric Acid is leaving the system.
"For six years I was practicaliy a cripple
on crutches from Rheumatism.
One bottle of Rheuma cured me.’’—J. K. Greenburg, 3839 Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago, 111.

RHEUMA—guaranteed—50c. a bottle.
SOLO BY A. A. HOWES S CO.
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true copy. Attest:
AltTIlt'H W. l.i-o

\I7 A

EDO SS.—Ill Court

oi

5

hi,,

fast, on the 10th day ot .i
Elliott, administrate!
a. Elliott, late of
County, deceased, having po

tt
ter

\

m

E.
Daniel

\

{
]

ami fiual account of admiiusti ai:
for allowance.

i

Ordered, that notice thereof
weeks successively, in The h
newspaper published :n h. t
that all persons interested mic,
bate Court, to be held at Helfn’of July next, and show ••,,
have, why thesaid account >bo
ed.
JAMES Ei
A true Copy. Attest:
A UTUCK IV. Et on
a

■

:

IIr A EDO SS— In ( >urt ot
>T fast, on the 10th day of

:■

!l

j

t

C

j

Merryman, executrix : :,
Merryman. ate ot seal spoil
deceased, having presenter hr
count of administration .it

j

lovvance.

Ordered. That notice tin
weeks successively, in Tin

newspaper pubii’shed m !
hat ail tn-i
mt, r< -t-o
ate Court, to In- held at laday of Juiy next, anil di ->\
have, why the said account •!
ea>
JAMES
A true ci py. Attest.
A h
in i: \V, l.i
a

A 1,1)0 ss.- in Com I o! r
\\r
»*
last, on li:e loth <la\
Charles Seek ins. evcntor
11. Osgood, late of Palermo, in
eea'.'d having present' >1 h.
••mint of administration
*.-t

,,

anee.

(Hdered. that

ii

vneeks snecessiVf ;> ii
I
I..
lieu •spa!<*•!
in i- 1
that .i pel sun** in'i-d ii
hate Court. to :• held at
•lay of 1111v n«*x:. a d -i
a
they ha va vv hj the

puhii'iii'd

allowed.

A true copy.
A

JAM I
Attest:
W. I.)

KTHl It

L’Xl-.CC HUPS NOTICE
lJ

.‘s

pointed

xeciitor of

n

I

liol’ee t.iil

the

:.i>i

of

CKN KV A A. V AKNE\
m the (
iuity of >\ aldo,
bonds a> the ’.iw direets
demands against the
desireii t*i [Hi sent the sane
all indented th*aeto are reign
me lit llllllleOiate.y.
FRANK
Belfast, .tune lo. HUB.

HARTFORD

V

STEAM BOIL 1

TION AND

INSURA NCI

HARTFORD, CONN
ASSETS.

Stocks ard bonds.
Cash in office and bank.
Premiums in course of colie(since October 1, 1912).
Agents’ cash balances.
Interest accrued on mortgage

.....

Interest accrued on bonds
Loaned on bond and mortgage.
Real estate.....

MaNTEK

said County, on the 8th day of July. a. d.
11*13. at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, it any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
A

true

JAMES LIBBY, Judge.

copy. Attest:
Arthur \V.

Leonard, Register.

I.1H* SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the loth day of June, 15)13.
Edwin P. Frost and Annie L. Gilclirest, executor*»»!f the will ot Margaret A. Frost, late of
Belfost, in said County, deceased, having present d their first ami final account of administralien of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that ah persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be lielu at Belfast, on the 8th day
of July next, and show cmi.se, it any they
have,why the said account should not be allowed
JAMES LIBBY, Judge,
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur \V. Leonard, Register.

j

;

fir ALDO HS.—in Court ot Probate, held at BelYY fast, on the loth day of June. 15)13, Aiuos
V. Carleton. executor of the will of Mary M.
Wheelden, late of Wiuterport, in said County,
deceased,shaving presented his first and final account of administration of said estate for allow
ance.

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively. in The Republican Journal,
i a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
;

J

that all persons interested may attend at a Pro
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 8th day
of July next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur YV. Leonard, Register.

88.—in Court of Probate, held at Belthe 10th day of June, 15)13 Rachel
Pendleton, Frank I. Pendleton and B. P.
I Colcord, executors of the will of Benjamin F.
I Pendleton, late of Searsport, in said County,
deceased, having presented their first account of
administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
in The
weeks
Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, In said County, that all persous interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 8th
day of July next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not
be allowed.

j

WALDO
fast.
M.

1

Total liabilities.

f

Brainard, President and
Boston Office 101 Milk m
C. E. Roberts, Manager
3w26
W. H. Allen. A,
L. B.

WA

ALL FORMS OF

Don’t be skeptical about RHEUMA, the
modem enemy of Rheumatism, Lumbago,
Sciatica, Arthritis, Gout, Chronic Neuralgia, or Kidney Disease. After taking a few

..

Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and *
Total.
tortile County of Waldo, on the H'tli day of
LIABILITIES.
June. A. I). 1913.
Premium reserve..
E. DKCROW of Searsport, heir-at
law and creditor of Thomas H
Decrow/ Losses unadjusted.
late of Searsport, in said County of Waldo, de- Commission and brokerage...
ceased, having presented a petition praying Other liabilities (taxes accrue
that he, Manter E. Decrow, be appointed admini etc.).
istrator of the estate of said deceased,
ordered. That the said petitioner g’ve notice to Surplus over all liabilities. $1,925,594
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
older to be published three weeks successively Capital stock. 1,000,000
in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a ProSurplus as regards policyholders

i
ARE FOR

1

j

At

10c. and 15c.

to

Leif, 't within ami
the loth day ot

mi

Court,

jayest colors,

n

Announces that he has limited hie practice

at

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interesteii hy causing a copy of tillordei to be published three weeks successively' in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may app.-ar at a
Probate

*

the dew is

Are

Probate Court held

f til A KLE.S R. COOMBS of Bella't. clT■liitnr of
( alter, 1;»t•
\J Orrilia A
of Hbul.t't, e. said
county of Waldo, decease.!, Imvn •_ pi.>ented a
petition praying that Janie.-, >. Han man of Lei
l;t-t be appointed administrator m the estate of
said deceased.

long time for curing.

as

••

the Comity of Waldo,
dune, A. D. 1013.

PORTRAIT

]

JAMES l.ii

■

e

the button that holds the cut-

J

ITT A El>(> S8.~In Court of l*iff fast, on the loth day os ,1
A. Ingraham, executor til II,etilehrest, late of Knox, in :,,i <
a
having presented Ids tii
administration of said estate
Ordered, that notice tin,
weeks successively, in The
a newspaper published m He,
that all persons interested
hate Court, to be held at
day of July next, and show
they have, why the said a*-. 1.1
A

■

4

ixcept

■

Leonard. Register.

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 10th day of
June. a. I). 1 913.
T W. BLACK of Searsport. administrator of
tit the estate of Joshua Mickersuii, late o,
>emspoil, in said County ot Waldo, deceasedf
having i<inted a petition praying that he may
be licensed to sei: certain leal estate described
a said petition.

e

bright blue, green, yellow
raspberry pink, and have no trimming

j

allowed

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons inter sted by causing a ropy of this
oioer to lit- published three weeks sm-eessively
in '1 lit lb pub,a a n Journal, a newspaper published at Bellast, that They may appear at a Probate
Court, lobe held at Belfast, within and tor sain
County, on the sth day of July. V. 1 >. 1913,
at ten of I he clock bet ore noon, and show
cause, it auythev have, why t.u* prayei of said
netltiom
should not In- mnnird
.I A.VIS 1.1 III V, Judge.
A tint* copy. Attest:
a mm i: w. Leonard. Register.

water will

der should be used

true

copy. Attest:
Arthur W.

<

>r

|

Ordered. That notice begiv**n to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
mav appear at a Probate Court, to be held a*t
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of July next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why me same should not be proved, approved
and allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
Airmen \v. Leonard. Register.

tissues besides that on the
This condition causes the need

many of the leaves break off and are

a

At a Pi' bat
Court lie
;:l Belia.-T. will u ;,u.i
for tin* ( untY -I \' a• i.io on the Kbit 1 ,\
t
dune, A. I>. I' 13.
V Mis !'. CAR I ETON
v
Leiiast.
i-utor ol
.V the Wl! ol M :i
M. \\ I: ••••Id.-It. !„!••
*\ in
terport, m said Comity ot Waldo, deceased,
having piesen1 ed a petition praying that the
actual mailo t vad
>ani pr.u-Y ;y. tb- pm-,
soils ill tel 'ted ill III
-licet -m.| h
II.
t lie
antoun; of tin* tax Hereon may be oeieunim d
by tile Judge ol Probat1-4.
Ordered. That the said petiti* m
v
meiee to
till person" n»ei‘'tci! by e.a;-o,L ;t ;• p\ oi this
order to be published ti-iee u—-Us ••*.. .V".v
in The Republican Joel mu, a
ev.sji.,iei pul>’li'lieii at Lei! ,'t. ttiat they may appear t a Prob.Ie ( eMtt. to be I
ii
}4e|. ••«.;. u
at at d
sii«l County, on the 8th day ol
dpy. v. I».
1918. at 1 ell ot till Clock ;>•••
t:
IIOOI..
'bow
cmi'e. if any th.-v have, \vi.\ tm
play.a »• slid
petitioner should not b. grant- ■:
J. ML.- Ll
Y. .It..’ m.
A ti ne copy.
AtE >t:
Annin: W. Li.m.vard- Register.

1

"

that ail persons interest, d e:
Court, to he held at !
da> of Juh next, and show
have, why the said aceouni
ed.
JAMF.v
A true copy. Attest:
Artih h \Y. Li-i'N
Date

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
bn the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of .lime, A. 1). 1913.
A certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Amelia T. french,
iate of Searsport. in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.

their own
outside.

A

Leonard, Register.

Piob.ttr Court, bold at Belfast, within and
the »'ountv of Waldo, on the second Tuesot dune, A. h. 1913.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will ami testament of Harriet4K Clark, late
of'Knox, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been preaeutetllfor probate.
Ordertd. That notice be given to all persons
interested bv causing a copy of this order to be
in Tlie Kepublished three weeks successively
ublioan Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be li* id at
Belfast, within and lor said County, on the
second Tuesday of Juiy next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
At

congress, by Boston, Philadelphia and
other cities.
There are four notable
portraits of Perry on display. Among
these are one lent by O. II. Perry of
Lowell, Mass, a grandson of the commodore. a reproduction of which is
shown in the accompanying picture (it
was painted by Gilbert Stuart shortly
after the battle of Lake Lriet; one
from the hall of records in Manhattan,
painted by Jarvis in 1804. and those
which have hung in the Smiths.mian
institution in Washington and at the
Naval academy at Annapolis.
Mam notable portraits of other men
prominent in the war of isV2 have
been brought together for the celebration. These include those of Gommodore Locatin', Hull. Raiiihridgc, President Madison, James Monroe ithen
secretary of wan. General Jackson,

very
and

\

>

sent the coat worn by Perry in the
battle to the Toledo museum. Among
the other relics brought together are
the swords, medals, the silver services
and other gifts presented to Perry by

the most ordibut unless very fine in

V

!

A

are

administration of said t.sn.i

Ordered, That notice thcieof
successively in The |;.
a
published in Briia-i
newspaper
that all persons interested in.,,
bate Court, to be held at Bri*
ot July next, aiut sliow canwhy the said account should n,

JAMES LIBBY, Judge.

turnover collars

SS.—In Court of
the 10th dav of ,ilMl,

weeks

\

plain

1

ndered. That notice be given to all person*in- 1T7 A 1.1)0 SS— III Court of Bi.
terested by causing*a copy oi this order to be jI T?
fast, on the 10th day
published three weeks successively in The Re* ! jamin F. Coleoid, specia'i a u
pni'ln an Joinnal, published at Belfast, that they estate of Warren J \Ve>m
]
1
be
robate
to
held
a
Court,
at
may appca: at
; pect, in said County, deceits,
Bella*!. v. itliin ami for said County, on the sechis first and final account
ond I
-.day of -Inly next, at ten of the shi«l estate for allowance.
elm k lieiore noon, and show cause, if any they
I ordered, that notice thereof
hav- why the same should nut be proved, apI.
j wa eeks successively, in.! The
proved and allowed.
newspaper publislu in l
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
Attest:
Arthur w.

style
individuality

net, that vary

M

S

A true copy

They are made of all the printed fabrics
popular this year, but are quite as
often of striped, checked or plain materials.
The idea is always to wear
something in the vest that contrasts
effectively with the suit. So popular are
vest and vest effects that the novelty

lace

i

lit.

Lkox au), i

<

man-

WITH

I

<

otherwise humdrum dress.

muslin,

ot

day

FLAG

1

JAMBs |
true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Li:r,>

ni.i'i

shons here andat other resorts can scarcely meet the demand for adjustable vests,
with or without turnover collars, and for
all sorts of empiecements of embroidered

*

■’

on

Aci-n,tin

so

and the

by
boys’ frolic, that

not then dreamed
at

Clay

he next

111UV.11

plying

the steamer

]

launched in the

Viv.

between

ieventy-nine by
| itill less that they

near

Sash Factory.
John Shute, master,
_y

was

] aughed

of Messrs. Hara-

yard

den & French

the smartest attire. Vests, real
ish ones, are on the crest of the

lost.
In good hay weather timothy may of’riends of Mr. A jama which resulted in ten be gotten into the barn on the day it
he election of the latter; one of the is cut. This is not so often the case
I )attle-axes used in the Presidential war with clover. Should the crop be clover,
and the cutting done after noon, the tedhen raging.

illeged coalition

De-

cember from the

and attractive get-ups these July days
when all the world is loafing and donning

.i.
>i,.i 7

!"

Poor, administrator on ti
C. Perry, late of Belfast, in sum '<
ed. having presented his thst ;i,

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within aud
ft.i the < ountv of vt aldo, on the second Tuesday of June, "a. D. 1W3.
instrument, purporting to be the last
will and tesiameni <1 Annie Nichols, late
of Sea»spert, in said County of Waldo,deceased,
having been presented for probate.

"Don’t

the American squadron.
There are other interesting bistort i|
relics of this great battle on display
during the celebration. The Itlmdi is
land Historical society of Providen -e

[Correspondence of The Journal.]
Spuing Lake, July 7, 1913. The boardwalk and hotel piazza show many novel

the

lackson party of

launched

the noble animal

ached was “Jackson Committee.” The
‘bargain and sale” referred to was the

men.”
The schooner Mechanic, Isaac Clark,
master, which ran for many years as a
packet between this place and Boston

a
as

by

ode

with canes and have learned not to be

indignant

Coatees.

WALDO
fast,
O.

ence

PROBATE NOTICES.

British shot and under it turned the
tide of battle and brought victory to

Pleated Tunics.

with attached frills

daring outrage com- and laked into windrows, and if not then
nitted on Monday night last. The Com- tit for the barn, may finish curing in the
nittee entertain no doubt but Clay is at shock. The reason for not leaving in
he bottom of this! It is indeed a full the swath for a longtime is that it would
ind decided proof of the corrupt bar- become sun parched rather than airgain and sale!” The only signature at- dried. If the hay is parched by the sun,

on

trout at the tail of that

from

Elizabethan Ruffs,

Sets.

and Collars.

these,
Agriculture, embroidery, or

then it should be stirred with the tedder

disfiguring

perpetrators of

On the
mill

Vogue of the Vest.

Adjustable

Odd

11

ither purposes, for the detection of the

otherwise

century ago have long lain buried.
night of November 28th a saw- 1

a

1

the “Hero” at the battle of the
Torse-shoe, offer the funds raised for

was

“The Jacksou Committee of
Belfast, feeling themselves highly incited by the coalition, in painting and

grave-stones are made; but not to mark
the graves where tne hopes and loves of
half

___

This surplus
disappear more rapidly from
the standing grass than from the grass
in the ‘windrow' or ‘shock.’ Timothywill dry out better if cut while damp
than will clover. Any time after the
grass has dried off the hay may be cut,
allowed to lay for a while in the swath,

the substance of which

follows;

were wont to

Jt if the

was

ocrat, illustrated with the picture of

jackass,

remember it as the place where
were wont to go to purchase their

meet

it

Whe reupon the Committee elected at the meeting held at the Court-house
published an advertisement in the Dem-

1 station-

pens, ink and paper, and the boys of
those days equally well remember it as

as

some

ion.”

ary store of Mess. Fellows and timpson,
The school-girls of those
its publishers.

days
they

no

The desirabie time to cut clover for
regarded. They accordingly notified a
meeting of the “friends of Andrew hay is when about 1-4 to 1-2 of the bloslackson” to be held at the Court house, soms have turned brown.
When the
it which several vigorous Resolutions heads begin to brown it indicates a stage
were passed and a contribution was of development of the plant at which it
:aken to defray the expenses of the cam- makes both palatable and nutritious
paign. On looking into the hat it was feed. \\ ith small lots, where harvesting
found to contain one-half pistareen, can be done within a few cays, it mayi-qual in value to a dime of our present tie safe to wait until that time to begin.
currency, a four pence half-penny, one Where harvesiing will take some time it
lent, and a handful of pieces of tin is advisable to begin when about 1-10 of
ihout the size of a dime; the half pista- the blossoms are brown.
In case of timothy (herds grass) har•een was the contribution of the 'Mackion party”!
vesting should be done when the plants
On the next me ruing an old horse be- are well into what is known as the 'purlonging to the individual referred to was ple bloom' stage. The ideal time to cut
found, moored head and rail, in front of grass for bay, particularly if it is clover,
N'o. 3 Phoenix Row, painted with stripes is when it is free from dew or rain.
ike a zebra and the words “A. Jack- When camp from dew or rain, plants

far

so

a*

University of Maine.
A few words on hay making may be
timely. Hay is one of the leading pro-

was

Aurora Borealis resolved to have

first newspaper here to raise the DemoIt advocated the eleccratic standard.
tion of John

News Letter

about who should be the next President
as
they did about the mystery of the

19th the Waldo Democrat apfill the vacancy; it was the

the

on

wan

vjra4.r1.if

umdsi

rr_

command

e

A

v

The eele

give up the
ship!" was the last order of Captain
Lawrence of the Chesapeake. During
the fury of the battle Perry carried
the flag from his demolished flagship
to the Niagara in a perfect hail of

known, consisted of—One! He
and
was not a man possessed of the mesmeric
power which some men have of rallying ducts of Maine, and it will probably re- j collars finished with fichu tabs are newer
and smarter than the frills.
hosts around the banner they fli ’g to the main so. The
feeding value of hay is
SLEEVELESS COATS.
breeze;—on the contrary he was a man greatly affected by the condition of the
Sleeveless coats of figured eponge that
of repulsive manner and with few per- i
grass at the time of cutting, and the
are little more than vests
3ona! friends; but he was honest, doubt- I method of making the
prolonged with
hay. If the plants
less, in his conviction, for he was in the j are allowed to mature and develop their loose, straight backs below the waist are
These are often in
war of 1812 and personally acquainted [
seed, the plants themselves become extremely pretty.
with Gen. Jackson.
Some of the mad woody and less nutritious; we would orwags of the village, who cared as little dinarily say that the proportion of crude
as

idly growing in public favor. It was a
powerful medicine but failed to prove a
remedy for the disease for which it was
prescribed. The dealer in medicine
made his profit from the sale of it but
it did not materially diminish the profits
ed to

n

street, its present terminus, until 1830, it.” Guaranteed. All druggists, or by mail.
At the meeting held November 3d for Price 25c. Kickapoo Indian Medicine Co.,
choice of Presidential Electors the vote Philadelphia and St. Louis.
was for Adams 195, for Jackson 79. The
HAY MAKING,
result w’as a surprise to the Waldo Demo-

visions the market afforded and his bar
with all kinds of choice liquors.” As an

of the rumseller.

The

v*

CAUCUIC

June 28.

bration commemorating the one bun
dredth anniversary of the great battle
on the lakes is now in progress and
will continue in several cities on the
lake shores until Oct. 1.

other.

The

on

JA.ViK^

A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W.

W

'll"

niav

—

* or Muugesiton.
Relieves sour stomacp.
ialpitaticnoi the heart. Divests what you eat

f\ n WL.
r-

—

""""hi
;u

Ordered, that the said petition.,
all persons interested by causin'' L>
order to be published three w,
11
in The Kepublican Journal a
lished at Belfast, that they
t.,,' ;t';
bate Court, to be held at r.ebasl
said County, on the 8th dav <7
1913, at ten of the dock before
cause, if any they have, wh> in,
petitioner should not be^rant,

dandand makes the
soft
fluffyremoves

A. A. HOWES t CO.

this flag sent to the Perry centennial
exposition, which opened at the Toledo

for the

A..

..

Uelicc

no,

tbe famous inscription
"Don’t Give Up the Ship!" is
again on the shores of Lake Erie. Secretary of the Navy Daniels ordered

and you may

thereon a brick school-house of sufficient
dimensions to accommodate four hundren children, that being about the number then attending school.

—

a petition
|uuy
ol said prniiertv

\l„

Parisian Sage—now—at once.
It stops itching scalp, cleanses the hair
application,

fr’Cexe.,,
lr,',l1

terested in the succsssn,,,
amount of the tax thereon ln.
Mv
by the Judge of Probate.

hair doubly beautiful
abundant. Try a 50c. bottle to-day.
! it will not only save your hair and make
it grow, but give it the beauty you desire.

^ bearing

said

ever

:

AFTER

in praise of this preparation,
continue publication of my former endorsements.”
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 cents. Foster Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York, soleagenta
have

southerly

Erie

Ul

„i t-

Waul.'",

Ing presented
market value

dry—brittle—colorless—thin—stringy—or falling out—use

ruff with one

Museum of Art

George

II your hair is too

loo years Commodore Oli
ver Huzard Perry’s battleflag,

Belfast citizen’s recommenda-

a

^

*nin,

1

a. inhraham
of the will ot Susan M
Knox. In salt! County oi

FOR THE HAIR

of dust and excessive oils,

tion:
Mrs. S. A. Connell, Belfast, Me., says: “I use
Doan’s Kidney Pills, procured at the City Drug
Store, whenever I feel that I am in need of a
kidney medicine, and they always do me good.
I have never taken another remedy sb beneficial as Doan’8 Kidney Pills. I confirm all I

fence”; a
position occupied about that time by a
At the annual spring meeting Bohan
large portion of our local politicians.
P. Field, James McCrillis and Samuel
evias
a
was
for
was
December
25th
do
omission so to
great day
regarded
Gordon were elected Selectmen; Nathan“sportsmen.” A lot of turkeys were iel H.
(jtnunuuouv.oo.
Bradbury, Clerk; Thomas Marthe afternoon when the compiler's sign “distributed” at the Spa and a still
was
and
the
was
raised and while
painter
larger lot of turkeys, chickens
election there was a very spirited conmaking it fast to the building, his geese were “exposed to marksmen in test in the matter of election of County
friends, not few in number, gathered in the rear of Mr. Frothingham’s meeting- Senators and Member of Congress; the
the vicinity of his office and house.” according to the advertisement:
a shop in
highest number of votes thrown on any
partook of the refreshments usually “refreshments” also were provided. ticket was 348. Willi; m Stevens, Esq.,
and
the
On
were
going Rum, gunpowder
Gospel
provided on such occasions.
was elected Representative to the Legisout to look at the sign it was discovered slightly mixed on the occasion.
lature.
This year, after a long and virulent
that the painter inadvertently—perhaps
intentionally—had omitted a very im- contest which embittered the personal
RIO YOUR CHILDREN OF WORMS
portant letter; as a consequence the sign relations of many respectable members,
You can change fretful, ill-tempered chilI of the community, Waldo Avenue was dren into
was taken down, the missing letter suphealthy, happy youngsters, by ridding
plied, and upon being put in place the | located from the McKeen school house, them of worms. Tossing, rolling, grinding of
or the McMillan house, terms used indisnext day ic was “wet” again in the presteeth, crying out while asleep.accompanied with
ence of a still larger assemblege.
criminately at the time, to Bridge street. intense thirst, pains in the stomach and bowOn the 8th of January, Thomas PicK- I The opponents of the road favored a lo- els, feverishnes: and bad breath, are symptoms
that indicate worms. Kickapoo Worm Killer, a
ard, proprietor of the Eagle Hotei, an- cation from the point above named to a
the worms,
nounced to the public that he was in oc- point near the house of George W. pleasant candy lozenge, expels
regulates the bowela, restores your children
the
house
now
as
Bruce;
occupied
by
the
landlord,
of
premises
cupation
to health and happiness. Mrs. J. A. Brisbin,
Mr. Appleton having left in December Messrs. Walton and Harriman on High of
Elgin. 111., says: “I have used Kickapoo
previous, and that he should ‘‘keep his street beyond Fields’ hill. The Avenue Worm Killer for years, and entirely rid my
larder w:ell supplied with the best pro- was not continued from Bridge to Main children of worms. I would not be without,
or

Here is

ers.

from the Town Hall, or
the old Court House, and voted to erect
next

On Shores of

suffering and ill health—the slightest delay is
dangerous. Use Doan’s Kidney Pills—a remedy that has helped thousands of kidney suffer-

School District purchased the lot of land

One of the members

favor of taxation.

the

Again Unfolded

At a Pr( bate Court h<‘ltt «t h...
for the Count) of Waldo „„
" ll".lune, A. D. 1918.

PARISIAN SAGE

Famous Battleflag Is

they know these organs need help. Weak
kidneys are responsible for a vast amount of

A purse full of gold for a penny."
He subsequently removed to New York
where he acquired a reputation by no
means enviable and died since this year
began. An account of the tragic-comical scene at his burial, in which his
widow was the principal actor, and the
post-mortem examination of his body
has recently been the rounds of the

ed for the benefit of old maids.” It was
the custom to take the sense of the

that he had commenced the prachis profession at No. 13 Main

tice of

a

Always Bought

(1828.)

CHAPTER XXII.

street in

KEEP THE KIDNEYS WELL.

IA
CASTOR
For Infants and Children.

Century.

public

prepetrators of them. Although a vender of lottery tickets he did not lack
"the vision and the faculty divine;”
witness the following from one of his Health is Worth Saving, and Some Belfast
People Know How to Save It.
advertisements:
•*Did you ever drop in to see Bishop
Many Belfast people take their lives in
The man who sells fortunes so many?
their hands by neglecting the kidneys when
H«*ll show you the way you can fish up

a

Dr. Tbos. L McBti'
Osteopathic Physician
Will be at The Colonial. High st
and Fridays of each week froi
m.

I For Sale
A 30-foot motor bo
Fairbanks engine, 8 li

good order and fully
Apply to

co

A. II. BDll SWip i‘i
Stockton

Springs, Ma

Telephone 13-4

3w2t>

on

successively,

Republican

JAMES LIBBY. Judge.

A true copy. A ttest:
Arthur W.

Leonard, Register.

William Lincoln West
Ex-Veterluary Inspector

Bureau

«"

InduMry V. 8. Department of Wr’

YBTEBINAIUA >
TREATS

ALL

DISEASES OF

AM'1*'

Hospital, Pharmacy and
BELFAST
SPRING STREET,
H ospltal Merer Closed

Phonal—Hospital 69-18.

M

Kssidsiu * »

im ciw
winding way to me see.
But fairer than all storied streams on enrth

ana inenas are
expected borne tbli
week.... Pomroy's Orchestra played for th«
dance at Unity Friday
evening. Messrs.

wu

Correspondence

County

EAST SEARSMONT

WEST FRANKFORT.

Miss Ada Cross of Morrill
June 28th.

and wife, visited E. B.

rthrllI.,,l wife, recently.
,,,t.kins and wife,
.mns on

are

W. D. Harriman is gaining slowly.
rides out a little.

was

the birth June 21st of

Alvah Donnell is

working

for

Henry

and wife, spent June 29th
rooke Tozier and wife, in

p

relatives in this section

recently.

Carter is at
attended
she
where
spend the vacation with her
and wife of Belfast are
here for a few weeks to
their house furnishings by

BLANKET

Earl Bowdon of Mt.
the Lane June 30th.

PALERMO.
v

whall

was

LANE,

Robert L. Brown rode

in Augusta June

son on

his wheel June 29th.

to

of Windsor has moved
Brown house.

Helen Gray and Mrs. Florence
Cummings drove to Frankfort on Sunday.

,:ps has returned from Jefe she has been teaching the

George Bowden has employment as a
house carpenter in Bangor for the sea-

went to Castine to the graduating
exercises at the Normal School. Miss
Anzeiia Harriman was one of the gradu-

Linwood Brown of Mt. Heagan was in
town Sunday on his way to Stockton

exer-

1
1

Grazing sheep

Su/ppf Hnmp

and it has neither springs nor streams of
sufficient size or accessibility to be used
for stock watering purposes. The grazing season lasts from June 15tn to October
31st, and during this period of four and

hv tko opknn

Miss Elizabeth Fernald was at
last week.

Gettys-

burg

i

E. G. Lamb,'mate of the S. S. Denver j
from.Camden, June I

returned to N. York
17th.

Mrs. Morris Hamm of Monroe gave
birth to a 9 pound boy last week. She is
doing well.
home

on Main street after an
absence
many months in South America.

Master Frederick Colson, who tor two
years has suffered in his hip, is advised
to go to a Portland hospital for a further
cure.

son

ill

with

completed

James Clark died June 26th at his
home after a long illness, aged 74 years.
I
He was born in
the son of
Ramsay went to Jefferson James and Rena Prospect,
Clark.
He leaves a
wife ami one son. Mr. Clark had been a
nghas moved from Belmont l life-long resident of Prospect. He was
! a true husband, a loving father and a
| man who always had a good word for
on Morse has been ill with
His remains was laid to rest
every one.
.-•isles.
in their family lot in Maple Grove ceme-ter and wife of Belfast were tery.
2Sth and 29th.
Mrs. Robert Waldron of Searsport, in
■ivis and wife of Taunton, I company with George Lovett, called on
ar L). 0. Cain’s.
j L. C. Cummings and wife, June 27th.
Mrs. Waldron is 91 years old but appears
unia Ricker is the guest of I to be about
50. Her conversation is very
Belfast.
Daniels in
She is
; entertaining and memory keen.
: well known
She has
in Waldo county.
g friends of Clifford Bean
| been endowed with great healing power
surprise party recently.
and has been requested to diagnose
nent and wife were recent |
many cases. She is a remarkably smart,
B. Ramsay’s in Northport. i
and we
I intelligent lady of her years
nient has buik a garage and hope she will live to see many more.
unds is getting out lumber

|

Gordon passed
oh her daughter.
''I. 'Till.

few days
Mrs. Frank

a

OLD-TIME
Some Favorites of

and wife and E. N.
of Knox were at G. E.
29 th.

:bury
ite

ei.pson and wife returned
June 25th and were accomMrs. W. J. Bean and her
.Moore and Ge. rge Moore
N. H., who had been visiting
Mrs. Lucy Tasker, returned

•'."ek.

farmers have commenced
outlook for this present
is
the lightest for many
junt of the dry season.

>ur

1SLESBORO.
Foster of Burnham spent
d with Miss Annie Farns■

:

nsworth of Brockton,
is

■

grandfather, S. C. Farr.s-

Beulah

{
ip

Mass.,

Philbrook and

Cone to
summer

Anna

their respective
vacation.

cottages are rapidly till"Inn” opened July 1st under
n.ent of David H. Smith.

j|

roor

rge Wilbur of Old Town is
summer; also her daughlihur Allen of Connecticut,

i

Of my dear, sweet Lily Dale.
O. Lily, sweet Lily, dear Lily Dale.
Now

Charles S. Adams is recovering from
the operation on his head, which he
underwent in Boston some weeks ago.
He had a narrow escape, and is receiving the congratulations of his many
friends.

I
L

t'**ent*tion

balmy air of the lovely June afternoon
members of the
Payaon Smith the graves of deceased
Re*. H. C. Hull Grange were dedicated with appropriate
ceremony.

the

Brockton, Mass., the past year, is in town,
the guest of his gr \ndparents, Mr. and Mrs.
W. B. Marden... Mrs. Mary Miller of Week’s
Mills, China, is the guest of Miss Ella Greeley
for a few days... Miss Ruth Knowlton and
George Dow went to Camden Friday for a
Allen Knowlfew days’ stay with friends
ton of Belfast spent the Fourth at his home
here

returning

Knowlton went to

Camden

July

4th

to pass
with Mrs. Knowlton’s mother, Mrs.

few days
Owen, returning home Sunday., .Mrs.

a

sons

Plains, Mass.,

i

plain
This Annie appeared in the title role of

Monday. Sunday

Belfast

...

and two

as

to

Knowlton and his mother took an auto
.Mr. and Mrs. Marlton
trip to Camden
Mr.

!

and the Misses West of

enjoying

Baker

Jamaica

outing of a few
weeks at Saints Rest cottage, Beaulieu Park.
....Announcements of the marriage of Prof.
George R. Berry of Hamilton, N. Y., to Miss
Edith Van Wagner, July 1st, have been received here. Prof. Berry was ordained a9
pastor of the Baptist church here for three
His many friends extend congratulayears.
tions_Mr. Hay and- Mr. Brown are at their
cottage in Birch Island for the season_Mr.
are

an

little flat song book containing the
and Mrs. Larson of Waltham, Mass., are passwords and music of various songs of
month of Juiy at W. J. KnowUon’s
that period and called the “Gentle Annie ing the
Melodist.” Another song, the air of cottage on Loon Island. ..Mr. and Mrs. Alton
which was a trifle more lively than the White, who have been at their cottage at Millwords, was extremely popular and rarely 1 stone for two weeks, returned to Augusta Mondid a knot of young folks gather without day. .Fred Phillips, his wife, mother and two
singing:
daughters of New York are at U-Nsed-A-Rest
In the hazel dell my Nellie’s sleeping.
oottage for the month of July, making the jourNellie loved so long.
.Mr. and
ney from New York in their auto
While my lonely, lonely watch I’m keeping
Mrs. Fred A. Johnson and son and Mr. Wilson
Nellie lost and gone.
Still another of more musical meril Ellis and Miss Alfreda Ellis, all of Belfast, are
used to be sung by a musical troupe call- at the Morse cottage on Burnt Island.... Mr.
ed the “Buckley Sertnaders.” I recal
and Mrs. Tiber.ts, Mrs. Curtis and Mr. Steward
the close harmony of the refrain anc. the Knowlton of Camden were guests at Claude
lugubrious words:
Knowlton’s Sunday, making the trip in Mr.
a

see

from Ohio Red Winter
Wheat—the richest

B

^k
^B

vicinity.

and f

^^^B

-jcstgrowo^B

I
i

FOR SALE BY YOUR GROCER

are now furnishing coal at the following prices, delivered within the city
limits, put in on a level:

!

PEA.
CHKSTMT.
MOVE.

|i

|

$0.50
8.00
775
/r")

FHAAKLLA CliESTAFT,

old cam]

The above

prices

100

subject

are

to

count or 25c. per ton for cash in 30

Appreciating past favors
continuance of the

the dawn of peace.

dis-

a

days.

hope for

we

a

in the future.

same

Dying tonight, dying tonight,
Dying on the old camp ground.

BELFAST FUEL & BAT CO.

Parents, Read this Letter!
^tter from a prominent Maine
clergyman in regard to a sickness of one of
his children from which I quote as follows:
“Our two-year-old baby was very sick
at two different times and we came near
1
losing her. We had the best doctors,
but they did not know what the trouble
was. In the first sicknessshehad high fever
for several days, and the doctor said it acted
like scarlet fever, but as there were no other
Aftercases he did not think it could be.
wards she broke out in a rash all over her
body. The last sickness was similar and
the doctor was puzzled. She was very
nervous ac.J we feaa d we would lose her.
Your Dr.True's E .iv was recommended,
and after two days' \r_e The passed several
worms from two to three inches in length,
and is n w well a: d strong a J sleeps at
nigh ts v i; iioutf rett. it, tossing and starting
in a iright ns she did formerly.”
I wiil uj glad to furnish this clergyman's Ram- c.-.d a a dress to anyone who
cares
to wits to me.
I
N.13.—True’s Elixir is the best known
remedy for all stomach and bowel troubles.
Purtly vegetable, pleasant to take and
| entirely harmless. Expels stomach worms
and
pin worms. All dealers, 35c; 50c; $1.00.
|
Yours for better health,
I have

VB

byi

special process

our

We

|

Many are the hearts that are weary tonight
Wishing for the war to cease;
Many are the hearts looking for the right
To

in

little

Shall I never more behold thee?
Never hear thy gentle voice again?
Thou wilt come no more. Gentle Annie,
When the wild tLwers|blossom o’er the

ceremony.

Fourth.

...

Another was "Gentle Annie.” and
recollect the words tiie refrain ran:

The Dale meeting will be held on the
evening of Sept, 27th, probably at the
home of 0. W. Ripley, details of which
will be further announced after the return of the Chief of the Clan from a sojourn in Southern France and Switzerland, Northern Italy and in North
Mr. Phillips
Africa, Sicily and Greece.
sails July 19th, to return Sept. 9th.
F. F. Phillips came to town last Saturday night and went fishing with the
Adams boys before the sun went down.
They brought in a handsome lot of fish
hefore the dav licrht had all (rone.
Who
caught them? Oh well, he saya the boys
gave him the short pole, rotten line and
He’ll get even with the boys
dull hook.
before snow flies. At all events he can
eat the most fish.

Fair-

I

Coal Prices

CHORUS.

with her husband in

Meservey'and Miss Gladys Meservey of Waterwere Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Sewell Meservey... .Carlton Marden, son of
Olen MardenJ who had been attending school

willows, murmur waters!
Golden sunbeams smile!
Earthly music cannot waken
Lovely Annie Lisle.

cabin, the first house of a white settler
at South Montville will be unveiled with

Hon.

o’er

the

|9Scause
Tell is milled

SPECIAL

4.
We’ve

a

ville

Wave

Saturday, Sept. 27th, when an engraved
stone marked of the Stephen|Preseott log

of diploma*,

blossoms

Rnpnt

Mrs. Staples of New Mexico is visiting her
son, Howard Staples.Mr. and Mrs. Bert

was:

The Prescott Renuion is slated to be
at the home of O. W. Ripley and wife,

Quartette,

rose

Mrbr

UBERTY.

green grave

Sunday.

■

wild

visit

a

field arrived home the

Near the trees in the flowery vale.
Another song was “Annie Lisle,” the
words of which are no longer heard, although the tune is familiar to college
students of the present day, The refrain

a

*■■■

—————s

rTsTTE-TYOUR^CROPS DECIDE^n
They will

^<

I

<

tell you to use E. FRAN K COE FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
in the Best Equipped Factory in the Country ac Belfast, Maine.

>

&

JAlKSOiX

$

BELFAST ACiLNTS.

HALL

<

j

THE COE-MORT1MER COMPANY, NEW YORK
immihmiw—MW«*b™«arm«*«.•

iranMNA' »iu »'«mnii— n-ii'iv

1

PRESTON’S
Livery, Boarding & Transient Stable
1 have single and
on W ashir&L n street just off Main street.
double bitches, tucMoau'f, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your patronIy28
age istc kited. Telephones-stable 235-L, house 61-13.
W. G. PRESTON. Proprietor.

Is situated

:

|

I

13 Drummond St., Auburn, Me.

I

BELFAST

..

Knowlton’s

ing,

so fragrant and green
in tears by the bedside ol
my darling Ella Leene.

'Neath the pine grove
There

we

I am sure that they were commonly sung
with far more hilarity than grief. The
popular negro melodies of Stephen Fossame melancholy
ter partake of the
character, but depression of spirits rurely if ever accompanies the singing of;
Nellie

I

was

s

lady,

last

night she died.

or

All the darkies am a-weeping.
Massa's in the cold, cold ground.
Many of the songs of this perioc
were sentimental rather than sad anc
"Eller
some of them were very sw eet.
Bayne,” for instance, was a simplt
ballad linked to a Rweet melody, begin-

ning:

new car.

I

BURNHAM
It is very hot and dry.

gathered

My darling,
It is noteworthy that so many songs of
the period which I recall were pitched in
such a wonderful key and so o"ten invited attention to death and the grave, bul

■

i

the

Winrhpfltf»r

Philadelphia-Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn

the death bed

■

|

Days Before the

has recalled to mind the songs I first
learned and which are now mostly forgotten, writes George Henry Fox. A
mere mention
of them may occasion a
thrill of mingled pleasure and sadness in
the hearts of some of the elderly readers
to whom they were familiar more than
half a century ago.
One of the first
songs I remember was “Lily Dale,”
to
a
slow, plaintive air which
sung
seems to have been long since forgotten:
‘Twas a calm, still night and the moon's pale
light
Shone soft o'er hill and dale.
When friends mute with grief stood around

MONTV1LLE.

The village school, taught by the popular teacher, Miss Oxton, closed Saturday
Leary and Mary Woodbury with
pleasant exercises and refresh•! home to Belfast after a
F. F. Phillips got word of it as
with Miss Annie Farns- ments.
soon as he arrived in the place at
1 p.
m. and made a bee iine for the schooland
little
Hart
son
Herly
house. He had attended school there in the
turned to Rockland after a sixties, but had not been there during a
with her brother, Captain school session in 44 years. He not only
row.
talked inside, but, walked outside and
d Miss Arlinp Pendleton SDotted every stone and tree left that
parried Wednesday even- I bad been familiar 'o hjs boyhood. The
The children
in the presence of a few I afternoon was glorious.
family. Miss Pendleton | were happy.
"f the High school graduSouth Montville Grange held its MeBoth young people have ; morial service in the Grange Hall Sunwho wish them happiness day afternoon with a good attendance.
I
I The roll of honor of deceased members
ing exercises of the Isles- ! was read by B. F. Knowles. Among
Kil were held in the Town i those noted from other places was
vening, June 23rd. It was Knos Hatch of Liberty, a member of the
st successful graduations Grand Army, a grand old soldier of the
re.
The decorations were Civil War, who left one arm in the South
He was in the
d the reception held after- as a mark of gallantry.
ery pleasant feature, with battle of Gettysburg, in the movement
rchestra playing at inter- I that took Devil’s Den from the Confedin Company A. 4th
re glad to listen to the re
erates, serving
Maine Regiment, Guerney’s Brigade,
>te Superintendent Smith,
1 the diplomas.
Following Sickles Corps. Miss Lucy Hatch,
ni-ement program:
daughter of Enos,Hatch and siater of
Mra. John Sukeforth, was present from
Mr. E. A. Elwell Somerville, Maas., where she is a popular teacher in the public schools. J. C.
l-aaoy. The Panama Canal.
Kill* Johnaoo Hatch Casey and wife of McFarland's Corner
There was an
were also in attendance.
I the Hifth School Education.
attractive program of songs by the local
Olie* Blanche Waacott
readings by Mrs. John Suke'--eolation of (ifta,
orth Mrs. A. V. Martin, Mrs. John Q.
Arlina May Pendleton
Adams, Jr., and Mrs. King, prayer by
< the Holy Grail,
the local pastor, Rev. E. A. Dinslow,
Zoa Vaaaia Cooaba reading of scripture by the Master of
eac* Movemaot and Valethe Grange, Charles Howes, and an adWilliam Dorrill Bata* dress
by F. F. Phillips, after which in the

SONGS.

the

nf

^k

normal

There is no water on the range, but the
are driven to a nearby
stream
lower down the mountain side.
Lambs
from this range weighed 65 pounds on
the Chicago market.

Many are dead and gone.
Oi the brave and truewho've left their homes
Others been wounded long.

been fighting today on
ground,
few days last week in town. „..Mr. George
Many are lying near;
Some are dead, some are dying,
Robertson has returned from Bangor, where he
Many are in tears.
has been employed ...Mrs. William Farrow
Hithprt HpsIpv

A youthful correspondent in writing
recently of the “Songs of the Eighties”

Mrs. Oren Fuller of Camden was the
guest of her sister, Mrs. Chas. S.
Adams, and attended the exercises of
school and grange over Saturday and

appropriate

...

left last wreek for

i
1

Mr. Granville Prock of
1st for tile summer.
Portland, called on friends in town the first of
the week_Miss Gertrude Warren is at home
from Massachusetts for the summer-Mr.

For any pain, burn, scald or bruise, apply
Dr. Thomas’ Eclectic Oil—the household remedy. Two sizes. 25c and 50c at all drug stored.

j

SOUTH

beautiful June day.

a

the

B|
^^^B

sheep

1

is

that

above

good for

as

B>? 0$i
^^k
anutri- ^Bjvji,,
.."jg^^B Allext
be^BSf?
^B tious, too,
William

In one area on the Targhee forest in
Idaho sheep get water only twice during
the four-months summer grazing season.

_

Thompson

rather

weight from

Springs.
Mr. Archer and wife, spent the weekEugene Young and son Willie are haul- end
Knox and sons Maynard
with Mrs. Wardwell, Church street.
i-ited Mrs. Knox’s brother, ing lumber to Sandypoint to Perkins’ mill
Some will be pleased to learn of their
for 1. M. Cummings.
t en, in Whitetield recently.
new home in the city.
Doris
Eugene Young and family was in
Beatrice Worthing,
Roland G. Williams will continue his
on
his
Frankfort Saturday calling
TENTING ON THE OLD CAMP GROUND.
daughC hristine Northrup have rework with the Quebec & St. John’s Val1.
Augusta, where they had ter, Mrs. Alonzo Segan.
R.
R. after July 7th from W’ood- NORTH 1SLESBORO.
ley
school.
s at the Cony High
The pupils of the primary, intermediate and We’re tenting tonight on the old camp ground
Grass in old fields will be very light. stock, N. B., where he is to reside.
Give us a song to cheer
junior grades of the Sunday school, with their
-her has returned from the On new ground it will be quite good, but
Our weary hearts, a song of home
The friends of Miss E. M. Hall will
teachers, superintendent and pastor, enjoyed a
•igusta, where he had been not up to last year in this vicinity.
And friends we love so dear.
miss her.
She passed her last day, Suneeding from the head, havouting July 1st. It was planned to spend
Mrs. Abbie Cummings was in the Lane
CHORUS.
day, June 29th in lingering waiting, day’s
He is quite
.',on of blood.
the day on the shore, but a shower coming up
the past week calling on friends and a cousin
Many are the hearts that are weary tonight,
with those who had
watching
the gain.
Wishing for the war to cease;
looking after her home. She returned cared tenderly for many months. The before getting there they turned their steps
to her place of business June 29th.
ivs Tibbetts, Ida Pinkham
end came painlessly after long protract- back to the vestry of the church, where,they Many are the hearts looking for the right,
To
see the dawn of peace.
Bowler have returned
e
amused themselves with music, games and a
The service was held July
Mrs. F. C. Cunninghan has returned to ed suffering.
Tenting tonight, tenting tonight.
where they had been at- her home in
3rd at the church.
feast of good things to eat until the sun shone
a
of
a
after
visit
Tenting on the old camp ground.
Bangor
Miss Tibbetts few
K. S. N. S.
at her old home with her father
and the walk to the beach could be taken.
days
Childrens’
was observed at the
2.
Day
and
class
the graduating
and mother, A. K. Gray and wife oi M. E. Church with
special decorations Arriving there the first thing the children We’ve been tenting tonight on the old camj
lass ode.
Blanket Lane.
of w hite drapery, vines, roses and ferns. wished to do was go in wading.” This was
ground.
Thinking of days gone by,
The auction June 27th at the farm of It was the loving work of Mrs. Gertrude followed by games until time to return to the
I KK MONTVILLE.
Of the loved ones at home that gave us thi
and
Mrs.
assisted
William
Parker,
the late W. J. Weymouth was largely Arey
vestry for supper. After a long day of pleashand
In the
attended by people from all over Waldo by a few of the Sunday school.
returned to their homes tired, but
ure all
And the tear that said ‘‘Good-bye.’’
in town closed June 27th.
a concert conducted in the usual
a
evening
at
The
stock
was
all
sold
county.
Annie
who
has
been
Decker,
3
: imsay
went to Jefferson sharp price but tne farm implements pleasing manner by the juveniles, train- happy.Miss
ed by Mrs. Lougee, Thayer and Hill, employed in Newton Center.arrived home July We are tired of war on the old camp ground
sold very low.
y

B
J

1

was

^^B

cake and biscuits and
pastry and ad the rest
of the good things
to eat that good
flour makes.
^BEkBB

j|

sheep have done extremely well, and last |
year’s lambs from this range had an;
average weight at the close of the season of 82 pounds on the Chicago market,
which

^BBgB

JBB^PJust

a half months the animals do not
get a
drink.
Under such conditions, however, the

and

^^B

JjBL

on

area

^B

^^you
L
^k

safely be admitted.
the Nebo which has now
proved usable by sheep is high and rocky, i
a portion of it
being above timber line

daugh*
The celebration of the fiftieth anniverter-Mr. and Mrs. Frank Robbins of Veazie,
sary of the battle of Gettysburg has
were
the guests of Mrs. Robbins’ parents,
provided the inspiration for a general
George Haley and wife,JFriday. They left on
of the old songs sung by the
the afternoon train accompanied by Mrs. Clara reprinting
of the North and South and by
Haley and Miss Hattie Haley-Fourth of people
July passed off very quietly in this vicinity. Union and Confederate soldiers in camp
Few of these songs,
There were the usual number ot small boys and on the march.
with firecrackers, and quite a number went if
we
except
“Marching Through
to Penobscot Park and other places seek*
Georgia,” “Maryland, My Maryland,”
ing pleasure. Mr. and Mrs. Walter Brown “Dixie,” “John Brown’s Body” and a
entertained a few neighbors on the lawn and few others, enjoyed a wider range of
all report a very pleasant day.... Among those popularity than “Tenting on the Old
Ground.” Among the literary
who are working away and who came home to Camp
treasures of the editor of the Biddeford
Walter
the
Wilber
Fourth
were:
Reed,
spend
Journal is a copy of the words of this
Grant, Roy Littlefield and Fred Copp from song in the handwriting of and signed by
Hallowell; George Dockham and Chandler the author, Walter Kittredge, who died
Ellis from Stonington, and Fred Lindsay from a few years ago at his home at Reeds
As most of the reprints
Monroe ...Miss Alice Rainey was the guest Ferry, N. H.
of friends in Winterport for a few days last of this song have varied, we give below
version
as authoritative:
the author’s
week.
her

a

the stock that can

The

^^B

nd each a
loaf than
have evermade
3
before—yours if
you will only
specify VVil- SraBfi
liam Tell
when you
order dour.

JB^^Detter

range entirely desa recent innovation

on

titute of water is
due to the increasing demand for forage
and the efforts of the forest officers to!
find a place on the forest ranges for all !

Susie McKechnie
Misses Allen and Morse
Tenting tonight.
Battle Hymn of the Republic
by the schoo
Just.before the Battle Mother,
Miss Allen and Mrs. McKechnie
Reading, Declaration of Independence,
Mrs, Mudgetl
Battle Cry of Freedom,
by the school
Hnmp

Saturday, accompanied by

Howard Varney has returned to his

bury Tibbetts and Beatrice

1

Washington, July 7, 1913. Sheep on
the Nebo national forest, Utah, go four
and a half months without water
except
for such moisture as they get from the
dew and the juices of forage plants.

—

WINTERPORT.

of

WATER.

! Columbia the Gem of the Ocean,
Mrs. McKechnie
|
I
With tableau by school Miss Morse as
^uuniy v^orrespunueiiu:.
I
Columbia.
PROSPECT.
by the school
| Marching through Georgia
Miss Susan Rainey has returned to Brewer | Rec. There was Tumult in the city,
Feme Shaw
after spending a few days at home-Mr. and
| Tramp, tramp, tramp,
Nine girls
Mrs. A. E. Blake of Sandy point were visitors Closed by all singing America.
at Fred Dockham’s over the Fourth... .Mrs.
Inman, who has been living at the Weymouth
AN OLD WAR SONG.
farm went to her former home in Easton on

son

son.

Richard Bowden of Penobscot visited
his son, George Bowden, a few days last
week.

■led the graduation
i;. S. N. S. at Castine.

stores.

Mrs. W. H. Harriman and daughters,
Kate and Mary and Mrs. Evelyn Harri-

Mrs.

in town closed June 27th.
Corner school had a picnic

,3

arrived from

Ginn.

Jelli-

C. C. Ridley was in Stockton Springs
June 26th for business and shopping.

vs

Ginn haB

Worcester, Mass., to spend the summer
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. P. M.

in

days

iler was in Belfast three

Miss Addie

Doan’s Regulets are recommended by many
who say they operate easily, without griping
and without bad after effects. 26c at all drug

ates.

was

Cape

I’ll bet my money on the bobtail nag;
Will you bet on the bay?
—Lowell Courier-Citizen.

Mrs. Harvard Harding and two children of Norwood, Mass., have arrived to
spend the summer with relatives.

(Prospect.)

Heagan

Worcester

Alfred Frye, wife, and daughters Margie and Ruth of Leicester, Mass., are
visiting G. B. Brown and wife.

successful term taught by Miss Minnie
Paine of Searsmont. The scholars not
absent one day were Arline Morse, Clyde
Olive Marriner, Beatrice
Marriner,
Batcheider, Ella Cobb.

lies

re-

and wife June 29th.

Maddocks and children of
Mrs. Charles Brown called on friends
guests of Mrs. Abbie in this part of the town June 28th.
22nd.
Frank Gelo, wife, and son Clarence
Staples is suffering from spent a day recently with Frank Rokes
and her friends hope she and
wife of North Searsmont.
relief.
Ella Goddard has returned to her home
for
28th
June
Moore left
in Camden after a two weeks visit with
to attend the celebration of
her sister, Mrs. A. H. Mahoney. 4
battle.
of
the
icersary
School closed June 28th after a very
home from
e

in

Percival

Mrs. Carrie Healy and son Stanley of
Boston, Mass., visited W. D. Harriman

on

re

us,

son

SHEEP GO FOUR MONTHS WITHOUT

As the above does not rhyme it is evi- Harry Gibbs, Charles Dysart and Misses Haze]
dent that I have got the song and the Smith and Agnes Crowell also attended....
chorus somewhat mixed in my memory. Miss Helen Fletcher of Waterville was a
There were also songs of a rollicking week-end guest of Miss Feme Shaw....Rev.
nature sung in the ’50’s:
A. H. Black went to his home in Bangor aftei
Bowery gals, ain’t you cornin’ out tonight
the preaching service Sunday p. m being ill
To dance by the light of the moon?
from the effects of the heat....The Burnhan
This evidently had its origin below 14th
Village Sunday school observed the Fourth by
street. New York, but crept up the Hud- an ice cream social and
patriotic concert or
son and into the Mohawk vale.
Another
the church lawn Saturday evening. The conpopular one was “Camptown Races,” j
cert programme was as follows:
with this refrain:
The Star Spangled Banner,
by the schoo
I’m bound to bet all night,
*j
Biographical sketch of the author,
l’in bound to bet all day,

Burr Godsoe of Bangor was a weekend visitor at Mrs. W. H. Harrim in’s.
Mrs. Ellen Ridley and
turned to their home
Mass., July 2nd.

relatives

I

Is the Belle of the Mohawk vale.

Mrs. Helen Pierce visited relatives in
last week.

in town

Hills of East Northport.
Fred Wyman of Northport called

He

Winterport

Albert Marriner and wife spent June
29th in Union.

receiving

to me

iui

I

here

for

lain.

ijotc

weeks.

but'thfe’hay

nui

Everybody
nau

v

v-n

Some have begun

is very

light.

is

a

wish-

ouunci

haying,

A very email crop

will be harvested unless rain comes soon.
Wednesday Mr. Harry Bell, who has been in
Connecticut for the past year, visited his
sister, Mrs. 0. B. McKechnie, on his way to
Garland_Mrs. Mell McGray was buried last
week. Much sympathy is expressed for the
husband and daughter, also tbe aged parents
in Freedom, at whose home sne died-Mrs.
Lulu Sidelinger of the Old Homestead is
slowly recovering from a sera us illness....
Everett Cook and Kate Perkin6 were married
Saturday evening, Jjly 5th, by Justice of
Peace, Capt. A. W. Fletcher.A number
from this village attended the “Strawberry
Festival” at Sebaatiook Grange Saturday
evening ....Robert Harlow of Guilford is
visiting his daughter, Mrs. Chas. Evans....
W. G. Foster returned from Gettysburg Sun-

For Liquor, Opium, Morphine !
and other Drug Using.

BURNHAM
On and after June 23, 1913, trains connect
ing at Burnham and Waterville with throng)
trains for and from Bangor, Waterville, Port
land and Boston will run as follows:

SUCCESSFUL FOR 35 YEARS
and still the best because
we keep up to date always

FROM li EL FA ST.
A.M.
P. M.
12 15
Belfast, depart. 6 55
tl2 20
City Point. t7 00
tl2 30
Waldo. *7 10
Brooks. 7 22
12 42
tl2 54
Knox. f 7 34
7
40
Thorndike.
1 00
1 08
Unity. 7 48
Winnecook. r7 58
tl 18
10
1 30
Burnham, arrive. 8
8 28
Clinton.
Benton. 8 38
3 0
Bangor. 11 35
Waterville. 8 44
2 02
4 50
Portland. 11 50
3
30
8
00
Boston..
pm
—

TO

3 2

*3 2
t3 3
3 4
<3 5
4 0
4 1
*4 2 I
4 c
5 2
5 3
6 0
6 3i
8 2'
12 1'

:

15 El. FAST
P.M.

Boston.

P.M

..fc7

A.M.

Vabnish Stain-

^

7 00

1 21

Waterville.

Bangor.

Benton.
Clinton.
Burnham, leave.
Winnecook.
...

Unity

7 10
6 4
7 25
7 54
8 25
»8 35
8 44
8 52

Thorndike.
Knox. »t00
Brooks. 9 15
Waldo. <9 26
City Point. t9 35
Belfast, arrive. 9 40

9(3
9 59
10 08
10 25
tl0 35
10 50
11 00
til 10
11 30

4
1
4
4
4
»4
5
5

1

Correspondence Confidential
in plain envelope.

l

j

Cu’BB:n<j OFF

2224

TELEI*HOfcE

iftors apj ly
ij
nd w'..
ante:

M

1
1 r
4!
5
0- i
1
t5 2
f 8
t5 4
t6 6
6 0 1

Soft be thy slumbers, rude cares depart,
til 40
Viaiona in number* cheer thy young heart
til 60
was:
of
it
The ending
11 55
feeling well, but tanned a good,
day
night
j
o'er
memories
thee
AM
(ientle
glide,
He reports it very hot. but that
; dark brown.
Dresms of beauty round thee hide,
tFlag station.
much was done to make the veterans com- i
While I linger by thy aide,
Limited ticket? for Boston are now sold a
Sweet Eden Bayne.
fortable... .Mrs. L. W. Whitten and daughter j $5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Brand
H.
D. WALDRON, General Passenger Agent
Another ballad began:
Phyllis spent the Fourth with the family of ! MORRIS
i
MCDONALD,
Ora Tilton.... Mr. and Mrs. Chas. S. Sherman
Fairy Belle, gentle Fairy Belle.
Vice Preeident A General Manager,
The queen of the meadow and the lily of th«
the
races
at
attended
Karl
McKechnie
and
Portland. Maine.
dell
Wsterville the Fourth....Misses Ethel Allen
Still another ended thus:
in
Harmony the
and Blanche Foster were
Every one who knew her felt the gentle powei Fourth....Mr. and Mrs. G. J. Mudgett and
Of Rosalie, the Prairie Flower.
Misa Ruth were in Troy Sunday-Alfred
Another favorite was “My Blue-Eyec Bowden returned from Bangor General HospiThis had a touch oi
Bonnie Eloiae.
Ouaranteed work In Chirj-ody, Maaloar
tal last week, not being nearly as well as
local color and was therefore attractive
is considerno,
condition
Shaaipoolng and Alto a Facial Work
there.
His
taken
when
to any boy living, as I did then, in the
all line of all klnda of Hair Work at ■; 1
ed very critical. He has no use of his limbs
city of Schenectady;
Mrs. H. E. Kinney and son
parlor* over Shlro’s Store, Phoenix Row.
O, fair ia the vale where the Mohawk gently at all....Mr. and
Kenneth who are in Arooetook county viaiting
MISS EVIE HOLMES.
glides
tf23

NOTICE.

tat

STEAMoHIF

EASTERN

Belfast and Boston $3 25 One Way

u lions are
;his off tea.

;

Leave Belfast at 5.00 p.

m.

For Bangor at 7.30

for

il>
;:*nr

t is made it should be

desired. It is
of these* publiThe Journal or from
pay for these publics*
.uy, is

urr

none

.,”i‘y
»

n

ip clubbin

"riptions laid in ad*

\.-*b‘

ions

one

year i

from

the!: respective offices to our sub*
Our clubbing offers are as follows

|

,

cribers.
or one

a

/a

nee, and

they

are

then

year's subscription paid in advance:

'he Journal and Farm and Home.$2.00
’he Journal and Tribune Farmer. 2.26
'he Journal and McCall’s Magazine. 2.10
’he Journal and McCalls Magazine with
free pattern and 6 embroidered hand-

kerchiefs. 2.26
Woman’s Magazine. 2.26
The publications included in our clubbing of*
1 era may be sent to different addresses.
The publishers of the Woman’s Magazine
nave advised us of an increase in their subcription price and a consequent advance in
lubbing rates, and The Journal and W’oman’a
lagazine are now $2.25.
The publishers of McCalls magazine have
ent us this notice: “The subscribers may
elect their free patterns within 30 days after
he receipt of their first magazine by making
?he Journal and

a.

m.,

daily, except Mon-

day.

Leave Boston at 6.00 p. m„ week days only.
Leave Rockland at 5.16 a. m. (or on arrival
of steamer from Boston) daily, except Mon-

day.

iU

a

»eiii

$6.00

Boston, week

A»

\

TURBINE STEEL STEAMSHIPS BELFASt
and CAMDEN
days only.

S>.

I

Trip.

Round

i! wbar pi*

,!so nev-.-a.;

CORPORATION.
Bangor Line—Spring Schedule.

■>•. ..

Mitchell & Trussell.

Portland. Maine

Congress Street,

NiiCt.'

NORTON CO.

sold e;y

The KEELEY INSTITUTE
151

|
|

one APPLICATION

CARPENTER

Send for Free Booklet.
All

A.M

A.M.

ONI^v

1

PA

Portland. 11 00

/Hakes the: Kitchen bRic.-.

ij

We have remedies which cure the
Tobacco Habit and Nervousness at home
without interfering with business.

10 0<

30

IICampbell's

NO
Methods rational and humane.
SICKNESS. MENTAL DERANGEMENT
OR COLLAPSE.
(

FRED W. BOTE, Agent. Belfast, Maine.

“wanted^
familiar with cylinder
and platen presses.
Address
Permanent job.
COURIER-GAZETTE OFFICE,
Rockland, Maine.
27tf

DDI7CQMAM
rlxljijoi’lrtl'l)

j
*

request on an ordinary post card, stating
the pattern desired is a free pattern to
rhich they are entitled.”

| hat
,

id neighbors. After the tables were cleared
the Victrola was taken to their spacious piazza
and a musical treat enjoyed. Among those
present were Capt. and Mrs. Forest W. Treat,
Mrs. Lillias L. Nichols, Mrs. Charles M. Nich-

Mrs.

G. Closson left Monday for New

A.

York.
Eudavilla Cleaves went to Boston Mon-

Miss

day

on

C. W. F'orter returned last week to his home
in Franklin, Mass.
Fred Morrow of Boston was in town last

||Capt. W. T. Pollard of Foxcroft, Me.,

Henry G. Moore of F’hiladelphia
at the Searaport House Sunday.

was a

guest

at
Mary Caldwt 11, Jr., was registered
the Searsport House Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Morrow of Camden
Mrs.

visited relatives here iast week.

Jackson and

Everett, Mass.
1 >. nald McGregor of I undee, Scotland,
guest at the Starsport House Sunday.

arrived

Sunday

were

Main street.

calling

on

of Brewer

Arthur B. Smith and family
cottage at Pleasant Point for the

sum-

Perry arrived Saturday from
at
Honolulu, S 1., and will spend a few days
L.

home.

Anaell Ausplund went to Bangor Tuesday to
enter the Eastern Maine hospital for medical
treatment.

ici

Mrs. S. C. Pattee and nurse arrived Tuesday
Boston, vs here she has been for medical

umui

curred

from

Parse

treatment.

c-iiup uuij

in

the store

v,

iciu.

now

incsc

ill

B.
D. W. Corcoran of Iquique. S. A„ and
the
Couch of New York city are in town,
guests of John Eyre.

system being a little too much on the last
three occasions for the firey element.
Congregational Church Notes.

Calderwood and two children
arrived Tuesday from Roxbury, Mass., tospcnd
Edward

town.

Grace Gavan and children of Wilmington, Del., are guests of her aunt, Mrs. Matilda
Nichols, on Main 6treet.
Clifford M. Stevens of Bangor
week, guests of Mrs. Eunice

in town last
on

lesson

Main street.

Miss
the

Amy, of Minneapolis,
House

were

registered

from the first

chapter

of

j

only force that is vital enough to take the
heaven, and the parents who willfully
neglect teaching their children this Word are
guilty of a grave sin. The child soon goes
from home; he is
surrounded by new influences; brought face to face with the probthe

soul to

at

Sunday.

William Robinson and son Harry of VancouB. C., arrived last week and are guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Mial Sargent.

ver,

lems

If you

are

of

life.

You

can

neither

watch

guard

!

SPRINGS.

him

Sch. Charles Wyman, Capt. Thomas Morgan,
arrived Monday, from Perth Amboy with 380
tons coal to the Searsport Coal Co.

Bark Mabel I. Meyers. Capt. C. N. Meyers
now at New York, has been chartered to load
salt at Turks Island for Portland.
Mrs. Ellen L.

1

John Eyre arrived Friday from New York,
accompanied by two friends and they are
guests of Mrs. C. B. F.yre on Union street.

About

Universalist parish

will be

entertained

now.

j

by responses

to the roll call. The following list of officers
Mr. Harry E. Winslow of Quincy, Mass,
and Mrs. Andrew B. McGown and chil- elected to serve
during the coming six months arrived Thursday to join his wife and son,
dren of Worcester, Mass., arrived last week , was read:
President. Miss liarriette Erskine; I Master Earle, at the home of M s. Winslow's
and are at their cottage at Pleasant Point.
vice president. Miss Rebecca Ross;
secretary parents, Mr. and Mrs. Simeon F. Ellis, Church
Mr. and Mrs Joseph P. Curtis and son Wiland treasurer. Mrs. James Duncan; lookout
street. Welcome to Stockton.
homeCurtis
liam of Everett, Mass., are at the
committee, Miss Erskine, Mr. McElhiney, Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Edward M. Moulton and little
stead on West Main street for the summer.
Cleaves; prayer meeting committee, Miss
daughter Laura of Roslindale, Mass., arrived
Mrs. C. B. Ford ard daughter, Dr. Amelia C. Erskine, Mrs. Duncan; missionary committee, j last week to remain a month with his parents^
Ford, of Milwaukee, Wis., are spending the Miss Griffin, Mrs. Colcord; music committee, Mr. and Mrs. Henry S. Moulton, Cross street.
Mrs. Holmes. Miss Shute, Dr. Sawyer; social 1 Stockton extends glad greetings to her visitsummer at their home on West Main street.
committee, Mrs. F. C. Sawyer, Mabel Mc- ing children!
Miss Lewene A. Nichols of Boston spent
July 4th with her mtther, Mrs. C. M Nichols, Elhiney, Emily Ross, Elsie Gilkey; tloral comThe usual meeting of the Ladies’ Aid Society
mittee, Miss Cleaves, Bernice McCaslin, Annie
on Water street, returning to Boston Monday.
of the Universalist parish will be postponed
Lilia Shute, Gertrude
Whittier,
Evelyn
Young,
Miss Lillias L. Ntcbole arrived last week
this, Thursday, afternoon, because of the
Wentworth;
collectors, Warren Gray and
from Northampton, Mass., and is visiting her
Progressive Whist Party and Musicale, to be
Charles Whittier.
given in the evening by Mrs. J. A. Flanders,
grandmother, Mrs. VV. G. Nichols, on Water
East Main street.
street.
CENTER MONTVILLE.
Miss Edna Grant arrived Saturday to visit
Miss Malina Gilkoy of Washington, D. C.t
All the buildings of Mr. Will Ladd were
j
and M rs. D. C. Horne of Watertown, Mass., destroyed by fire last week. The fire was dis- her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Grant, for a
few days. She is employed in Waverly, Mass.,
are spending a few weeks at the Searsport
covered around the chimney about 9 a. m. and
and had with her a little daughter of her emHouse.
it was not long before
men were on the

j

forty

L.
Havener
family of Worcester, scene and assisted in removing all the houseMass, arrived last week and are at the Pen- hold goods to a vacant house across the street.
dletor. homestead on West Main street for the i Before the helpers left they had set up the
furniture, provided wood and contributed $40.
Bummer.
Arthur Stewart and George Carter started out
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew W. Allen and sons of j
immediately with an automobile and collected
Orange, N. J., arrived Saturday and are at the
for Mr. Ladd.
Our townspeople are
Cyrus True homestead on Main street for the $100
never found wanting in time of distress_
summer.
Tuesday was the hottest day of the summer.
The Searsport House, Frank French, proSeveral of the men working on the State road
prietor, is doing a rushing business. More were overcome by the heat....Mr. William
than one hundred guests registered at the Messer
and son of Lowell, Mass., recently
hote 1 the past week.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Merrill Gordon_Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Harris of Dorchester, Volney Thompson has been
very ill with the
Mass., who have beer the guests of Mrs. C. E. measles, but is improving_Mr. and Mrs.
Adams on Reservoir street for the past week, Clifton Morse attended the funeral of Mr.
returned home Monday.
John Sylvester in Knox Wednesday_Clift
Arthur E. Colson, whose stock of groceries
liiumruB ui
and

«*■*«

was

damaged by fire^Saturday morning,

clerk at E. C. Pike's store, where he

is

sell of Lowell. Mass., arrived

son

a

Mr. and Mrs. Penson dement spent the 4th in
Northport, making the trip in their new Overland car-Mr. Oramandel Morse has sold his
horse to Herbert Hamlin. ...Mr. and Mrs. P.
C. Allen are visiting Mr. and Mrs. R. M Carter
in
Belfast... Raj word Clifford of Weeks'
Miils was a recent visitor at F. G. Boynton’s.
Mrs. E L. Arno, who has been the guest
of her daughter, Mrs. C. B. Cushman, returned
to Bethel Saturday... Carney Shure accompanied Harry Pearlman, to Chelsea, Mass.,
Saturday... B. T. Boynton of Rockport, is at
C. E Davis’..
Professor W. S Wight, who
visited Mrs. C. B. Cushman a part of last week,

Peter

Rus-

last week.

Williams is superintending the work
new cottage on Norris street.

Mr.

on

his

Ward, the veteran ship carpenter, and

for 63 years one of the best known and most
respected citizens of Searsport, passed away
at his home on Leach street, Monday evening,
at 7

o’clock after

an

illness of about ten

uni utn

Chevy Chase, Maryland, are visiting their
filling grandparents, Mr. and Mrs J. O. Bartlett_
has

orders for his customers.

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Williams and

»•

...

days.

Obituary later.
Miss Miriam Curtis Whittier spent the
Fourth in town, the guest of her mother, Mrs.
H. B. Whittier. Miss Whittier recently compie ted her studies at the Chandler Normal
School of Stenography in Boston and has secured a position as stenographer at the Massachusetts General hospital.

The annual sale and entertainment given by
the Ladies’ Guild of the First Congregational
church will take place in Union hall, Searsport,
Thursday and Friday, July 17th and 18th. The
entertainment will be “Samantha Allen at the
Court of Fame,” directed by Miss Harriette
Harris of Weymouth, Maas. Flyers later.
In North Stockton, at the home of Mrs.
Eleanor Morrow, for many years a resident of
this town, there was a pleasant family gathering Sunday, July 6th. The guests were Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Ellis, sons Levi and Merrill of
Stockton, Mrs. H. B. Whittier, daughter Annie
and son Charles of Searsport, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Morrow of Camden, and Mr. Fred Morrow of Boston.

Capt. and Mrs. Henry G. Curtis gave a delight ful tea at their home on Water street,
last Saturday evening, to a number of friends

j
1

has gone to Alhion
0. I. Boynton of Searsmont visited C. A. Boynton last week... Mr.
and Mrs. Franklin She er. of Rockland, visited
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Cain, from
Saturday to Tuesday... Mr. and Mrs Harry
Davis returned to Taunton, Mass., Tuesday and
were accompanied by Mis. D. C. Cain.... Mr.
James Messer is visiting relatives in town.
Mr Messer was formerly a resident of Montville and »his is his first visit in 25 years.
Mrs. Mary Edmunds with her sister. Mrs.
Emily Harriman returned from Temple Heights
...

Thursday.

I K3T
71
^

MOTHERS

prtitaiUrly n—d ft»pi»

EMULSION. k crttlat itrancth
/IIII MidHd»,acttr*
Mood. It Imiium

j|

us,

o

section of

the town,

she

9

9

AT A DOLLAR OFF.

n

THIS IS WHAT YOU SAVE
If you
If you
If you
If you

=

having

the

U

want

a

want

a

want

a

want

a

$5.00
$4.50
$4.00
$3.50

y

ployer.

She left

Tuesday by

Boston boat

on

her return trip.
Mr. W. F. Reed and son, Mr. George Reed
of Drayton Island, Florida, are guests of Mr.
and Mrs. John Blanchard of Park, and later
will visit Dr. and Mrs. G. A. Stevens, being
neighbors of theirs when on their Florida

place in Georgetown.
Dr. E. D. Tapley of Belfast, assisted by Dr.
G. A. Stevens of Church street, on Monday removed the tonsils from the throat of a daughter of Capt. and Mrs. C. W. Cole, School
street. The patient at this writing, Monday
evening, is doing well.

ing

through

the entire

day.

The

| Old

ESTABLISHED 1850.

4th_Mr.
cement form
completed for
and
his new house, which he will begin to erect
at once.Mrs. Lydia Woodman of Monroe has been the guest of her brother, C. Mp
C* nant, and family, for a few d ys. •
in
Miss Romaine Littlefield visited triends

Mrs.

Dr. and Mrs. J. F. Ryder of Cambridge’
Mass., arrived in town July 4th to spend our
grand, National birthday anniversary with Mr.
and Mrs. Harry R. Hichborn, East Main street.
Dr. Ryder left Monday for Boston, leaving his
wife for a longer tarry with her Hichborn
cousins. This is Mrs. Ryder’s first visit in her
native town since the death of her father, the
late Capt. J. French Hichborn. Welcome home.
Ada Penney is working for Mrs. John
Mrs. Harrington of Bangor, who has been Ingraham in Knox.... Will Sibley has bought a
very seriously ill from some severe heart disor’ new auto.... Johnnie Nutter visited his brothder at the home of her brother, Mr. Charles Mc- er Claude, in Northport, a few days last week.
Cann, East Main street, was taken July 2nd ......Madison Banton spent Saturday and
to the home of Mrs. Everett Littlefield in the Sunday with his parents. ;
•••

Oner Dm Sim

Formerly the Moody Drug Store

|

I
PROSPECT FERRY.
BELFAST, PRICE Cl
Miss Evelyn Richards of Waltham, Mass., j
Corrected Weekly fur
visited relatives here several days last week.
J PRODUCE MARKET.
....Mr, and Mrs. Albert Avery and baby
Apples, per obi. Toal.O') Hau.
of Brewer were week-end visitors at B. C
dried, per it,..
7 Hid2 8Sa3 00 Lao
Avery’s.... Mr. and Mrs. Henry Clifford oj Beans, pea,
Stockton visited Mrs. Evelyn Harrison last Beans. Y. E., 2 50a2 75!Lai,
Butter,
25a8© Mu::
Sunday-Mr. Emery Bowdoin of New Swed- Heef, sides,
9al0 Oats.
en
visited relatives here several days last Beet.forequarters,
<J ]Vitat
week-Mrs. Erstine Snell and little son Barley, bu.
Cheese,
21 Straw,
Robert of Brownsville, Ark., arrived on last Chicken.
:®,Turkc.
Saturday’s boat and will visit relatives here Calf Skins.
1.- Pailon
Duck.
for several months.
v„a;
Mrs. Snell was formerly
26
Eggs,
Worn,
Miss Erstine Ginn of this place. She went
If \\.,od.
Fowl,
from here when a little girl, and has lived
Ceese,
If U.,
there for 3.7> years. Her many friends and
RETAIL PRICE.
Kb
relatives were glad to welcome her back.,..
Beef, Corned.
17 I.,nw.
Mr. and Mrs. tied Goodwii and sun Herbert Butter Salt, 14il>., iSa22 (>,u \;
\>rn,
and Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Turner and little
S11 (j 111>
Cracked Coi n,
7t> v»i{. *
daughter Margaret of Hallowed were week- Burn Meal.
76d,«»l:
end visitors here with Mr. and Mrs. G.
Cheese,
Avery and Mr. and Mrs. tf. C. Avery.Mrs. Cotton Seed,

and
Hall

•'

Clara Fish.

She is

accompanied by

two

chiIdren.... Miss

The

Fourth in

Brooks.

Herman Avery ami three sons of Brewer
week-end
visitors here with relatives
Charles Banks. Richard Ashworth
and B. C. Avery were at home and spent ft he
4th, returning to Hallowed on the Monday
morning train.
were

...

j

The 4th of July celebration in Brooks was a
A large number of people gathered
and
everything was properly conducted.

ampbell.
In Ellsworth, June 25, to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles M. ('ampbell, a daughter.
Dolloff. In Belfast, July 5, to Mr. and
Mrs. Mark Dolloff, a daughter, Caroline.
Hooper. In Bluehili, June 26, to Mr. and
Mrs. Harold H. Hooper, a daughter.
Miles. In Winterport, July I, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Miles, a son. Allan Richard
Sargent. In Troy, July 2, to Mr. and Mrs.
Nat Sargent, a daughter, Marion Emma.
Seekins. In West Frankfort, June 21, to
Mr. and Mrs. John Seekins, a son.
Stevens. In West Brooksville, June 24, to
Mr and Mrs. Wallace Stevens, a son.

j

j

MA K KIEL'

SHIP NEWS.

ook-Perkins. In Burnham. July 5, by A.
W. Fletcher, J. P., Everett Cook and Miss Kate
Perkins.
Cobb-Bunker. In {Belfast, 'July 6, by Rev.
D. L. Wilson, Captain Charles S Cobb and Mrs.
Frances S. Bunker, both of Brewer,
Gamble-Bowden. In Winterport, July 3,
by Rev. A. J. Lockhart, Isaac Gamble and Miss
Jennie P. Bowden, both of Prospect.
Hatch-Pendleton. In Ielesboro, June 26,
Guy Hatch and Miss Arline May Pendleton,
both of Islesboro.
Harkiman-Snowman. In Rucksport, June
28, Arthur Edward Harriman and Miss Lois
Marie Snowman, both of Orland.
Howard-Nash. In Ellsworth, July 2. Arthur
C. Howard of Dover and Miss Jessie M. Nash
of Ellsworth.
LASSELL-Basford. In Morrill, July 5. by
Ernest E. Bowen, Esq., Charles M. Lasse 1 of
(

Mobile.

Gaveston, July

7.

Sailed schr Mark Pendle-

ton, Cuba.
Brunswick. July 7. Arr sch Blanche C
Pendleton, Guanica.
Savannah. July 4. Sld sch Pendleton Sisters, New York.
FOREIGN

PORTS.

Puerto Mexico, July 3, 6 a m.
Ar, stm
Texan, Stehelin, New York.
Salina Cruz, July 5. 1 p m. Ar, stm Georgian, Nichols, San Francisco; 6, sld, 2 pm, stm
Isthmian, Hall, San Diego.

Burnham and

Gladys

Rasford of Belfast.
Moon-Martin. In Hancock, June 23, Capt.
Bert B. Moon and Mrs. Carrie E. Martin.;
Snowman-King.
In Rockland, June 26,
Ralph I) Snowman and Elizabeth A. King,
both of Camden.
Severance-Lyon. In Livingston, Montana,
June 11, Paul Frederick Severance and Miss

as

practicable.

26a27 Sugar
H 00a7 25 Salt,

-ard.

14 VS

hea

A LDO SS. -Si. (
oi 1 *s.
\U
Vf
fa>r. on 111. Mil
£usline F. H ilit;, oltii’n st| !>
ieorge Hollis FfiMirh .tte
'<ii(1 < oiiuty. doo»Msi'.i.
H_
tti'i tlna1 acco i.it or udmiuisti..
tor allowance.
>

Ordered. That noti-e tlu-i
Weeks suceosMvely, m l'ln- };<
in wspaper published m IV!:
that all persons ;uieiv>ie<I m;
Date Court to be held at I
lay of August next, uni s|i
they have, why the said ace
allowed.
.1A M KS
A true copy.
Attest:
A HTIH It \V. I,t

a

••

t

DM IN IS I HA

In Rockland, July 1, Henry M. W7ise,

66 years, 3 months and 25

THE

otxiLDKEAi

11

'•

payment immediately.

F.KNFST O

days.

CARD OF THANHS
For myself and family I d<
sincere thanks to our neigh'
who thoughtfully assisted dt.
*nd death of my husband. A.;
also for the beautiful llorai
Phoenix Lodge of Masons, Seas
jther friends.
MBS. JENNIE 1

LIKE

I**

I

P

TWELVE

AU^

PASSENGER
FOR REN

l

0CCK£v

Belfast

Phone 156-3

HAY
Apples

and plums for sale on i
Maki

estate. Waldo, Maine.

H. I' 1 I'"
734 Dudley St..

Upturn

Boston.

2w28p

FOR SALE
A house on Northport avenue
tery. commanding a fine view

i
j

and a
(has eight
anda, a never-failing well ami
Fruit and shade trees. Furnace ai
place. A desirable summer hone
House

KENNEDY’S LAXATIVE
COUCH SYRUP

«

Belfast. Me.. June 1". into.

ORRIN J.

Campbell. In Spokane, Wash., June 29,
George K. Campbell, formerly of Ellsworth,
aged 61 years, 10 months and 16 days.
Crabtree. In Hancock, June 30, Mrs. Sarah
B. Crabtree, aged 93 years.
Clark. In W.nterport, July 7, Sarah Nichols
Clark, aged 77 years, 7 months and 9 days.
Hall. In Winterport, June 29, Miss Emily
M. Hall.
Littlefield. In Northport, July 3, Mary E.
Littlefield of Roxbury, Mass., aged 65 years.
Newbert. In Warren, June 30, Mrs. Olive
C. wife of Joseph Newbert, aged 79 years, 5
months and 21 days.
Sargent. In Sedgwick, June 23, Sherman
A. Sargent, aged 20 years, 10 months, 12 days,
Stetson. In Danvers, Mass., July 4, Willard
Stetson, aged about 40 years.
Wescott. in South Brooksville, June 28
Calvin Wescott, aged 66 years.

Wise.

NOT

S

I

DAVID VV. PATTEKSON
in the County of Waldo, dee'
bonds as the law •luce's,
a
demands against the estate
are desired lo present the sac
and all indebted thereto are

1>1K<.1>

aged

OK

l\ sci ibet hereby gives not
duly appointed administrat"

Mary Elizabeth Lyon.

Ward-Koberts. In Montville, July 1, by
Rev. D. Brackett. Gustave R. Ward of Unity
and Miss Olive G. Roberts of Brooks.
Young-Hunnewell
In Vinalhaven, June
£0, Guy Preston Young of Vinalhaven and

MARINE MISCELLANY.

East Penobscot Bay. Roaring Bull Ledge
Gaa and Whistling Buoy No. 10 R B, reported
extinguished July 3» will be relighted aa soon

Mover Seed,
Flour,

BOHN

success.

While there was the usu d amount of noise
and good natured sport there was nothing disorderly or disgraceful. The parade was the
finest ever seen in Brooks. Ihe annual sports
passed off pleasantly, and the address of Roy
C. Haines was fine and well delivered

Codlish, dry,
Cranberries,

»

early tomorrow morning. He is due to arrive
AMERICAN PORTS.
at Windsor, Vt., at 1.35 o’clock. Since Mrs.
4. Ar, sch Annie P Chase,
New
York,
July
Wilson’s arrival here last Saturday, she has
1
Bangor; sld, sch Charlotte T Sibley, South Ampassed the time very quietly. The only social j boy lor Thomaston; 5, ar, sch William Mason, |
affair she has attended was the reception Stockton; 6, ar, schs Lucinda Sutton, Jackson- j
given the pastor of the Old South Congrega- | ville; Annie R Lewis, Whiting, Me; sld, schs N I
E Ayer, Port Reading for Rockland; Augusta
t ionalist church, Windsor, Vt., where she wor
i W Snow, Jacksonville; 7, ar, schs Andrew NeMrs. S. J. Stevens after a visit with her son
last
shipped
Sunday. The Rev. John F. binger, Bangor; Pochasset, Stockton; Carrie A j
I
and wife, Dr. and Mrs. G. A. Stevens, Church
Schneider has just been called to the church Bucknam, do; L L Hamlin, do; sld, schs Albert
Lawrence, |
street, left Saturday for a tarry with her and in
crder to meet him Mrs. Wilson and W Robinson, Belfast; Georgietta
C
PenF
Elizabeth port for Belfast; 8, ar, sch
|
younger son. Dr. Eugene L. Stevens and wife her
daughter Eleanor attended the reception dleton, Wiggins, S C; Frederick Rossener, j
in Belfast; but sickness at home unexpectedly
last Wednesday evening. Practically all the Charleston.
j
called her back to Troy.
Newport News, July 3 Sld, sch James W I
members of the church
were
present.
Mrs. John Kandell, iross street, is in tseiiast They were received
1
by Mrs. Wilson, who I cott, Bangor.
visiting her sister Mrs. Wilson Randeil, dur- was gracious to everyjne”.Wilbur
New Haven. Ct, July 5. Ar, sch Susan N
I
ing the absence of her daughter, Miss Elva M. Crockett has engaged rent at Sandy- j Pickering, Bridgewater, N S.
Tampa. Fla, July 5. Ar, sch Aetna, Shute,
Randeil, at Temple Heights, where she is point and will move his family there_Mr.
j
Port au Prince.
spending some time with her cousin, Mrs. and Mrs. Chas. McKenney have gone to their ! Port Royal, S C, July 4. Sld, sch Daylight,
Esther Webber of Belfast.
cottage at Northport to spend the summer i Hutchinson, New York.
Port Reading, N J, July 5.
Ar, sch Annie P !
Mr. Norman D. Griffin came from Massa- months_Miss Hazel Young arrived by BosChase, Kelley, New York.
i
ton boat Saturday-Miss Ethel Baker left
chusetts to spend July 4th with his parents,
Sld, sch Ida B Gibson,
Bangor, July 7.
Mr. and Mrs. Levi S. Griffin, Maple street. He for New York July 3d to attend a summer New York; 8, ar, schs J Frank Garland, New j
left Saturday for Boston, his mother accom- school-Mr. James Freeman went to Dark York; C B Clark, Bridgeport; sld, sch Fannie
F Hall, Boston.
panying him as far as Rockland, leaving there Harbor Saturday to take charge of wor t for
Searsport, July 5. Ar, barge Boylston, Weyfor Thomaston, where she is the guest of her the Eastern S. S. Co.... Mr. and Mrs. Charles mouth.
Stockton, July 7. Ar, stm Millinocket, New j
nowes or ooutn roruana motorea to Wintersister, Mrs. George Demuth.
Yoik.
port to spend the Fourth with Mrs. Eva WardBoothbay Harbor, July 1. Sld, sch Mary L
Mrs. Ferdinand Peterson and her daughter
well.. .Mrs. C. L. Banghart of South Portland Crosby (from New York) Yarmouth, N S.
Elizabeth of Needham, Mass., arrived SaturRockland July 8. Sld, sch Harold C Beecher,
came Wednesday to attend the funeral of Miss
d ay to spend Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. WellEmily M. Hall and will remain with her moth- Stockton forS New York.
m an Hanson, Sandypoint road.
Mrs. Peterson
C, July 7. Ar, sch John R PenWiggins,
er, Mrs. Carrie Chase, for a brief visit_Miss
and two daughters, Misses Elizabeth and Belle Thayer arrived by boat from Boston to rose, Dodge, New York.
Wilmington, N C, July 7. Cld, sch Fred W
with her parents, Capt. and
Alice, have leased a cottage in North Anson spend her vacation
Mrs. J. H. Thayer-A little son has come to Ayer, Port au Prince Hayti.
for the summer.
Mr. Peterson is a son of the home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Miles—Allan
Pascagoula, July 7. Ar, sch Augusta H Babcock, Ponce, P. R.
Capt. Peterson of Park, so well known in Richard.
Pensacola, July 7. Ar, sch Henry Crosby,
Stockton.
NORTH MONTVILLE.
Mrs. Lizzie Sandford has sold her farm to
parties in Burnham and moved to Freedom
village.... Mr. and Mrs. Charles Vose have
gone to Boothbay, where he has employment
for the aummer as inspector of motor boats...
Merle Poland is working for Martin Whitten
through haying-Miss Esther Banton returned July 1st from a visit in Massachusetts.

now

OF THE

the

over

was

Monday.The friends of Rev. John F.
Schneider, a former pastor of the Congregational church, here will be interested in reading the following item taken from the Boston
Post: “Cornish, N. H., July 4th. President
Woodrow Wilson is expected to join his family

J

now

LOOK FOR OPENING

cellar

even-

devoted to fire works. The celebration closed with a ball in Union tlall ...Mr.
George Crimmin came home from Bethel, Vt,
where he has had employment, to spend the
Fourth with his family, and left for Hallowell

now

$1.00

Glenice Littlefield visited
Auliffe and
Averill of Frankfurt.
Tnere Mis. Arey in Bucksport and several \\ interFourth
were only two contestants for the half mile
port friends last week-The glorious
run, Taylor and Moore, It was a very excit- ; was well celebrated by our townspeople, there
ine race. Moore was in the lead nnHl fht. nnul being attractions at Ellingwoods Corner and
was almost reached, when Taylor shot ahead
Winterport Village. The merchants parade
at Winterport village
like a rocket and won. The prizes for jump- and automobile parade
C. M. Conant and ^ears
were especially tine.
were
50
and
for
the
half
cents,
mile run
ing
Littlefield of this place were in the latter,
$2.00; other runs $1.00. The greased pole was Mr. Conant. with his .Stcidard-Daylmi, and
with his new Ford, which was
an attraction, the prize offered
being $5.00. Mr. Littlefield
decorated. Several of the young
Many tried, but no one succeeded in reaching prettilywent to the balls at W interport and
people
the top. A snappy ball game was played
by the Corner and report pleasant tunes at both
Miss Bessie
Winterport and Frankfort, W interport win- places... J. W. Jewett and niece
the 4th in Brooks.
ning by a score of 20 to 14 The band furnish- Jewett spent
ed music

now

it
it
it

$1-00

The July 4th celebration was veil carried
out and much enjoyed. The morning features
were a merchant’s parade led by the Wintercomb of Newburg-Mr. and Mrs. Merton
port Band, followed by decorated autos. At 2 Haley and daughter, Miss Phyllis, went to
o’clock the events of the afternoon started. I East Dixmont Sunday where they visited Mrs.
Norman (.'lark was an easy winner in the 190 !
Haley's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Beaneyard and 220 yard dashes. The runners were Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Nealey attended the wedTaylor, Cuddy, Goodnow, Carleton and Nor- ding of their niece, Miss Linda Chase of
man Clark.
The standing broad jump v;as Monroe, to George King of Bangor, Thursday
won by Phil Goodnow, who jumped 9 feet, 4 ;
evening... .Several from here attended church
inches. The other contestants were Cuddy
at Monroe Sunday-Mrs. Rebecca Learned
Clark and Carleton. The high jump vas won ; of Winter Hill, Mass., is visiting her aunt,

by Wesley Nickerson, at 4 feet, 3 inches. The
contestants were Cuddy, Clark, Taylor, Me-

it

SAVE ;|

spent
Belfast, were in
Mrs. Fred Woodpart of the day with Mr. and
man ...Mrs. G. H. York, who has been ill for
two weeks w ith bronchitis an : grip, is slightly
improved. She is attended by I)r. E. C. New-

W1NTERPORT.

buys
buys
buys
buys

''ll

of

shower.or short rainfall.

Oxford $4.00
Oxford $3.50
Oxford $3.00
Oxford $2.50

SAVE

furnishing music for I he evening dancing, j
A large company was in attendance and an
|
enjoyable evening is reported by participants. j
and Brewer last week....Mr.
The day was ideal, the entire week giving our Bangor
Mrs. D. T. Clement, son Walter and Miss
locality fine sunshine, varied by an occasional
town the 4th and
and

Regal
Regal
Regal
Regal

u

1

ball game between the Stockton nine and a
Brewer team, the victory resting with our
boys. The Stockton Band leased the park
from 4 o’clock to midnight, giving a concert

Women’s

and

LOW REGALS

been

invalid for the summer.
A few days later excessive nasal hemorrhage
(checked twice by Dr. G. A. Stevens) coming
on she was taken to the Waldo County Hospital, where she is being treated at this writnurse

Men’s

ing, Monday afternoon.
From Cape Jellison piers the following
shipping report was telephoned Monday p. m.:
July 1st, sch. Harold Beecher sailed with lumall are asking.
ber, for New York. July 2nd, sch. Wawenock
Moncansteamer
of
Nichols
F.
Ccpt. Joseph
sailed, light, for Rockland, and sch. Warner
in
are
and
wife
son,
an, accompanied by his
Moore sailed with lumber for New York. July
town for a few days.
3rd, steamer Millinocket saiied with paper for
Mr. George Hopkins, Church street, returned New
York, and sch. Beecliam arrived, with a
last Thursday from a delightful pleasure trip
cargo of cement fiom New York. July 5th,
to Boston and vicinity.
sch. Susie P. Oliver arrived, light, for lumber.
Hear Rev. A. A. Blair’s discourse at the July 7th, steamer Millinocket arrived with a
WHITE’S CORNER, (Winterport.
The Ladies Club of this place entertained u •
L'niversalist church next Sunday evening. general cargo from New York.
of West Winterport and other inThe last one was excellent.
Capt. Charles P. Staples and wife of New Jolly Twelve
at Odd Fellows hall, Monroe, MonMr. George F. Hichborn of Portland came York, accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Spaulding, vited guests
There vrere sixteen tables of
home to dine, July 4th, with his sisters, the with whom they have kept house for 15 years, day evening.
cakes, tarts, etc., were
Ice
cream,
whist.
returning
by
arrived
at
the Libby boarding house,
Misses Hichborn, Church street,
July 1st
was enjoyed until
afternoon train.
Sylvan street, whichjhas been their headquar- Served, after which dancing
and Miss Viola
ters during their round of visiting, calling a late hour. Fred Cunningham
the
been
had
who
P.
Mr. Russell
Goodhue,
and merry making with relatives and old Conant were the musicians and the club great_Moctor Alhirm P
fc
friends in their native town. None of Stock- ly appreciates their kindness. The hall was
Goodhue, Middle street, over July 4th, took
ton’s returning sons and daughters find more beautifully decorated with the club colors
Saturday’s steamer for Boston.
hearty welcomes from old schoolmates than royal purple and white, potted plants and cut
is due the committee
Mrs. Harry R. Hichborn, Ea6t Main street,
greet "Charles and Jennie." They contem- flowers, and much credit
returned July 1st from a ten-days’ visit with
plate coming back to reside permanently, they Mrs. Mary J. Haley, Mrs. Della Nealey, Mrs
Dr. and Mrs. Herman G. Hichborn in Cam- now
tell us, he having been 21 years in the Linda Littlefield, Mrs. Emma Haley. Mrs. Susie
Mr. and Mrs.
bridge, Mass. Her staywas most enjoyable.
employ of the ‘‘Mallory Line" of steamships, White and Mrs. Edith Libby...
Fred Lowe attended the funeral of Mrs. Lowe’s
Mr and Mrs. Alvah C. Treat recently called and thinking of lesigr.ing his
before
captaincy
uncle in North Searsport Tuesday-Leonce
on Mrs.
Georgia Sanborn in Frankfort, she many years. Good news for Stockton!
the
from
returned
Nealey of Bangor has been visiting his cousspending
having lately
The Fourth was very,quiet in town. Very
ins, Silas Blaisdell and the Misses Blaisdellwinter in Colorado with her sister, Mrs. Metta little
ringing of bells, banging of firecrackers,
Miss Viola Hamm has been at her aunt’s, Mrs,
Emery.
of
and
street
snapping
torpedoes
cheering
J. D. Foss, for a few days-Benj. N. Fish
Mrs.
F.
E.
disturbed
the
J.
Nickerson.
Roulstone,
would-be sleepers of our village
Mrs. A.
went to Gettysburg to the reunion there as a
Miss Jessie C. Nickerson and Miss Rebecca M. when the hour of midnight ushered in our
in the battle. It was a fine trip,
participant
Ross returned Wednesday from an auto tour grand National holiday. During the day many
which he enjoyed... Mr. and Mrs. A. L Blaisto Bar Harbor, Rangely Lakes and the White family dinner parties were given; but many
dell were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph BlaisMountains.
people spent the day at Penobscot Park, din- j
dell of New York at their cottage in Northport
at
the
and
the
baseing
|
pavilion
witnessing
The Auxiliary Society of the young ladies of
A. L. Blaisdell has the

Mr.

C.

«

CLAk'°N dealer, write

Rear a

engaged to

the weirs at Sears

the

nor

he leaves home with the

ik,'

upper

Then equip that child before Friday afternoon by Mrs. Hosea Renouf, Seastrength to protect view street. All members are cordially invithimself. Let the Sunday School add its in- j ed to be present.
fluence to your home training. There are j
Mr. Russell G. Gardner of Boston left by
classes for children of every age, and teachers
Monday’s boat for home after spending severNever has the Sunday j al days with his mother, Mrs. Carrie A. Gar
eager to help you.
school been so attractive and so capable of
ner, Middle street. Later, he is anticipating a
service as today.
You have but to give
longer stay in town,
it your co- operation and it will become a force
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Eddy and Mr. Robertson
that will feed with the bread of life every I
of Bangor, were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
little one in the Master’s flock.
At the
Charles Emery, Maple street, for dinner July
baptismal service two children were chris- 4th.
They came in the Eddy automobile, retened: Jay Ambrose, son of Dr. and Mrsturning toward night.
attended
his
and
Fairchild,
by
Lewene
parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Brooks, of Quincy,
Davis, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
to occupy Mr. B. B.
Towers, attended by Mrs. Towers and Miss Mass., arrived Monday
Russell. The evening service was conducted j Sanborn’s log house on the Sandypoint shore
a charming place in
by the Y. P. S. C. E.. Miss Eudavilla Cleaves for a fortnight. Really
which to take life easy.
leader. The time was well taken

John M. Stevens of Rochester,
H., were in town last week, guests of Mrs.
Eunice M. Stevens on Main street.
Mr. and Mrs.

N.

Leib and Miss Louise D. Leib
arrived Tuesday and have opened their house
on Church street for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Ferdinand H. Pendleton and
sons of Malden, Mass., are guests of Capt. and
Mrs. Andrew S. Pendleton at Park.

taken

as

Teach the child the value of God’s word
and you will give him a character that has a I
groundwork of morality. The word of God is

and Mrs. B. B. Stuffield, Miss Blanch and

Searsport

was

observed

John.

and Mrs. L. D. Crook and daughter Doris
of Brewer are at their summer home at Pleasant Point for the summer.
Mr.

Mr.

the per. ci "t' won

nomical; always quick
alwaYs durable.

a

THIS WEEK.

_a.
“-—-

Sunday,

Children’s Day.
July 6th.
The morning service was made appropriate to
the season. Special music was rendered.
After her long illness, Miss Harriet Koulstone
is a welcome addition to the choir. The
sermon delivered by Mr. McElhiney was especially addressed to parents. The subject
was “The Word of God” and the scripture
was
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15, 1909, in the Sargent store, then occupied by
Havener. In all the fires the damage to
the building has been very slight, the hydrant
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Penobscot I’ark.

were

action,
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SOLD IN BELFAST BY W. A. HALL.

The third fire in the block occurred
Feb. 21, 1909, in the Sargent store, then occupied by Gilkey & Havener. The hydrant system was then in vogue and the fire was soon
extinguished The fourth fire occurred Dec.

and Mrs. Kred L. Kendall and Mrs. Mary
R. Perkins ot Worcester, Mass., are viaiting
relatives in town.
The Fourth passed off very quietly here,
the ball games at Belfast and
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nishing goods, and were successfully handled
by the Penobscot Engine Co. although a heavy
northwest gale was blowing when each lire

at
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Islesboro is the
W. Gilkey, on
guest of her daughter, Mrs. E.
Lovina
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1,000 tinker mackerel were taken in
Island, Tuesday.
j Capt. Edmund Hichborn returned the middle
been
five
fires
in
have
building insured. There
|
of last week from a business trip to Bath.
this block in the past 37 years. The first fire J
occurred in the tailor shop of C. W. Porter, j
Monday gave us a real chilling day, after a
Nov. 29, 1875. The second in the C. W. Forvery warm week. Why such sudden changes?

mer.
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Two streams of water

put
the buildings from the hydrants on Main
street and the fire was soon under control.
The stock of groceries of Arthur E. Colson on
the first floor of the building was considerably
damaged by smoke and water. The cause of
the fire is unknovcn.
Mr. Colson had an insurance on his stock and Mrs. Sargent had the
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friends in town Monday.
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An alarm of fire at 2 a. m. Saturday, July
5th, brought out the fire department to a stubborn blaze in the attic of the Sargent block oa
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between two and three inches.
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boys of the Searsport High Bchool
gaged in a snow balling contest on Main street,
after school was out. Hail fell to a depth of

Sunapt and Mrs. B. F. Colcord returned
day from the Gettysburg reunion.
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l*r. and Mrs. A. A.

vet-

chief game warden of the Inland Fisheries and Game Commission, claims the distinction of having thrown the last snowball in
Maine for the season of 1912-1913. He scooped up a large handful of snow in a snow squall
encountered June 9th while he was on a visit
to Loon Lake.—Boston Globe.
During a heavy hail-storm at 3.30 p. m., June
9th in Searsport, lasting about an hour, the
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ols, Mr. and Mrs. N. D. Hewes of Waltham,
Mas*., Mrs. N. C. Shute, Miss Julia B. Sullivan,
Miss Iona M. Nichols, Miss Lewene A. Nichols,
Miss Nellie J. Trussed, Miss Lillias L. Nichols.
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